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ABSTRACT 

Understanding sources of variability in the 

archaeological record through the study of ceramic record 

formation is a prerequisite for inferring prehistoric human 

behavior. This study presents a program of investigation 

that: (1) provides analytical procedures for evaluating the 

representativeness of data sets so that they may be used to 

build reliable inferences concerning the past, and (2) 

provides a methodology for discovering behaviors associated 

wi th the occupation and abandonment of a settlement. 

Chodistaas Ruin (A.D. 1263-12905), an 1S-room pueblo located 

in the Grasshopper Region of Arizona, provides an ideal case 

study for illustrating this approach to variability in the 

archaeological record. 
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Chapter 1 

CERAMIC VARIABILITY 
AND THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Pottery was an essential ingredient of Neolithic life. 

The remains of vessels, either as whole pots or sherds, are 

found in every imaginable location within the ruins of 

prehistoric farming communities. They are collected, 

cleaned, classified, and analyzed by archaeologists to infer 

chronology, subsistence, settlement, exchange, social 

organization, and ideology (e.g., Arnold 1985; Bishop et al. 

1988; Braun 1983; Breternitz 1966; Matson 1965; Nelson 1985; 

Plog 1980; Rice 1987; van der Leeuw and Pritchard 1984; 

Washburn 1977). 

Ceramics are a sensitive indicator of past human 

behaviors in prehistoric pueblo communities of the American 

southwest, and the highly varied character of ceramics 

provides a valuable tool for interpreting past behaviors, 

especially during late prehistoric times. The replacement of 

decorated whiteware ceramics with a variety of polychrome 

wares in the northern Southwest around A.D. 1300 increased 

variability in ceramic assemblages (Carlson 1970:116, 1982; 

Graves 1982b, 1984; LeBlanc 1982; Mayro et al. 1976; 

Montgomery and Reid 1990; Shepard 1956:345; Smith 1971:353), 

and the value of ceramics as an interpretive tool. 

Archaeological research focuses first on recognizing 
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sources of variability in the archaeological record to 

reconstruct and explain past human behavior. This is the 

general problem faced in all research. One solution to this 

problem is presented in this study as a program of 

investigation for ceramics. The highly variable character of 

ceramics provides a valuable tool for recognizing sources of 

variability and illustrates how other material remains could 

be examined. Variability originates from two sources, 

formation processes and human behavior. The recognition of 

patterns in the ceramic record produced by formation 

processes is a prerequisite to accurate interpretations of 

significant behaviors in prehistory. The program developed 

here takes advantage of the information available from 

ceramics for reconstructing prehistoric human behavior. 

The approach presented in this study differs 

significantly from other approaches in that it provides a 

foundation for ceramic analyses, a procedure that should be 

followed prior to using ceramics for interpreting the past. 

Processes that contributed to the formation of the ceramic 

record must be clearly understood before reliable inferences 

can be made. By approaching ceramic variability, or any type 

of variability in the archaeological record, from this 

perspective, a solid foundation is laid for subsequent 

analyses directed at reconstructing past behaviors. For 

example, ceramics cannot serve a full range of chronometric 
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functions before one determines the processes responsible 

for the deposition and subsequent disturbance of these 

ceramics. Surface collections are often relied upon for 

dating the occupation span of a site. But, sources of 

variability in the sherds on the surface--both formation 

processes and human behavior--must be evaluated before a 

reliable data set is available for chronological analysis. 

The role of pottery in prehistoric puebloan society 

combined with the need to isolate sources of variability in 

the archaeological record require a program of investigation 

targeted at understanding the formation of the ceramic 

record. To use ceramic variability as an indicator of past 

behaviors, patterns produced by these behaviors must first 

be separated from patterns produced by formation processes 

(Reid 1973, 1978, 1985; Schiffer 1976, 1987; see also 

Binford 1976, 1978, 1979). An understanding of the formation 

of the ceramic record, therefore, is an essential 

prerequisite to an understanding of behavioral variability 

(Mills 1989). 

Chodistaas Ruin (A. D. 1263-1290s), an 18-room pueblo 

located in the Grasshopper Region of Arizona, provides a 

case study for developing a methodology for recognizing 

sources of variability in the ceramic record. Conclusions 

drawn from the study of Chodistaas are used to build a 

program for investigating the archaeological record to 

identify more precisely sources of past behavioral 
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variability. 

CONCEPTUALIZING SOURCES OF CERAMIC VARIABILITY 

Human behavior and natural processes contribute to the 

formation of the ceramic record from the time a prehistoric 

group first sets foot on a piece of land to the time the 

archaeologist excavates, analyzes, and reports on the ruins. 

The material remains from this series of cultural and 

natural activities can be neatly divided into three 

categories according to their relation with past and present 

cultural systems. Material remains are either in behavioral 

context, site context, or archaeological context as 

illustrated in Figure 1.1. 

Figure 1.1. Contexts of Prehistoric Remains 
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Items in behavioral context are those still 
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participating in a cultural system, equivalent to Schiffer's 

(1972; 1976:27-28) and Reid's (1973:18-24) systemic context 

in the past, or Dean's (1978:231-238) behavioral matrix. 

When a cooking vessel was used over a hearth in a pueblo 

room during the late 1200s, it was in behavioral context 

(see Chapters 6, 7, and 8). Prehistoric behaviors as they 

affect ceramic remains are restricted, for the most part, to 

ceramics in behavioral context or to the time of pueblo 

occupation. variability in the ceramic record as a product 

of past behaviors takes place during pueblo occupation. 

Natural and cultural formation processes also produce 

variability in the ceramic record in behavioral context. 

Cultural formation processes in behavioral context overlap 

wi th human behaviors during pueblo occupation. It is 

unnecessary to distinguish these two types of behaviors, 

except to say that activities involved in the formation of 

the ceramic record are usually of interest only as a link 

between ceramic remains and the reconstruction of other 

higher-level prehistoric behaviors. For example, the discard 

of broken pots is not an activity of interest in itself, but 

the study of discard activities may enable the 

reconstruction of original inventories of household vessels 

(see Chapter 8). In this study, prehistoric behaviors refer 

to activities during pueblo occupation that are the target 

of archaeological research. A few examples include ceramic 

change (see Chapter 6), household organization (see Chapter 
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7), or ri tual abandonment behavior (see Chapter 8). These 

acti vi ties mayor may not also fall into the category of 

cultural formation processes. 

Items in site context, as used here, have been 

abandoned or discarded by their owners. These are items in 

archaeological context according to Schiffer (1976:27-28), 

in the archaeological record as modeled by Reid (1973:17-

18), or in the site matrix according to Dean (1978:233). 

They exist in a state between behavioral context in the past 

and recovery by archaeologists in the present (see Chapter 

5). This is usually the context in which natural formation 

processes are most active in rearranging and distorting 

behavioral patterns in the ceramic record. Subsequent 

rearrangements occur in archaeological context, as a by

product of archaeological work, and may also be considered 

formation processes. 

Archaeological context, equivalent to Reid's (1973:18-

24) archaeologic context and Dean's (1978:233) 

archaeological matrix, refers to the context of material 

remains that have been recovered by the archaeologist (see 

Chapter 4). Schiffer (1972, 1976:28-30), on the other hand, 

defines these remains as reentering systemic context as part 

of the present cultural system. When dealing with 

prehistoric sites, I find it more convenient to distinguish 

between artifacts participating in a prehistoric system 
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(behavioral context), for which they were intended, and 

artifacts recovered by the archaeologist (archaeological 

context). Items scavenged from a site during prehistory 

reenter behavioral context. Items recently collected from a 

site by someone other than an archaeologist do not fit 

neatly into any of these three categories. 

Behavioral context variation plus variation in si te 

context plus archaeological context variation produce 

variability in the ceramic record (Figure 1.2). Behavioral 

variation is confined to the past, while the formation of a 

site and of the archaeological record is an ongoing process 

that begins in the prehistoric past and continues until a 

written report is published by the archaeologist. 

Archaeological record is used in this study to label 

the material remains in both site and archaeological 

contexts. This definition differs from Schiffer's (1976:28) 

and Reid's (1973:17-18) definitions where the archaeological 

record is restricted to materials in site context (see 

Figure 1.1). The archaeological record should also include 

data compiled by the archaeologist (see Patrick [1985] for a 

variety of definitions). The ceramic record is a subset of 

the archaeological record and is defined as any form of 

ceramic remains or data that are part of that record. 

Drawing on the work of Reid, Schiffer, and Dean, three 

categories have been constructed that are useful for framing 
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the temporal relations of patterns in the ceramic record and 

eventually for identifying the sources of these patterns. A 

better understanding of the relations between past 

behaviors, formation processes, and their contributions to 

pa tterns in the ceramic record is needed to improve 

inferences concerning past behaviors. 

THE INVESTIGATIVE FRAMEWORK 

An understanding of variability in the archaeological 

record is the key to reconstructing and explaining human 
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behavior in prehistory. This study presents a program for 

investigating variability in the archaeological record 

through ceramic analysis. variability in the ceramic record 

includes variability in the spatial distribution of ceramics 

within a site and variability in the formal attributes-

decoration, size, form--of vessels and sherds. In this way, 

ceramics are used as a tool for recognizing past human 

behavior. 

The spatial distribution and form of ceramics in site 

context differ from their distribution and form in 

behavioral context. Whole pots are sitting on room floors or 

other use-surfaces during the occupation of a pueblo. By the 

time ceramics are recovered from site context, a variety of 

processes have produced a jumbled mass of sherds throughout 

the site. Tracing the movement of these sherds around the 

si te from the time they were discarded or abandoned until 

the time they are collected requires the study of formation 

processes. In this study, formation processes are used as a 

tool for determining past behaviors involved in the movement 

of sherds around a site (see Figure 4.3) The program 

proposed is a methodology that illustrates procedures for 

recognizing past human behavior through the analysis of 

ceramics using the study of formation processes as one 

important analytical tool. The recognition of specific 

processes that contributed to the formation of the ceramic 
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record is not the goal. Rather, it is a tool for 

reconstructing and explaining past human behavior. Trowels, 

3-meter tapes, screens, and so on, are tools that aid in the 

collection of ceramic data. The study of formation processes 

is also a tool that contributes information to the data 

base. Inferences about past behavior derived from the 

ceramic record require the use of formation process studies 

as a tool for determining sources of ceramic variabili ty • 

ceramics, not formation processes, contain information on 

higher-level human behaviors that are of interest to the 

archaeologist. Although cultural processes, such as throwing 

away a broken pot, are prehistoric behaviors, these 

processes are distinguished from behaviors of greater value 

in the reconstruction and explanation of prehistory. 

Examples of these higher-level behaviors include changes in 

ceramic assemblages (see Chapter 6), household organization 

(see Chapter 7), and ritual abandonment behavior (see 

Chapter 8). 

Tracing the movement of ceramics within a site is 

analogous to studies of ceramic sourcing on a regional 

level. Zedeno (1991) studied the movement of whole pots into 

Chodistaas by determining which vessels were locally 

manufactured and which were manufactured elsewhere. Through 

compositional, technological, and stylistic analyses, she 

focused on the source of production for non-local vessels 

and the mechanisms involved in the movement of these vessels 
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into Chodistaas. Rather than focusing on the source of 

production, this study focuses on the source of use and 

discard to trace the movement of vessels and sherds within 

the site of Chodistaas. The spatial distribution of ceramics 

within a site i~ analyzed according to standard 

archaeological provenience units--surface, fill, and 

occupation . floors. The study of the movement of ceramics 

within a site is a natural extension of the study of the 

movement of vessels throughout an entire region, al though 

this procedure has not been followed in previous research to 

the extent that it is in this study (see Burgh [1959] and 

Smith [1971] for exceptions). Rather than focusing on human 

interactions on a regional scale, ceramics are used in this 

study to reveal behaviors within one particular site. The 

purpose of tracing the movement of ceramics within a site is 

to determine the mechanisms responsible for ceramic 

variability. Patterns that are the product of formation 

processes can be distinguished from patterns produced by 

other prehistoric behaviors. Past human behavior can only be 

accurately interpreted by first separating these two sources 

of variability. 

Understanding the movement of ceramics requires looking 

at different proveniences, or analytical units, within the 

site. How were ceramics deposited in these proveniences? By 

answering this question, it is possible to evaluate the 
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information potential of the ceramic data. Figuring out the 

source of these ceramics, which processes were responsible 

for their deposition, is an essential step toward the 

interpretation of past behavior. Ceramic data within three 

proveniences--room floors, room fill, and extramural 

surface--at Chodistaas were chosen as the uni ts wi th the 

highest information potential (see Chapter 4). 

Analytical techniques have surpassed and taken 

precedence over precision in fieldwork. Archaeological 

analysis is equipped with sophisticated methods for 

determining the chemical composition of ceramic clays, for 

example, or for statistically manipulating relationships of 

design styles on pots. These technological advances have 

drawn attention away from basic field methods of data 

acquisition. The identification of sherds with similar or 

contrasting designs is uninformative unless the behavioral 

context of the original pots is understood in relation to 

subsequent formation processes that together produced the 

matrix of sherds recovered from a pueblo ruin. variability 

in the archaeological record cannot be clearly and fully 

understood under conditions where formation processes are 

treated superficially, in spite of advanced laboratory 

techniques. 

In summary, this study develops a program for 

investigating variability in the archaeological record for 

reconstructing and explaining prehistoric human behavior. 
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Sources of variability in the archaeological record are 

recognized through the analysis of ceramic record formation. 

Ceramics are sensitive indicators of past human behaviors 

and are, therefore, the most useful material remains for 

investigating variability in the archaeological record. 

variability in the ceramic record is produced by both 

formation processes and other human behaviors. Determining 

the patterns produced by formation processes functions as a 

tool for recognizing higher-level human behaviors. The goal 

is the interpretation of human behavior through the study of 

ceramic variability in the archaeological record. Chodistaas 

provides the ideal site for illustrating this program of 

investigation. 

CHODISTAAS: A STRONG CASE OF THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

The identification of sources of variability, both 

prehistoric behaviors and subsequent natural or cuI tural 

processes, requires the isolction and study of strong 

archaeological cases. Strong cases, wi thin the context of 

settlement analysis, have been defined by Reid and 

Whi ttlesey (1982a: 18) as "those settlements represented by 

numerically large samples of high-resolution data that are 

relatively undistorted by natural and cuI tural formation 

processes" (see also Montgomery and Reid 1990: 88-89; 

Schiffer 1982; see Dean [1991:68] for a contrasting 
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perspective). strong analytical cases, whether artifact 

assemblages, pueblo rooms, or entire sites, are judged 

according to one's particular research problem(s). When 

identifying sources of variability in the ceramic record, 

certain prerequisites must be met that involve site 

formation. Pueblo ruins where these processes can be 

relatively easily identified are more suitable for 

developing procedures for understanding ceramic record 

formation. The site of Chodistaas provides an ideal 

situation for working toward these goals. 

Chodistaas Ruin fits the requirements of a strong case 

for investigating the formation of the ceramic record, the 

critical first step toward gaining an understanding of past 

behavioral variability. The presence of complete ceramic 

assemblages on room floors and a high density of sherds in 

subsurface and surface contexts, the absol ute chronology 

available from tree-rings, and the minimal amount of post

occupational disturbance combine to make Chodistaas an ideal 

prehi~toric case (see Chapter 5 and 6). 

Seventeen of the 18 rooms at Chodistaas have been 

excavated by the University of Arizona Archaeological Field 

School under the direction of J. Jefferson Reid and William 

A. Longacre. 

The entire pueblo burned, resulting in the preservation 

of roof beams and household belongings on the room floors. 
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Two hundred and eighty-six vessels have been recovered from 

floor contexts (see Appendix A). The ceramic vessels range 

in size from miniature bowls and jars to large whi teware 

ollas and brown corrugated jars. Ninety-three of these 

vessels are decorated. Cibola Whiteware, Roosevelt Redware 

(Pinto Black-on-red and Polychrome), White Mountain Redware 

(st. Johns Polychrome), and several painted corrugated types 

(McDonald Painted Corrugated, Salado White-on-red, and 

Cibicue Polychrome) are represented in the assemblage (Crown 

1981: Montgomery and Reid 1990: Zedeno 1991). Most of the 

decorated pots are whiteware jars (n=38) and Roosevelt 

Redware bowls (n=30). 

The majority of undecorated pots are either brown 

obliterated corrugated jars (n=71) or orange-gray corrugated 

jars (n=52). The orange-grayware vessels appear to have been 

manufactured in the Cibecue Valley about ten miles southeast 

of Chodistaas (Reid et ale 1990). The remainder of the 

assemblage contains brown plainwares, some of which are red 

slipped, orange-gray plainwares, and Salado Red plain and 

corrugated wares (see Appendix A: Crown 1981: Reid et ale 

1990: Zedeno 1991). The entire assemblage of floor vessels 

exhibits an amazing amount of variability (see Crown 1981: 

Zedeno 1991) especially for a settlement the size of 

Chodistaas. 

In addition to the wealth of vessels, a large variety 

of other household belongings was also recovered from the 



room floors. Evidence of food processing is 

form of metates, manos, and mealing bins. 

debris, including shell, turquoise, steatite, 
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found in the 

Manufacturing 

and chipped 

stone, is spread across the room floors with axes, slate 

palettes, figurines, woven matting, and an assortment of 

other utilitarian and ceremonial items. 

A precise chronology dating the construction of the 

pueblo is available from 133 tree-ring dates provided by the 

Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research at the University of 

Arizona, 19 of which are cutting dates. Construction began 

in the northern roomblock in A.D. 1263 and continued until 

1272. The southern rooms were built in the 1280s. Chodistaas 

burned to the ground sometime during the 1290s. 

The minor role of post-occupational disturbances in 

site context (see Chapter 5) eliminates many of the natural 

and cultural processes that commonly distort behavioral 

patterns in ceramic remains. Because the majority of ceramic 

variability at Chodistaas is the product of prehistoric 

behaviors, this study can move directly toward developing 

procedures for understanding the past. 

After controlling variability produced by formation 

processes, sources of variability that are the product of 

past behaviors can be isolated. Investigation of cuI tural 

processes that were involved in the formation of the ceramic 

record at Chodistaas led to the discovery of behaviors that 
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took place during pueblo occupation (see Chapters 6, 7, and 

8). For example, events surrounding the abandonment of 

Chodistaas were discovered by considering the formation of 

the ceramic record in these pueblo rooms (see Chapter 8). 

Control of site- and archaeological-context variability 

at Chodistaas allows us to concentrate on patterns produced 

when the ceramics were in behavioral context. separating 

cuI tural formation processes from targeted prehistoric 

behaviors is the key to interpreting events that occurred at 

Chodistaas. These specific behavioral events can then be 

incorporated into a larger regional picture. 

The immediate contribution of this study is not the 

reconstruction of life at Chodistaas, but rather the 

development of a theoretical and methodological framework 

for isolating past behaviors using variability in the 

ceramic record. Experimental or ethnoarchaeological studies 

should be conducted alongside traditional archaeological 

endeavors, but a precise understanding of prehistory is only 

attainable from the perspective of archaeological record 

formation. 

Archaeologists have come to rely on ethnoarchaeological 

or experimental studies to provide answers to the 

complexities of the archaeological record. The body of 

ethnographic literature, the majority of which was written 

during the first few decades of this century, is lacking in 

information useful to the prehistorian. Ceramic manufacture 
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in the Southwest, for example, overshadows discussions 

addressing the mechanisms of ceramic distribution, use, and 

discard. Although much can be learned about ceramic 

manufacture, information relevant to site formation is 

essentially nonexistent in the ethnographic record of the 

Southwest (see Chapter 2). 

Ethnoarchaeological and experimental approaches 

developed as a response to problems encountered with 

ethnography. Studies in contemporary societies and in the 

laboratory have contributed to our understanding of the 

principles that link material culture and human behavior, 

but Ii ttle progress has been made toward applying these 

principles to prehistoric cases (Montgomery and Reid 

1990:95-96; Skibo et ale 1989). More important for this 

discussion is the fact that these techniques have 

contributed little to our understanding of site formation. 

Few ethnoarchaeological studies have attempted to trace the 

movement of pottery from behavioral context to site context. 

The Coxoh research program is one exception. Deal (1985) has 

specifically looked at pottery disposal in the Maya 

highlands (see also Hayden an~ Cannon [1984]), but then the 

problem becomes one of relevance. To what extent is the 

treatment of broken pots by the contemporary Maya comparable 

to the disposal of pottery by puebloans living in the 

Southwest 700 years earlier? Furthermore, the many processes 
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involved in site formation, of which pottery disposal is 

only one, cannot be addressed by ethnoarchaeology, primarily 

because of the synchronic nature of these studies 

(Montgomery and Reid 1990:95). 

The study of ceramic variability and the formation of 

the ceramic record must be based on strong cases of the 

prehistoric record. By approaching sites from the 

perspective of formation processes, actual behaviors that 

took place in the past will be discovered. strong cases of 

the archaeological record can contribute to building the 

method and theory of ceramic record formation. Furthermore, 

an understanding of site formation uncovers past behaviors 

at individual settlements that lead to broader 

understandings of regional systems. The goal of prehistory 

is not to discover where people discarded their broken pots 

or even how these pots functioned within a village. The goal 

is to trace economic, social, and political behaviors 

beginning with broken pieces of pottery lying on the surface 

of a ruin. 

AN INTRODUCTION TO SUBSEQUENT CHAPTERS 

Each of the following chapters expands on major points 

outlined in the preceding discussion. Chapter 2 investigates 

the ethnographic record of the Southwest for information 

concerning ceramic record formation. Six groups--Western 
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Apache, Havasupai, Tarahumara, Papago, Pima, and Mohave--are 

chosen based on certain similarities with Chodistaas. These 

similarities include environment, residential stability, 

subsistence practices, settlement size, and manufacture and 

use of pottery within the household. Each of these 

characteristics is thought to be relevant to the role of 

ceramics in society and to the formation of the ceramic 

record at individual settlements. Pueblo societies were 

excluded primarily because historic pueblos were 

significantly larger than Chodistaas and were occupied over 

much longer periods of time. Most processes invol ved in 

ceramic record formation at these pueblos are not comparable 

to processes that occurred at Chodistaas. 

Chapter 3 outlines the Grasshopper Archaeological 

Research Program as a backdrop to subsequent research at 

Chodistaas. Specific research interests had developed that 

initiated and guided work at Chodistaas. This chapter 

provides the necessary background for understanding the 

archaeological context of research at Chodistaas. 

Chapter 4 addresses the archaeological context at 

Chodistaas, specifically the history of research, methods of 

data collection, and units of analysis. Examples of 

interpretations drawn from the archaeological record are 

discussed to illustrate the integral role of the researcher 

in contributing to the formation of the archaeological 
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record. 

Chapter 5 places Chodistaas wi thin its environmental 

surroundings and evaluates the contribution of natural 

formation processes to ceramic variability in site context. 

Disturbances produced by cultural processes are also 

addressed. 

Chapters 6, 7, and 8 focus on variability in the 

ceramic record produced by activities in behavioral context, 

or during the occupation of the pueblo. These are the 

analytical chapters that look at the movement of ceramics 

into each of the three most important proveniences--the 

surface, room floors, and room fill. 

Variabili-ty in the surface collection is addressed in 

Chapter 6. After identifying sources of variability I the 

surface sherds are compared with floor vessels and fill 

sherds. These comparisons lead to interesting discoveries 

concerning ceramic change during the occupation of 

Chodistaas. 

Chapter 7 addresses variability in the floor 

assemblages. The role of cultural formation processes is 

evaluated prior to identifying ceramic variability as a 

product of household organization. 

Chapter 8 presents an example of the value of fill 

sherds for discovering activities 

abandonment. An unusual activity, 

associated with pueblo 

probably an abandonment 

ritual, is recognized in the ceramic record at Chodistaas by 
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comparing the number of floor vessels with the density of 

fill sherds in each room. This discovery suggests that the 

procedures followed in Chapter 8 may hold promise for 

detecting ritual behavior at prehistoric sites. 

Chapter 9 summarizes the program of investigation 

presented in this study and draws conclusions based on the 

work presented in previous chapters. 
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CHAPTER 2 

CERAMIC VARIABILITY 
AND THE ETHNOGRAPHIC RECORD 

The ethnographic record has long been a valuable source 

of information for the Southwestern archaeologist (Cushing 

l890i Fewkes l896i Mindeleff l89li see also Arnold [l985:l

l2] and Longacre 1970). Reference to ethnographic data has 

become a standard part of the research process since the 

emergence of processual archaeology in the 1960s (Binford 

1962, 1968i Taylor 1948i Willey and Phillips 1958). Based on 

the assumption that similar behaviors often produce similar 

results, similarities in material remains of past and 

present societies were used to construct hypotheses about 

past behaviors (see Binford 1968; Kramer 1979; Yellen 1977). 

These ideas were then tested against archaeological evidence 

(Binford 1968; Hill 1970; Mills 1989). The study of present-

day societies allows one to observe the interaction between 

behaviors and material items in behavioral context. 

Observations of the interaction between people and their 

pots supply the archaeologist with a range of behavioral 

possibilities that can be used in formulating inferences and 

generalizations about prehistoric behaviors. 

The ethnographic record can provide valuable insights 

into many aspects of prehistoric behavior i however, some 

acti vi ties in the past may not be represented by the 
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behaviors of contemporary peoples. Causal links derived from 

ethnography are limited and must be used in conjunction with 

information based on archaeological data from strong cases 

in prehistory. 

Although it is true that archaeologists have relied on 

the ethnographic record for insights into prehistory, it is 

also true that certain kinds of information are not 

available from the writings of cultural anthropologists. 

There is a wealth of information on the manufacture and use 

of pottery, for example, but few ethnographies include 

discussions about the discard of broken pots, which is of 

central importance to the archaeologist. 

CERAMICS AND THE ETHNOGRAPHIC RECORD 
OF THE SOUTHWEST 

Ethnographic observations were made on Southwestern 

pottery as early as the late l800s (e.g., Cushing l890). 

Some of the more recent accounts (e.g., Fontana et ale 1962) 

contain detailed descriptions of pottery manufacturing 

techniques wi th lists of vessel form and function. These 

studies, which date prior to the 1970s, simply state the 

function of different vessel forms without explicit 

attention to the spatial distribution of pots or their 

disposal within a settlement. The collection of data within 

the context of a theoretical framework that emphasized 
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culture history explains the emphasis on manufacturing 

techniques and vessel form. Prior to the 1960s, ceramics, 

and other items of material culture, were primarily used as 

tools for establishing chronology and cultural affiliation, 

rather than for interpreting processes of human interaction 

(see Dunnell 1986). 

In spite of the incongruence between observations 

recorded by ethnographers and present-day concerns with the 

formation of the ceramic record, the ethnographic literature 

should be examined for insights into relations between 

behaviors and their material remains. Although ethnographies 

do not deal explicitly or systematically with ceramic use, 

disposal, and the effects of formation processes, 

information may be available for making inferences about the 

ceramic record, especially regarding the spatial 

distribution of ceramics within settlements. 

To test the value of the ethnographic record as a 

source of information on sources of variability in the 

ceramic record, a literature search was conducted for six 

southwestern groups. This sample was chosen based on 

similarities with Chodistaas in five distinguishing 

characteristics: (1) location in the semi-arid environment 

of the Southwest; (2) a postulated change in residential 

stability from semi-sedentary to sedentary; (3) a hunting

gathering-horticulture sUbsistence base; (4) a small 

population of less than 50 individuals occupying one 
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settlement; and (5) manufacture and consumption of pottery 

wi thin the household. Based on these five cri teria, the 

Western Apache, Tarahumara, Havasupai, Papago (Tohono 

Oodam), Pima, and Mohave were selected. 

Pueblo groups are not included primarily because of the 

size of these historic settlements, which housed several 

hundred individuals (see Simmons [1979:221] for population 

figures). Other characteristics of pueblo society, such as 

heavy reliance on agricultural foods and manufacture of 

pottery for sale to the modern world, discourage comparison 

with Chodistaas. Although it would seem natural to include 

historic pueblos, the formation of the ceramic record at 

these settlements involved different processes because of 

their size, sUbsistence practices, and pottery distribution 

to the outside world. Even by limiting the sample to smaller 

settlements of pueblo societies, the most common of which 

are fieldhouses containing from one to three rooms (Ellis 

1978), it would not be appropriate for comparison with 

prehistoric pueblos, such as Chodistaas, because of 

differences in site size and function. Chodistaas, an 18-

room pueblo, did not function as a temporarily occupied 

fieldhouse where only a limited variety of activities took 

place. Formation of the ceramic record at these fieldhouses 

is not comparable to Chodistaas. Finally, ethnographic 

accounts do not address the use of pottery at these summer 
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fieldhouses. 

The five criteria listed above and the ethnographic 

information on ceramics are discussed after a brief 

description of Chodistaas Pueblo. The description of 

Chodistaas as a functioning community provides the 

background for comparison with each of the ethnographic 

groups. 

Chodistaas S§ ~ Living community 

Chodistaas was a small village located in the mountains 

of the Mogollon Region (Figure 2.1). Although Chodistaas is 

located in the semi-arid southwest, it receives more 

rainfall than the Colorado Plateau to the north or the 

basin-and-range province to the south. Annual precipitation 

is about 20 inches with a growing season of 120 days 

(Holbrook and Graves 1982; Reid and Graybill 1984). 

Beginning in the early A.D. 1260s, Chodistaas was home 

to a small group of horticul turalists who also relied on 

hunting and gathering (Reid 1989a; Welch 1988, 1993). 

Eighteen masonry rooms housed about five households at the 

peak of its occupation during the 1280s (Figure 2.2). 

The degree of residential stability is thought to have 

changed during the occupation of Chodistaas based on several 

lines of evidence, including the construction of four 

storage rooms (Rooms 3, 5, 8, and 9) around A.D. 1285 and 

changes in the decorated ceramic assemblage (Montgomery and 



Figure 2.1. The Location of Chodistaas Pueblo (after 
Agenbroad 1982:43) 
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Reid 1990; Reid 1989a; Reid et al. 1989). From the early 

A.D. 1260s until the 1280s, Chodistaas appears to have been 

occupied on a seasonal basis. sometime in the 1280s, the 

pueblo became a permanent home to its occupants, who began 

to rely more heavily on agricultural resources. In the 

1290s, the entire pueblo was burned and abandoned. 

Ceramics played an important role in the daily 

acti vi ties of Chodistaas. Two-hundred and eighty-six' 

decorated and undecorated bowls, jars, pitchers, and plates 

were found on the floors of 17 excavated rooms, indicating 

that pottery vessels served as containers in a wide variety 

of household activities (Crown 1981; Montgomery and Reid 

1990; Zedeno 1991). Zedeno's (1991) research on the 

compositional, technological, and stylistic attributes of 

these pots suggests that the majority of undecorated and 

some of the decorated were locally manufactured. 

In summary, Chodistaas was a small community of pottery 

producing and consuming households. These people were 

farmers who also depended on wild resources available in 

their rich mountain surroundings. Residential stability 

appears to have increased during the 1280s, from seasonal to 

year-round occupation. 

criteria for selecting the Ethnographic Cases 

Five criteria are used as guidelines for selecting 

societies comparable to Chodistaas. These include 
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environment, residential stability, subsistence practices, 

settlement size, and manufacture and use of pottery within 

the household. All of these characteristics are relevant to 

the role of ceramics within each society and to the 

formation of the ceramic record at individual settlements. 

The choice of ethnographic societies was first limited 

to the Southwest to control for environmental variability. 

In comparison wi th other regions of North America, groups 

living in the Southwest had to adapt to similar conditions, 

characterized by limited seasonal precipitation, low 

humidity, and daily fluctuations in temperature (see Arnold 

[1985: 62] ). The environment of the Southwest allows for 

pottery manufacture during most of the year, which may be 

one explanation for the abundance of pottery throughout this 

region. The role of pottery in daily life varies, usually in 

relation to the degree of sedentariness, but most, if not 

all, Southwestern societies manufacture pottery. Variability 

in ceramic behavior as a by-product of general climatic 

factors is controlled by limiting the ethnographic sample to 

societies within the Southwest. 

Residential stability is an important factor in 

determining the prevalence of pottery within a society 

(Arnold 1985: 119; see also Skibo et ale [1989]). That 70 

percent of the groups in the Southwest are fully sedentary 

accounts for the integral role of pottery within these 
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societies in comparison with other groups of western North 

America with similar climatic conditions but more limited 

use of pottery (Arnold 1985:123). 

Residential stability affects the degree to which 

pottery is used in daily activities (see Tables 2.1 and 

2.2), which, in turn, affects the formation of the ceramic 

record. Since residential stability appears to have changed 

during the occupation of Chodistaas, it is important to look 

at ceramic behavior within societies that vary in their 

degree of stabili ty • The summer farm communi ties of the 

Western Apache, Tarahumara, Papago, and Havasupai are 

broadly comparable to the period when Chodistaas was 

occupied on a seasonal basis. These settlements housed a 

number of families and functioned as the main occupation 

si te throughout most of the spring, summer, and into the 

fall, unlike the fieldhouses of the historic pueblos. The 

year-round settlements that characterized the Pima and the 

Mohave may be useful for comparison with Chodistaas during 

its final years of permanent occupation. 

Differences in degree of residential stability are 

often associated with variation in subsistence or the degree 

to which a group relies on agriculture. In general, greater 

stability indicates a greater reliance on cultivated foods 

(Bender 1978; Flannery 1968, 1973; Rafferty 1985; Stark 

1986). 

During the span of occupation at Chodistaas, people 
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were beginning to shift from a mixed strategy of 

horticulture, hunting, and gathering to an agriculturally

dominant subsistence base, a transition that is completed 

during the later occupation of Grasshopper Pueblo (Decker 

1986; Reid 1985, 1989a; Tuggle et ale 1984; Welch 1993). The 

six societies chosen represent a variety of sUbsistence 

adaptations, ranging from the western Apache who supplement 

wild food resources with a minimal amount of cultivated 

foods to the Pima whose diet is composed primarily of 

agricultural products. This variation brackets the range of 

possibilities in subsistence practices at Chodistaas, and, 

therefore, the range of ceramic behavior related to 

subsistence activities. 

Table 2.1 illustrates the relations between residential 

stability and reliance on agricultural products. The 

standard categories used to characterize the stability of 

settlement systems--nomadic, semi -nomadic, semi -sedentary , 

and sedentary--are not precise enough to make the necessary 

distinctions between these societies. Additional information 

has been included in the table that allows them to be ranked 

according to seasonal residential stability. 

The correlation between diet and stability is high 

except for the Papago who are more sedentary than would be 

expected in relation to their diet (Table 2.1). The 

anomalous settlement pattern of the Papago may be explained 
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by an environment rich in wild plant resources and the 

ability to obtain food from their Piman neighbors during the 

winter months. 

It is interesting to note the difference between the 

number of pottery forms used by the Western Apache and 

Havasupai compared with the other four groups. Minimal use 

of pottery by the Apache is readily explained by their high 

residential mobility, but the scarcity of pottery within 

Havasupai culture calls for further investigation. (Note 

that these numbers represent the number of pottery forms and 

NOT the number of pots per household.) 

Table 2.1. Agricultural Dependence and Residential 
stability for the Ethnographic Groups 

Rank by Diet 
(% Agriculture) 

WESTERN APACHE 
20-25% 

PAPAGO 
30% 

HAVASUPAI 
30-50% 

Rank by Residential 
Stability 

Number of Household 
Pottery Forms 

WESTERN APACHE WESTERN APACHE 
semi-nomadic 1-2 
-summer: farmsteads/ 

camps 
-winter: camps 

HAVASUPAI HAVASUPAI 
semi-sedentary 2 
-summer: village 
-winter: camps 

TARAHUMARA TARAHUMARA 
semi-sedentary 12 
-summer: rancherias 
-winter: caves 



TARAHUMARA 
40-60% 

MOHAVE 
50% 

PIMA 
(>50%) 

PAPAGO 
semi-sedentary 
-summer: rancheria 
-winter: camp 

MOHAVE 
sedentary, but 

impermanent 
-summer and winter: 
rancheria 

PIMA 
sedentary 
-summer and winter: 
rancheria 

PAPAGO 
10 

MOHAVE 
13 

PIMA 
10 
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Pottery production and use also depend on the demand 

for ceramics, which is largely a function of settlement size 

(Arnold 1985:127). One of the factors that limits the scale 

of production to the household level is a relatively small 

population within the community. In societies where people 

live in small settlements, regardless of the degree of 

mobility, there is little demand for large quantities of 

pottery (Arnold 1985:125). Variability in ceramic behavior 

in relation to community size is controlled by attempting to 

limit the ethnographic sample to groups whose individual 

settlements house less than 50 people. The density of 

population within individual settlements is possibly the 

most important variable when considering discard and 

abandonment activities. 

It is important that ceramics are produced for 
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househo1d use, and not primarily for exchange, so that the 

economic and functional contexts of pottery are similar to 

that of Chodistaas. The problem of pottery manufacture in 

the Southwest for sale to the industrial world is avoided by 

excluding puebloan societies and relying on ethnographic 

groups who, at the turn-of-the-century, manufactured pottery 

primarily for household use. 

The following discussion of the role of pottery within 

several Southwestern societies highlights daily activities 

that involve pottery (behavioral context) and how these 

activities might contribute to the spatial variation of 

ceramic remains that are eventually recovered from site 

context. This discussion presents ethnographic scenarios 

that may provide insights into the place of pottery within 

the behavioral context of Chodistaas (see Chapters 6, 7, and 

8). These observations are not assumed to be directly 

analogous to the behaviors that occurred at Chodistaas; 

they are presented as possibilities, not as explanations, to 

expand our understanding of the interactions between people 

and their pots. 

Ceramics and the Ethnoaraphic Sample 

The following discussions highlight information on the 

location of ceramic use and discard as it was available from 

the ethnographic sources. Table 2.2 sUmmarizes the pottery 

assemblages for each group. 



Table 2.2. pottery Assemblages of the Ethnographic Groups 

WESTERN APACHE 
(Buskirk 1986:173,200) 

1. cooking jars 
2. storage jars 

HAVASUPAI 

unpainted 
unpainted 

(Schwartz 1983:17; Spier 1928:139, 140, 156) 

1. globular cooking jars 
2. storage jars (Hopi) 

TARAHUHARA 

unpainted 
painted (?) 
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(Fontana 1979:9-10, 32, 33, 36; Pastron 1974:103-104; 
Pennington 1963:216-219) 

I. large cooking jars--boiling unpainted 
2. tesguino cooking jars unpainted 
3. tesguino fermenting jars unpainted 
4. medium cooking jars--

boiling beans unpainted 
5. water jars unpainted 
6. large bowls--serving unpainted and painted 
7. small bowls--eating unpainted and painted 
8. griddles--cooking 

tortillas unpainted 
9. elliptical jars--roasting 

or popping corn unpainted 
10. food storage jars unpainted and painted 
1I. ceramic censers unpainted 
12. miniature jars 

a. boiling mustard plant unpainted 
b. offerings of tesguino 

or cornmeal for deceased 

PAPAGO AND PIKA 
(Fontana and others 1962:117; see Whittlesey 1986:83-85) 

Household assemblage: 
1. ollas--water storage and 

drinking painted and unpainted 



2. cooking jars--beans 
3. water carrying jars 
4. water canteens 
5. small bean boiling jars 
6. serving bowls 
7. individual eating bowls 
8. small wine jars 
9. dry seed storage jars 

10. baby canteens 

community assemblage: 
1. large wine jars 
2. large bean boiling jars 
3. large saguaro boiling jars 

MOHAVE 

unpainted 
painted and unpainted 
unpainted 
unpainted 
painted 
unpainted 
painted and unpainted 
painted and unpainted 
painted 

painted and unpainted 
unpainted 
unpainted 
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(Forde 1931:123-124; Kroeber 1955:1, 8-9; Rogers 1936:36-38) 

1. ollas--carrying water or 
water storage 

2. cooking jars 
3. large cooking jars 
4. serving bowls 
5. cooking bowls 
6. oval roasting bowls 
7. dippers/spoons 
8. platters 
9. small platters 

10. canteens 
11. seed storage jars 
12. small flaring-neck seed 

storage jars 
13. large bowls for transport 

across river 

painted 
unpainted 
unpainted 
painted 
unpainted 
unpainted 
painted 
painted 
painted 
painted and unpainted 
unpainted (1) 

unpainted (1) 

unpainted (1) 

The six groups--western Apache, Havasupai, Tarahumara, 

Papago, Pima, and Mohave--are discussed in order from the 

least reliant on pottery to the most reliant. 

Western Apache 

The discussion of the role of pottery in the lives of 

the Apache focuses on one component of their settlement 
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system, the farmstead. Farmsteads were stationary habitation 

sites occupied year after year by the family who owned the 

farm land (Goodwin 1937:42; see Donaldson and Welch [1991], 

and Graves [1982a] for discussions of Apachean sites). The 

Apache farmstead played a similar role to Chodistaas as a 

seasonally-occupied settlement. These farmsteads were often 

built on bluff tops, similar to Chodistaas, and otherwise can 

be found on valley terraces (Buskirk 1986: 21; Graves 

1982a: 200). Ramadas and small brush structures were also 

built close to the fields. 

Farmsteads contained several wickiups, one for each 

household or nuclear family, spread out over several acres 

(Figure 2.3; Goodwin 1937:81). Each wickiup had a ramada 
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Figure 2.3. Layout of a Western Apache Farmstead 
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where most daily activities took place. Wickiups were used 

for storage or for shelter during rainy weather. 

Pottery was not an important component of Apache 

material culture (Table 2.2). Pots were used for boiling 

food and, sometimes, for storage (Buskirk 1986:173). Buskirk 

(1986:200) describes the Apache cooking jar: 

For boiling, plain black pottery, tall in proportion 
to diameter and pointed at the base, was used. The 
only decoration was a narrow band of diagonal 
indentations an inch or two below the lip of the 
jar. This was the only pottery made. 

The highly mobile settlement pattern of the Western 

Apache prevented pottery from becoming an important part of 

their material culture. Rather than using ceramic 

containers, the Apache relied on basketry for most of their 

cooking, storage, and transport ion needs. Containers were 

also made from gourds (Buskirk 1986:94) and carved from wood 

(Buskirk 1986:200). 

The few pots owned by each household were used in a 

variety of locations. Since most activities took place 

outdoors, pots were primarily used in front of the wickiup, 

under the ramada, and near the agricultural fields (Buskirk 

1986: 65). Cooking pots were probably carried from camp to 

camp during the winter and back to the farmstead. Storage 

pots were carried from the summer home, after harvest, and 

to pits and rockshelters allover Apache territory. If they 

contained seeds, they were also returned to the fields 
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during late spring. 

The specific behaviors of interest in this survey of 

the Western Apache literature were the functions of pots, 

where they were used and discarded, and abandonment 

activities within Apachean farmsteads. The function of 

pottery, primarily as a cooking vessel, and its spatial 

distribution within an occupied farmstead are fairly clear 

from the ethnographic record, but discard behavior, as 

expected, is not discussed. Information on the effects of 

abandonment on ceramic deposition is indirectly available 

from discussions of mortuary practices as they relate to the 

abandonment of structures. 

Of archaeological interest, wickiups were often burned 

when someone in the family died (Buskirk 1986:107; Gifford 

1940:68; Goodwin 1969:518-521). Buskirk (1986:107-108) 

reports that the entire camp was burned, and the farm 

abandoned for at least two years. Houses were sometimes torn 

down rather than burned with the family moving to another 

community of the same clan (Goodwin 1969:144). Goodwin 

(1937:83) also mentions that houses abandoned because of a 

death in the family may be used for storage and then 

reoccupied after a few years. The treatment of the 

deceased I s belongings, assumed to include pottery, varied 

within Western Apache culture. They were either buried with 

the deceased, burned with the house, or left in the 
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abandoned structure (Gifford 1940:68). 

The most common practice among the Western Apache 

appears to have been the burning of the deceased's wickiup 

and belongings. In this case, and in a situation where the 

wickiup was torn down, any cooking pots belonging to the 

deceased would be placed in the structure. The original 

context and location of use would be lost, but the 

assemblage of pots would remain in the wickiup. 

Women owned the household pottery (Goodwin 1969: 333-

334) and, therefore, only when the woman died would the pots 

be placed in the wickiup. This assemblage would contain the 

household inventory, except for a few storage pots remaining 

in caches. Although essentially a complete set of pots, only 

one or two cooking pots and a few storage jars, perhaps, 

would remain in the house, all of which would be undecorated 

jars. 

Without information on discard behavior, it is 

difficult to reconstruct the formation of the ceramic record 

at Apachean farmsteads. Discard behavior is the major link 

between activities involving pottery (behavioral context) 

and the spatial distribution of the material remains as they 

are affected by post-abandonment processes (site context). 

However, it is clear from the literature that cooking 

activities, limited to foods that were boiled, and mortuary 

practices are two important behaviors that would affect the 

frequency and spatial distribution of ceramics within an 
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Apachean farmstead site. 

Havasupai 

The Havasupai, a small group of Upland Yumans, lived at 

the bottom of the Grand Canyon along the Colorado River 

during the summer and on the Coconino Plateau during the 

remainder of the year (Schwartz 1983:13). These people were 

horticul turalists who relied on wild food resources as a 

supplement to their crops. The mesa tops, directly above the 

canyon, provided a diversity of foods to help them survive 

the winter months (Schwartz 1983:15). The Havasupai followed 

a semisedentary settlement pattern with occasional moves 

between winter camps. 

The farming village is made up of a series of household 

camps located along the river in a relatively compact layout 

(Figure 2.4: Jorgensen 1980:445). Each camp contained a 
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Figure 2.4. Layout of the Havasupai Village (after Spier 
1928:Figure 50) 
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house with a ramada where most of the daily activities took 

place. Women, belonging to the same extended family, often 

cooked together under the ramada or in an open area near 

their houses (Schwartz 1983:16; spier 1928:211). 

The manufacture and use of pottery was very limited 

within the Havasupai culture (Table 2.2). Only two forms of 

pottery were used, undecorated cooking jars, made and owned 

by the women, and storage jars imported from the Hopi 

(Schwartz 1983:17; Spier 1928:139, Figure 16, 140, 156). 

The only pottery used in the village was the cooking 

jar. Since cooking took place outdoors, very little pottery 

would have been used inside the house. Most of the storage 

jars were kept in granaries built into the cliffs 

overlooking the village (Iliff 1954:114, 116). 

Although pots were used for cooking, baskets were far 

more important in most daily tasks. While only one or two 

cooking pots and a few storage vessels were owned by each 

household, the same family usually owned as many as a dozen 

baskets (Iliff 1954:194; Spier 1928:124). 

Even though the population of the Havasupai village was 

much larger than that of Chodistaas, it is included because 

it provides an interesting case of semisedentary farm'ers who 

used very little pottery. It also indicates the importance 

of sedentariness over population size and subsistence in 

determining the significance and role of pottery in everyday 
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life (Arnold 1985). 

As with the Western Apache, observations on discard 

behavior were not available from the literature. 

Nevertheless, some inferences can be made concerning spatial 

patterning of ceramics within the Havasupai village. 

Although individual families lived in separate camps 

within the village, daily activities were carried out in a 

group atmosphere with members of an extended family working 

together. Since women from different households cooked 

together, pots belonging to several households would have 

been used at the same location. Sherds from broken pots 

would be deposited near each ramada, representing pottery 

from a mixture of households. This situation is no different 

from many other groups, such as the Papago, who lived and 

worked in groups of extended families. In other words, 

ceramic remains from one extended family would be deposited 

in spatially distinct areas, comparable to the Papago 

compound. The only difference is that individual nuclear 

families lived in spatially separate houses in the Havasupai 

village. 

Houses were burned or abandoned when a person died 

(Iliff 1954:124; Spier 1928:234, 292). The deceased and his 

or her belongings were burned "on a pyre at some distance 

from the camp" (Spier 1928:292). Unlike the Western Apache, 

the burning of the house and the destruction of personal 

property were two separate events. Belongings were often 
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buried with the person (Spier 1928:234), the goal being to 

rid the living of any reminders of their deceased relatives; 

therefore, whole pots are not likely to be recovered from 

houses, unless they were left in the structure during 

temporary winter abandonments. Also, most of the imported 

storage jars were probably kept in the granaries, leaving 

very little evidence in the remains of the village. 

In summary, spatial variation in ceramic remains within 

the Havasupai village would be minimal. Floor assemblages 

would not be found in the houses and only the remains of 

undecorated cooking jars, and perhaps a few storage jars, 

would have been deposited in the trash areas, probably near 

the ramada. 

Tarahumara 

The Tarahumara occupied a number of different 

environments in northern Mexico: 

At contact the Tarahumara were clustered 
along streamways of great canyons, upland meadows 
and valleys, foothill country, plains, and basin 
and range country of central and western Chihuahua 
(Pennington 1963:277). 

These people maintained a balanced diet of agricultural 

products and wild resources. Forty to sixty percent of the 

diet was composed of agricultural foods, 30 to 45 percent of 

wild plant foods, and 10 to 25 percent of wild animal foods. 

Fish contributed a small percentage to the diet of those 
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with access to this resource (Kennedy 1978). 

The percentage of wild resources decreased, accompanied 

by increased reliance on agricultural products, with the 

introduction of domestic animals by the Spanish. These 

animals provided manure for fertilizer and allowed the 

Tarahumara to plow their fields, both of which increased 

yields (Pennington 1963). 

Among the Tarahumara, residential mobility ranged from 

semi-nomadic to sedentary, with most groups following a 

semi-nomadic pattern of seasonal moves until the 

introduction of domestic animals (Lumholtz 1894:48, 

1902:159). Their settlement pattern involved biseasonal 

moves between the uplands and lowlands with movement within 

these regions as well. Each nuclear family owned several 

fields, which may be several miles apart. Families built 

rancherias near each of these fields and moved from one to 

another during the growing season. Families also moved 

around during the winter to take advantage of wild 

resources. wi th the introduction of domestic animals, the 

Tarahumara no longer needed to rely on these wild resources 

and, as a result, they remained at one winter home. 

Most Tarahumara had several homes in the highlands for 

summer residence and a winter residence in the lowlands. 

They differ from the Western Apache and the Havasupai in 

reoccupying the same shelters for the entire winter instead 

of setting up temporary camps. 
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The Tarahumara lived in rancherias during the growing 

season, each with a population of less than fifty, that were 

dispersed over their territory. Individuals or families 

moved in and out of the rancherias frequently to tend to 

their numerous agricultural fields (Fried 1969:853). 

A rancheria was made up of household clusters, each 

consisting of a single-room log house and one or two log 

grain-storage cabins, and a small flat clearing or patio for 

dancing, feasting, or working (Figure 2.5). These clusters, 

each housing one nuclear family, were scattered along a 

small valley with a stream or arroyo close by. Large 

rancherias may have had as many as 15 or 20 houses, but 

usually only five or six (Fried 1969:852-853). 

After harvesting their fields, families moved to their 

winter homes bringing "goats, a few small pots, baskets of 

wool, odds and ends, and a supply of corn. Large pots are 

usually left hidden under nearby boulders from one season to 

another" (Bennett and Zingg 1976:79). Lwnholtz (1902:163-

164) describes these winter shelters: 

The cave is fitted up just like the 
houses, with grinding stone, earthen jars 
and bowls, baskets, gourds, etc. The fire 
is always in the middle, without hearth 
or chimney, and the jars in which the food 
is cooked rest on three stones. 

The Tarahumara are not known for their housekeeping skills, 

as Bennett and Zingg (1976:82) point out, "the Tarahumara 

woman sweeps up nothing but the grain from the metate." This 
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Figure 2.5. Layout of a Tarahumara Rancheria 

statement may be slightly extreme based on observations by 

Martha Graham (1989) who lived with the Tarahumara for over 

a year. She commented that the patio area was often swept 

and cleared of debris. 

In discussing the pottery of the Tarahumara, it is 

important to remember that, although these people had 

several homes, residential moves involved short distances of 
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no more than a three hour walk (Graham 1989). During the 

time when observations were being made on pottery, the 

Tarahumara were sedentary agriculturalists rather than 

horticul turalists who spent a good part of the year 

collecting wild resources. 

Pottery was used more extensively by the Tarahumara 

than by the Western Apache or Havasupai (Table 2.2), 

although baskets were still more important in almost every 

aspect of Tarahumara life (Fontana et al. 1977: 63). Pots 

were used in the kitchen, for cooking, serving, and eating. 

Both pots and baskets were used for food storage and as 

water containers. Baskets and a few cooking pots were 

transported from camp to camp with most of the large pots 

cached at cave sites or in rancheria storehouses. 

The abundance of pottery may be the result of increased 

reliance on agricultural foods and the short distances 

between each residence. When the number and variety of pots 

owned by each Tarahumara household are compared wi th the 

pottery of the Havasupai who only moved between a summer and 

a winter home, we find striJeing differences (Tables 2.1 and 

2.2). The minimal use of pottery by the Havasupai may be due 

to the topography of their region; they had to travel over 

rough terrain for long di~.tances to reach the plateau. The 

differences in the ceramic assemblages may also be due to 

the Tarahumara being isolated from intruders, which meant 
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they could leave most of their domestic utensils, including 

pots, until they returned. 

Most of the Tarahumara pottery was undecorated (Kennedy 

1978:76; Pastron 1974:106) except for an occasional bowl or 

storage jar (Fontana and others 1977: 78; pennington 

1963:218), although Bennett and Zingg (1976:86) claim that 

only eating and drinking vessels were decorated, and not 

storage vessels. 

Both men and women had the skills for making pottery, 

an unusual characteristic among Southwestern cultures (see 

Jorgensen [1980:429]). Pots were made outside the house, 

usually by the women (Pastron 1974:107), against one of the 

walls or near a wooden granary in the shade. The work area 

was carefully cleaned before each manufacturing session 

(Pastron 1974:104). After shaping the pot, it was left in a 

shady spot to dry (Pastron 1974:106). The next step was the 

firing, which took place inside the house, in contrast to 

many groups who fire their pottery outside, usually at some 

distance from the house. 

Pots often broke during shaping, drying, or firing, 

especially the large tesguino jars (Pastron 1974:106). Since 

they are difficult to make, some women preferred to buy 

tesguino jars from a neighbor (Pastron 1974:107). 

From two to five pots were made each year by each 

potter, depending on the size of their family (Pastron 

1974:108). Most of these pots were replacements for cooking 
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jars that broke more often than the large tesguino pots. 

Cooking jars lasted no longer than one or two years; bowls 

survived for less than two years; and tesguino jars were 

usable for three to five years (Pastron 1974:109). 

Broken pots were discarded outside the perimeter of the 

patio work area, but not in any particular spot (Graham 

1989). Apparently, large sherds were not saved for reuse, 

but were also tossed away (pastron 1974:109-110). 

Pastron (1974: 108) also provides information on the 

number of pots owned by individual families, which varies 

according to the size of the household and the diligence of 

the potter. The average household inventory included two to 

three tesguino jars, three cooking jars, one water jar, one 

corn-popping pot, and a few bowls. Some familes owned more 

pots but only about ten pots were in use at one time. Their 

other pots, especially the large ones, were stored at other 

residences (Pastron 1974:108). 

Pots served as cooking and storage vessels at both the 

winter and summer homes of the Tarahumara. Only the ceramic 

assemblage of the rancheria is discussed because of its 

similar function to Chodistaas during the initial years of 

occupation when it functioned as a summer home near the 

fields. 

wi thin the rancheria, most of the pots were used in 

front of the house on the patio. The Tarahumara had no 
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specific kitchen area. Hearths were located both inside and 

outside the house (Graham 1989), but most of the cooking and 

eating took place in the outdoor activity area. In addition 

to pots associated with mealtime activities, water jars were 

probably also kept in this area, possibly in holes in the 

ground to keep the water cool (Fontana and others 1977:78). 

Lumholtz (1902:253) mentions that a row of upside-down 

tesguino jars was often visible along the front of a house. 

Wooden storage granaries, located near the house, 

probably also contained a few pots, most of which would have 

been small jars (Pennington 1963:217). 

Some of the household cooking pots were also used near 

the fields while the women watched their crops. Both small 

cooking jars and large tesguino jars can be seen in the 

photographs of activities near the fields (Kennedy 

1978:Photo 6, 11-13). 

Each household within the rancheria would have 

contained about ten jars and bowls (Pastron 1974:108), 

concentrated in the outdoor activity area directly next to 

the house, and perhaps a few small storage jars in the 

granary. 

If a home had been abandoned quickly, with no 

subsequent scavenging by neighbors, the archaeologist may 

find a row of tesguino jars in front o,f the house. Cooking 

pots would be sitting near the firepit, perhaps under a 

ramada, and a water jar may have been left in the ground. 
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There may also be a few unfired pots inside the house or 

under the ramada. 

Because of Tarahumara settlement practices, pots 

belonging to one household were spread out in several 

different locations. Al though the di versi ty of pot forms 

could be determined through sherd analysis or observations 

on whole pots if they were available, the archaeologist has 

little chance of recovering a complete household assemblage 

or of knowing how many pots were owned by one family. Ratios 

of different vessel forms in the sherd deposits, such as 

three times as many cooking jars as 

provide a measure of settlement 

tesguino jars, 

duration if 

may 

the 

archaeologist's estimates of vessel lifespan as well as the 

seasonal nature of occupation are accurate (see Mills 1989). 

Very few sherds or whole vessels would be recovered 

from inside an abandoned house. If a pot broke, the sherds 

were thrown out of the house. Apparently, large sherds were 

not saved, so fragments of pots would not be found in or 

along the walls of the house. Sherds would be strewn over 

the area I in close proximity to the house and the outdoor 

work area. There may also be some sherds near the granary as 

a result of pottery manufacturing activities. 

Tarahumara wooden structures would not be preserved in 

the archaeological record, unless they had burned, but dense 

scatters of undecorated sherds would mark the location of 
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these sites that had been occupied for at least a couple of 

generations. These ceramics would only represent activities 

carried out during the summer months. 

A few whole vessels, especially the large tesguino 

jars, may have been stored inside while the family was gone 

for the winter, but the majority of pots would have been in 

the granary or taken along on the journey to the cave site. 

The angled roofs on the houses rule out the possibility of 

storing pots on the roof. 

There is no mention in the literature of pots being 

left inside houses when they were destroyed upon the death 

of a family member. Some pots, along with other belongings, 

were buried with the individual (Bennett and Zingg 1976:238; 

Lumholtz 1902:222), some were given to family and friends 

(Graham 1989), and some probably continued to be used in the 

new home. Houses were sometimes simply abandoned for a year 

and then reoccupied (Bennett and Zingg 1976:236) suggesting 

that new homes were built in the same general location. 

sites of abandoned and destroyed homes may have been 

inadvertently used as trash deposi ts but broken pots were 

probably distributed more frequently around the new house. 

These observations suggest that habi tation structures 

would contain few sherds or whole vessels. Archaeologists 

would need to excavate in the outdoor acti vi ty area or 

around the perimeter of the rancheria in order to recover 

the ceramic remains of most daily activities. The remains at 
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each residential location would represent a period of fifty 

years or less, since houses were destroyed when someone died 

or simply moved for a variety of reasons. The underlying 

tendency toward a mobile lifestyle, initiated when the 

Tarahumara were more reliant on wild resources, is still 

visible in activities today. People readily move their house 

to a new location whether it is only a few feet from its 

previous location or several miles (Graham 1989). 

After a family had permanently abandoned their home, 

very little post-occupational debris would have been 

deposited because the other families living in the same 

community were at some distance from the abandoned 

homestead. The debris around the abandoned home would 

represent the activities of one household, unlike trash 

middens or room fill at pueblo sites, unless the same area 

was reoccupied. 

Because of Pastron' s (1974) detailed account of 

Tarahumara ceramic behavior, it is possbile to see clearly 

the spatial distribution of ceramic vessels wi thin a 

residence and some of the variables related to uselife. The 

picture becomes somewhat blurred when we attempt to predict 

the spatial distribution of sherds in site context because 

disposal of pottery and abandonment behaviors are not 

addressed in detail. 
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Papago 

The papago way of life varied according to where each 

group lived within the desert Papagueria. From west to east, 

systems ranged from semi-nomadic hunters and gatherers, to 

larger groups with summer field villages that divided into 

clusters of families who spent the winter in locations near 

water and the mountains, to year-round settlements wi th 

irrigation farming (Doelle 1983:15-17; Fontana 1964:14; 

Hackenberg 1983:164). Agricultural products contributed from 

4 to 30 percent to the diet with the heaviest reliance on 

gathered foods, except for the irrigation agriculturalists 

(Castetter and Bell 1942:56; Fontana 1964:26; Jorgensen 

1980:384, 399). This discussion focuses on the semi

sedentary Two Villagers whose horticultural adaptation is 

most comparable to the Chodistaas system. 

The Two Villagers spent most of the year in small 

settlements near the mountains where they could find 

reliable sources of water. In the spring, they would join 

relatives at their summer village where floodwater farming 

was possible near the mouths of arroyos. Farming villages 

were as far as ten or fifteen miles, or more, from the 

winter settlements (Fontana 1964:26). 

The village, which consisted of a group of 

patrilineally related families, was the most important 

social unit. village size ranged from four or five 
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households to fifty or sixty households, although the 

majority of villages housed fewer than fifty individuals 

(Joseph and others n.d.:4). 

The regional settlement pattern was one of scattered 

farming villages. Within the summer settlements, household 

compounds were spread out and often surrounded by 

agricultural fields (Hackenberg 1983:179). In addition to 

the compounds, each village contained one public structure 

that served as the meeting place for the village council 

(Hackenberg 1983:178). 

A household compound contained several structures 

(Figure 2.6). Habitation structures belonged to nuclear 

families or unmarried adults and were used for sleeping or 

storage. The communal structures in the compound included a 

roofless cooking enclosure, a ramada, and one or more small 

storerooms (Bahr 1983:180; Drucker 1941:104-105; Fontana 

1964:32; Joseph and others n.d.:32). Most activities took 

place outdoors in the cooking area or under the ramada. 

Ceramic containers were used for a variety of domestic 

activities, including the transport of liquids and cooking 

(Table 2.2). Both baskets and pottery were used as storage 

containers and for serving food (Drucker 1941:110; Underhill 

1941:21). In spite of the relatively high diversity of pots 

within the household, women took greater care and pride in 

the manufacture of baskets (Underhill 1941:21). 

Although pottery was secondary to basketry, pots were 
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nevertheless an important component of Papago material 

culture. Not only were ceramics important in daily 

activities, they were also an essential, part of ceremonial 

life. Clay was regarded as a sacred substance and was used 

in the puberty ceremony of young girls. The medicine man 

would bring white clay mixed with water in a bowl to the 

girl who drank it (Underhill ~936:35-36). Clay was drunk by 

infants and their parents during the naming ceremony 
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(Fontana 1964:32). Bowls and jars were ~;Lso important in 

purification rituals performed after an enemy had been 

killed (Underhill 1936:16-17). These forms of symbolism 

attached to pottery were absent in Western Apache and 

Havasupai cuI tures where ceramics were less important in 

daily activities. 

Pots were used at several different locations by the 

Papago. They were manufactured and used at the summer 

rancheria, transported to the winter village (Underhill 

1936:43), and used at cactus camps in preparation for the 

saguaro festival. Pots were also traded for food (Fontana et 

ale 1962:22; Underhill 1936:44). This section focuses on the 

use of pottery within the summer rancherias, which are 

comparable to the initial occupation of Chodistaas on a 

part-time basis. 

Most of the pottery was used in the communal 

structures of the compound, rather than in the houses of 

individual nuclear families; therefore, the assemblage 

associated wi th one compound would represent the extended 

family, or household, rather than the nuclear family. It is 

unclear from the literature whether or not some of the pots 

were owned communally. Even if some pots were communally 

owned, the number of nuclear families who lived in the 

compound may still be identifiable from the ceramic remains. 

Papago houses functioned mainly as shelters for 

sleeping. Most of the cooking was done behind the brush 
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windbreak. In addition to cooking jars of various sizes, 

large ollas could also be found in the kitchen area, often 

resting in the notch of a pronged stick. Small jars used for 

carrying water might also be temporarily stored in this area 

(Whittlesey 1986:79). All jars used in the kitchen were 

unpainted. 

Food preparation as well as serving and eating most 

often took place under the ramada. These activities involved 

painted bowls. Married couples took turns eating out of the 

same bowl (Underhill 1936:42). 

She dipped the gruel out of the pot into a 
bowl, for my mother was a good potter. We 
all had bowls in our house. Only my father 
and my mother ate out of the same one laughing 
together, because they liked each other 
(Underhill 1936:8) 

Large ollas were also kept under the ramada, providing a 

readily accessible supply of water (Hill 1942:532). At 

times, a small water carrying jar may also be sitting under 

the ramada. Small food storage jars were kept on top of this 

structure (Drucker 1941:101-102), especially in a compound 

wi th no storehouse. Both painted and unpainted jars, and 

painted bowls, would be found in the ramada. 

Storehouses contained mainly large baskets and painted 

food storage jars. Food was sometimes prepared in the 

storehouse (Whittlesey 1986:79), although painted bowls used 

for this purpose were probably taken to the ramada later. 

Sometimes the Papago stored their food in caves or 
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rockshelters. They also buried ollas in the ground for 

storing wet clay (Fontana et ale 1962:74, Figure 69). 

The water source for a Papago village was often far 

away; they believed that it was bad luck to live close to 

water, so the women carried water long distances in small 

jars (Underhill 1936:6-7). Pots probably broke along these 

trails, leaving the remains of undecorated jars. 

An abandoned household compound would contain few whole 

pots because most of the vessels would have been taken to 

the winter home or to the new summer compound. Some painted 

jars may have been left in the storehouse along with one or 

two large ollas. 

Since most of the pots were used and broken in the 

communal structures, ceramic remains would be associated 

with these structures rather than with the individual 

houses. The deposits surrounding the communal structures 

could span several generations. Although the exact location 

of houses changed frequently, the location of the compound 

would remain the same throughout the lifetime of the older 

couple. 

Assuming that broken pots were collected and tossed 

near where they had been used, the area around the ramada 

would have the highest density of sherds in a Papago 

compound, and those sherds would be an assortment of painted 

jars and bowls and unpainted jars. A fairly high density of 
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unpainted jars, used for cooking and water storage, would be 

found around the kitchen area. In the vicinity of the 

storehouses and sleeping quarters, one would find a much 

lower density of ceramics. These spatially distinct clusters 

of ceramics probably would become blended over time. 

When a death occurred in the family, the house was 

burned or torn down and the compound was moved to a new 

location (Beals 1934:17; Drucker 1941:147; Underhill 

1941:46). The dying person was sometimes removed from the 

house so that it would not have to be destroyed: "No one 

would live in a house where someone had died, and if a 

headman died in a village, the whole village might be burned 

and abandoned" (Fontana 1964:54). Of archaeological 

importance, Underhill (n.d.:16) notes that the thatching of 

a house was burned and the large posts, being difficult to 

obtain, were then removed and used in the construction of a 

new structure. Personal belongings, including pots, were 

removed from the compound and buried with the individual 

(Drucker 1941:147; Fontana 1964:54; Hill 1942:30; Underhill 

n.d.:16). 

Some of these predictions based on the ethnographic 

record can be initially tested by comparison with -an 

archaeological study of a Papago site (Doelle 1983). 

Doelle' s analysis of ceramics from Nolic Village (AZ 

AA:13:19), located in the Sells District of the Papago 

Reservation (1983:3), involved two separate households. The 

/ 
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earlier occupation, a household compound, was occupied from 

1890 until 1910. Two areas of the compound were excavated, 

including a habitation structure and an outdoor cooking area 

(1983: 48, Areas C and D). The later occupation, a saguaro 

camp occupied from 1905 until 1930, had four structures of 

which two were excavated, including a kitchen and general 

activity area and another structure of unknown function 

(1983:48, Areas A and B). A trench was also excavated 

between these two structures. 

Within the household compound, a wide range of pottery 

forms was recovered from both the habitation structure and 

the cooking area. Informants reported that the house had 

been abandoned and dismantled (Doelle 1983: 61). Based on 

this information, Doelle argues that the sherds were 

deposited during occupation by the household, rather than 

after abandonment. Assuming that these sherds belonged to 

pots that had actually been used in this structure, the 

diversity of the collection suggests that the function of 

the structure may have changed over time or that this 

compound was occupied year-round. Regardless, these findings 

are unexpected based on discussions in the literature that 

stress minimal use of habitation structures for daily 

activities. 

Excavation of the ki tchen structure belonging to the 

saguaro camp yielded ten reconstructible vessels. According 
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to one of Doelle' s (1983: 61) informants, these pots were 

stored in this structure at the time of the owner's death. 

Again, the presence of complete vessels, possibly an entire 

household assemblage, in a kitchen structure illustrates 

some of the problems associated with relying on the 

ethnographic record for information on relationships between 

activities and material remains. 

Doelle was unable to excavate additional outdoor areas 

surrounding these compounds, so nothing can be said about 

the spatial distribution of sherds throughout the site. The 

trench excavated in the "plaza" area yielded few artifacts, 

suggesting to Doelle that it was only minimally used as an 

activity area. A more plausible interpretation would be that 

this area was kept clean because it was used on a daily 

basis. 

Villages should be identifiable by the clusters of 

sherds surrounding the compounds. Each cluster would 

represent the pots that had been used by one household. 

Boundaries around these clusters might become blurred over 

time as a result of natural or cultural disturbances, but 

areas of high density would probably still be visible • 

. Pima 

The Pima lived along the major drainages of the Sonoran 

Desert. 

The Pima live north of the Papago, along 
the Gila River •••• The real difference between 



Pima and Papago is that, in former days, the Pima 
had plenty of water and the Papago had almost none. 
Except for that, they were almost the same 
(Underhill 1941:6). 
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Much information about the Pima is based on our 

knowledge of the Papago, because the Pima became highly 

acculturated before their aboriginal lifestyle could be 

recorded (Underhill 1936:2). 

The Pima were irrigation agriculturalists whose diet 

was composed of 60 to 70 percent agricultural products 

(Castetter and Bell 1942:57; Jerrold Levy, personal 

communication 1988). These people lived in year-round 

settlements but were able to supplement their diet with wild 

resources available from the rich desert environment (Beals 

1934:1; Hackenberg 1983:162). 

Pima villages were located near their irrigated fields 

on the floodplain. These villages were spread out along the 

river (Hackenberg 1983:165, 168-169), similar to Papago 

rancherias. 

Within each village, individual compounds are also 

dispersed along the river, resembling a cluster of 

farmhouses (Ezell 1961:116-117). Pima villages usually 

housed a group of no more than 50 patrilineally-related 

kinsmen (Jorgensen 1980: 446). Each compound housed an 

extended family , with each nuclear family living in a 

separate house but sharing the communal structures. 

The structures of each compound were similar to those 
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of the Papago: houses, a brush kitchen, a ramada, and 

several storehouses (Figure 2.7; Beals 1934:17), although 

the Pima probably built more storehouses. Food was also 

stored on the ramada roof and in the house (Ezell 1961:38). 

Whittlesey (1986:76) mentions the multifunctional character 

of these structures, especially the ramada where socializing 

and a variety of household tasks took place. 
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The pottery of the Papago and Pima is very similar 

(Table 2.2; Fontana et al. 1962: 117). The discussion of 

Papago pottery also applies to Pima pottery with the 

following additions. 

Although the form and function of Papago and Pima 

pottery were much the same, the Pima, whose still had more 

baskets than pots, were more reI iant on pottery than the 

Papago (Fontana et al. 1962:59). This difference is related 

to the biseasonal movement of the Papago (Fontana et al. 

1962:59; Underhill 1941:21). What is puzzling, and deserves 

more attention, is the similarity between the pottery of the 

two groups. Baskets remained a highly valued aesthetic 

product wi thin Pima culture, in contrast to pottery. In a 

sedentary agricultural system, one would expect a heavier 

reliance on pottery and the development of more elaborate 

decorative techniques, as pots take the place of baskets. 

Pima pots are sometimes incised or corrugated, while Papago 

pots are only painted (Fontana et al. 1962:117), a 

difference that may have interesting implications for 

relationships between sedentism, reliance on agriculture, 

and the importance of basketry vs. pottery. 

In contrast to Papa go pottery, Pima vessels were more 

stationary. Pots were used wi thin one village rather than 

being transported back and forth between the summer and 

winter villages. The Pima also did not trade their pots for 
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food. Al though the papago and Pima settlement systems 

differed, the social organization and activities of each 

village were similar; therefore, the distribution of pots 

within Pima villages was similar to that of the Papago 

villages. 

In contrast, the distribution of pots within the 

compound differed between the Pima and Papago. Pima houses 

functioned as shelters during the winter months when they 

were used for sleeping, cooking, food preparation, eating, 

and almost every other domestic activity. In contrast to the 

Papago, Pima activities involving pottery took place inside 

the house as well as under the ramada or behind a windbreak. 

Mortuary practices among the Pima were similar to the 

Papago except that personal belongings were not buried with 

the individual, instead they were placed somewhere near the 

grave (Drucker 1941:147; Ezell 1961:93; Grossman 1873:415). 

The discussion of ceramic remains within Papago 

villages applies to the Pima with a couple of exceptions. 

The Pima compound and individual habitation structures would 

both contain sherds from a wider range of activities than 

the seasonally occupied Papago compounds. The sherd density 

would also be greater at these year-round settlements, 

assuming that Papago compounds were reoccupied over a 

similar length of time. 

Excavations of a Pima site (AZ U:14:75) conducted by 

the Arizona state Museum discovered an assemblage of 16 pots 
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on the floor of a Pima habitation structure occupied around 

A.D. 1900 (Layhe 1986). Whittlesey's (1986) analysis of the 

assemblage, based on ethnographic information and 

macrobotanical remains associated with the pots, determined 

that a full range of functional types was present, thus 

suggesting that a wide range of activities took place in 

Pima houses. It is also possible that these pots were stored 

in the structure or collected from other areas and deposited 

there prior to abandonment. 

Pima compounds might have been closer together than 

Papago compounds since Pima fields were along the river 

instead of surrounding the household compound (compare 

Figures 2.6 and 2.7). As a result, it may be more difficult 

to identify individual Pima compounds based on ceramic 

remains. 

Mohave 

The Mohave lived along the Lower Colorado River 

surrounded by sandy mesas and arid mountain ranges (stewart 

1983:56). They took advantage of their riverine environment 

by practicing floodwater farming, which provided about 50 

percent of their diet (Jorgensen 1980:383; Kroeber 

1925:735). 

wild plants were important to the diet of the Mohave, 

more so than to the Pima (Jorgensen 1980:121, 123). Also, an 

estimated 20 percent of the diet came from aquatic resources 
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ra ther than hunt ing (Jorgensen 1980: 389 , 395 ; stewart 

1983: 59). These Riverine Yumans maintained a balanced diet 

. ' of agr1cultural products and wild resources, which allowed 

them to be flexible during periods of scarcity in one 

resource or another. Elaborate storage facilities also 

protected against low yields. 

The regional settlement pattern of the Mohave was that 

of dispersed farming villages located near patches of arable 

land. Each settlement consisted of a local group of extended 

families with a population ranging from 50 to 100 

individuals (Jorgensen 1980:44; stewart 1983:57). Villages 

were occupied year-round, although it was common for 

individual families to move to another settlement. 

Surplus crops were stored in large granaries owned by 

individual families (Kroeber 1925; stewart 1983) • 

Agricultural products were sometimes traded to outside 

groups who did not practice farming in exchange for items 

such as pottery (Jorgensen 1980:123-124). 

Each household, or nuclear family, owned several 

structures including a house with an attached windbreak, a 

ramada, and one or more granaries (Figure 2.8; Drucker 

1941 : 104 -10 6). The Mohave did not use cave or rockshel ter 

dwellings. 

All containers were made from clay except burden 

baskets, basketry trays, and gourd canteens used on long 
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journeys (Drucker 1941:101, 110, 123) . The ceramic 

assemblage of a household contained a wide variety of 

pottery forms (T~ble 2.2): different shapes and sizes of 

both jars and bowls were used for cooking; serving and 

eating vessels ranged from bowls and platters to ladles and 

dippers; ollas were used as containers for both transporting 
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and storing water; and jars were also used for seed storage. 

The Mohave went so far as to make very large bowls for 

carrying children and belongings across the river (Forde 

1931:123-124; Kroeber 1955:9). 

Most pots were decorated, usually with painted designs 

on both sides of a bowl (Kroeber 1955:10). Cooking pots were 

the only forms that were not decorated as a rule. 

Pots were manufactured by women during the summer 

months (Jorgensen 1980:429; Rogers 1936:4). Potters worked 

at a distance from the village in seclusion because they 

believed that if the unfinished pots were seen bad luck 

would follow (Rogers 1936:36). 

Al though pots were essential for a variety of daily 

tasks, they were not highly valued. 

Artifacts were used but not prized; 
and they all perished upon their owner's 
death ••• Certain qualities of Mohave pottery 
are expectable as a product of this 
atmosphere: lack of evenness and finish or 
precision, the appearance of haste or indifference 
in manufacture ••• At the same time the ware is 
never incompetent. It has reasonable strength, 
toughness, hardness for its purpose. Its shapes 
are definite and well standardized (Kroeber 1955:10). 

Rogers (1936:2) reports that the technology of the Yuman 

pots is actually superior to Pueblo pottery, al though he 

admits that the decoration of Mohave pots is of lesser 

quality (1936:36). In spite of Kroeber's interpretation, 

pottery might have actually been quite valuable to the 
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Mohave. 

When a member of the village died, the personal 

belongings of the deceased including the house were 

destroyed by fire (Drucker 1941: 146-147). "Formerly they 

burned all the property of the deceased, and often the 

mourners would contribute everything they possessed to the 

flames, thereby showing the affection and grief they felt 

for the dead ..• " (Allen 1891: 615). The destruction of 

pottery during mortuary rituals could also be interpreted as 

the sacrifice of valuable items. 

An interesting observation on the relation between 

SUbsistence and pottery forms is made by Rogers (1936:16; 

see Arnold 1985:150-151). He contrasts the agricultural 

River Yumans with the non-agricultural groups further to the 

west in California: "Among the former, food-bowls and 

parching trays are numerically important, while among the 

acorn and seed-gathering westerners large storage vessels 

are unique as well as numerous (plate 9)" (1936:16). 

Among the Mohave, Kroeber (1955:9) noticed that bowls 

outnumbered jars. He suggested that cooking jars were being 

replaced more quickly than bowls by modern metal containers. 

It would be interesting to look at the ratio of bowls _to 

jars in a sample of societies that vary in their 

agricultural dependence. Societies that are fully sedentary 

and heavily dependent on agricultural products often replace 

ceramic vessels as storage containers with other 
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alternatives, such as bins or entire rooms. The higher 

percentage of bowls than jars among the Mohave might be the 

product of both reliance on agricultural products and recent 

replacement of jars by metal containers. 

There are some problems wi th assuming that a direct 

correlation exists between a greater reliance on 

agricul tural products and an increase in the numbers of 

bowls in relation to jars. Fewer large storage jars in 

relation to bowls in some agricultural communities may be 

related to greater acc.ess to regional exchange systems and 

the role of decorated bowls as a medium for social 

integration rather than a change in the importance of jars 

as storage vessels. For example, at Grasshopper, Fourmile 

Polychrome bowls appear to have acted within a "socially 

significant context" that functioned to integrate groups 

within the region (Reid 1988:12). In this case, storage jars 

did not necessarily decrease in number, but the number of 

decorated bowls may have increased as these bowls took on 

symbolic meaning. To test the relationship between the 

number of bowls and jars and agricultural reliance, one 

would have to look at a complex set of variables. To begin, 

comparisons could be made between percentages of decorated 

and undecorated bowls and jars from sites that differ in the 

degree of agricultural dependence. For these comparisons, it 

would be important to take into account formation processes 
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and their effects on the ceramic collections. Other factors, 

such as the role of baskets in storing agricultural 

products, may also be important for determining the 

underlying reasons for differences in the ceramic 

assemblages. 

Returning to the Mohave, as with any sedentary group, 

most pottery was used within the village. Each household 

assemblage contained the entire range of pottery forms made 

by the Mohave (Table 2.2). The function of the pot 

determined, to a certain extent, its location within the 

household compound. since the windbreak served as a kitchen, 

most of the cooking pots would be located in this area. 

Serving and eating containers and utensils were also used 

behind the windbreak and under the ramada. The house might 

have functioned as a shelter for mealtime activities during 

the winter months. For most of the year, there were probably 

only a few storage jars and an olla in the house, which 

served primarily as a place to sleep. 

Although the ramada was the center of daily activities, 

there were not many pots in this area. A water jar would be 

sitting nearby and there might be some storage jars on the 

roof. Most of the pots were used for cooking or mealtime 

activities and would have been located behind the windbreak. 

If the family had built a granary, storage jars would 

have been kept in this structure: otherwise, food was stored 

in jars on the ramada roof (Drucker 1941:101-102). storage 
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jars were buried in pits under the house or hidden in caves 

during wartime (Kroeber 1955:1; Spier 1933:14-15). 

A few pots would have been used outside the village. 

Small water jars served as containers for carrying water to 

the compound. Pottery canteens were used on short-distance 

trips. Large bowls functioned as "boats" to carry things 

across the river. 

Most containers used by the Mohave were manufactured 

from clay, rather than basketry or wood, which suggests that 

pots were widely distributed within each household compound 

and throughout the village. Pots were used for many 

different purposes in a variety of locations, but since most 

vessels were either cooking or storage pots, the majority of 

the household assemblage could be found in the ki tchen or 

granary. 

Information on abandonment and discard are, again, 

missing from the ethnographic reports. The only depositional 

activity mentioned that involves pottery is the burning of 

structures and belongings associated with mortuary rituals. 

A woman I s house would be burned wi th her pots, but the 

burned structure could also contain pots that belonged to 

other women in the village. This collection of vessels could 

be mistakenly interpreted as one household assemblage. 

Similar to Pima houses, Mohave houses were occupied 

year-round, which could have resulted in pots being broken 
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inside the house and, therefore, residual sherds associated 

with the floor of the structure. since some food was stored 

inside the house, we can also speculate that storage jars 

may be present if the family had intended to return to their 

compound. 

Based on ethnoarchaeological observations of use-life 

(Arnold 1985: 153-155), it is safe to assume that cooking 

pots were frequently broken in the kitchen area. Even if it 

was swept on a daily basis, small sherds from decorated and 

undecorated bowls and jars would be left behind in their 

original location of use. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The purpose of delving into Southwestern ethnographic 

materials was to test the value of the ethnographic record 

for gaining insights into behaviors that may have affected 

ceramic record formation at small prehistoric communi ties. 

Two categories of information were targeted: (1) 

characteristics of household assemblages and (2) discard and 

abandonment of pottery. Both topics address the problem of 

ceramic record formation. The form, function, and number of 

pots used by one household affect the ceramic matrix that is 

eventually recovered from si te context. These categories 

parallel three analytical units of the dissertation 

research---investigation of surface collections (Chapter 6), 
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floor assemblages (Chapter 7), and room fill sherds (Chapter 

8) • 

the 

Related to characteristics of household 

ethnographies contain lists of pots 

assemblages, 

tha t include 

information on form and function, but specifics of size, 

shape, and decoration are not discussed (see Pastron 1974 

for one exception regarding the Tarahumara). Nevertheless, 

this information has potential for increasing our 

understanding of the relationships between form and function 

within prehistoric assemblages. 

In searching for information on discard and abandonment 

behaviors, it was obvious that most of the literature 

concentrated on ceramic manufacture and use rather than on 

topics of direct relevance to ceramic record formation. I 

thought that it may be productive to study the location of 

pot use, intending to infer the location of discard or 

abandonment, which would provide information about processes 

involved in the distribution of ceramics throughout a 

settlement. Unfortunately, there are no simple correlations 

between where pots are used and their location of discard or 

abandonment. 

The literature search was worthwhile for two reasons: 

(1) it provides examples of ceramics functioning wi thin 

living societies, which animates the ceramic assemblages 

wi thin the ruins of Chodistaas and (2) it provides 

interesting insights into the effects of mortuary practices 
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on the distribution of ceramic remains at a site. One 

explanation for the presence of whole pots inside burned 

structures is the abandonment of that structure as a result 

of the owner's death. Pueblo rooms at Chodistaas, however, 

are not fully comparable to brush structures. First of all, 

if one room was set on fire, several rooms would burn, so 

the burning of the deceased's home was probably not a common 

practice within communities housed by low-walled structures 

with thatched roofs. Although all of the rooms at Chodistaas 

did burn, it is not likely that the burning was linked to 

the death of a person or persons. Other sites dating to the 

same decades also burned, suggesting conflict between groups 

rather than rituals related to the death of an individual 

(see Chapter 8). 

Overall, the ethnographic record for the six 

southwestern groups included in this study contains few 

insights into behaviors that contribute to the formation of 

the ceramic record. Information on household assemblages, 

repair, reuse, or disposal of broken pots within 

communities, movement of pots between seasonally inhabited 

communi ties, and scavenging of abandoned assemblages are 

just a few examples of observations that would be useful to 

the prehistorian. 

In the American Southwest, it is now too late to 

observe the role of ceramics within the household and 
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behaviors associated with the disposal of pottery, whether 

these behaviors involve the discard of a pile of sherds or 

the abandonment of a household assemblage. Abandonment and 

discard behaviors are the link between the context of 

pottery within a living community and remains recovered by 

the archaeologist. The problem is that appropriate societies 

for studying household use of ceramics no longer exist 

within the Southwest. Diversity in pot forms and decoration 

began to decrease during historic times as a result of 

changes in lifestyle and the replacement of ceramics by 

metal containers. Ceramic assemblages at prehistoric sites 

show greater variability in size, shape, and decoration, 

implying that ceramics played an essential role in daily 

household activities and were of greater symbolic importance 

to the regional systems (Reid 1988). Only recently has 

diversity in the production of pottery increased in response 

to the demands of tourists and collectors. Southwestern 

archaeologists, in an attempt to collect information on 

behaviors relevant to ceramic remains, have been forced to 

turn to other parts of the world where pots are still 

produced primarily for household consumption (Longacre 1981, 

1985). 

Ethnoarchaeological research is generating principles 

of cera~ic behavior that may provide insights into 

prehistory. In addition, strong prehistoric cases that are 

particularly suited to identifying sources of variability in 
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the archaeological record can provide information on 

behaviors specific to the community and can be used to test 

general principles drawn from ethnoarchaeological studies. 

The change in the function of ceramics within southwestern 

cuI tures, from domestic and symbolic wares to vessels 

produced for tourist trade, emphasizes the uniqueness and 

value of studying pottery within the context of prehistory. 
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CHAPTER 3 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL CONTEXT VARIATION: 
GRASSHOPPER ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESEARCH PROGRAM 

Archaeological context variation, as discussed in 

Chapter 1, is the product of behavioral variability during 

pueblo occupation and formation processes operating in 

behavioral, site, and archaeological contexts. To begin 

peeling away each of these layers toward uncovering past 

behaviors requires explicit consideration of the 

archaeologist's contribution to variability in the 

archaeological record. One must answer the question: What 

roles have archaeologists played in contributing variability 

to the ceramic record at Chodistaas? 

The archaeologist's role becomes important when items 

are transformed from site context to archaeological context, 

that is when materials are collected from the archaeological 

record (Figure 3.1). Throughout the research process, the 

behavior of the archaeologist is a maj or factor in the 

formation of the ceramic record. 

During each stage of research--from design to 

collection to classification to analysis and, finally, 

through exposi tion--the character of the ceramic record is 

influenced by the archaeologist. 
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BEHAVIORAL CONTEXT 
! 

Deposition of 
Materials 

~ 
SITE CONTEXT Inferences~Exposition 

~ . 
Data Collectl.on 

ARCHAEJLOGICAL CONTEXT 

Cltssification and 

) 
Analysis 

Figure 3.1. The Research Process and Artifact Context 

••• archaeologists must be sensitive to the 
effects THEY may have upon the record both 
in terms of distorting their own data, and 
in terms of distorting that same record 
to be investigated by others in the future 
(Reid 1985:17). 

The behavior of the archaeologist is the 
greatest source of variability in the 
archaeological record. It is the archaeologist 
who determines what is found and what is not, 
what is saved and what is not, what is 
counted and what is not, and what is reported 
and what is not. Above all, it is the archaeologist 
who mayor may not strive to identify--and 
ascertain the influence of--other formation 
processes (Schiffer 1987:362-363). 

Not only does each stage of research contribute to the 

formation of the ceramic record, but the archaeologist is 

responsible for identifying formation processes, during each 

stage, that may have produced or distorted patterns in the 

material remains while these remains were in behavioral or 

site context. 



Archaeologists face the necessi ty , therefore, 
of being alert throughout research to the 
identification of relevant processes and their 
effects upon the times and associations of the 
record (Reid 1985:17). 
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In simple terms, material items in each of the three 

contexts are affected by formation processes and these 

processes must be considered explicitly during· each of the 

five stages of research. Once items have been recovered from 

site context! the behavior of the archaeologist is, itself, 

a cultural formation process. 

It is standard procedure that the research history of a 

site be presented so that the role of the archaeologist may 

be evaluated. It is a common fallacy within archaeological 

research to consider only the effects of formation processes 

on remains in si te context and to ignore the fact that 

patterns continue to be produced in archaeological context 

as a result of the researcher's actions and decisions. 

Understanding the role of the archaeologist is achieved by 

considering the history of research at Chodistaas (see 

Chapter 4). 

This chapter sets the scene for work at Chodistaas by 

discussing research at Grasshopper Ruin and questions raised 

that led to excavations at Chodistaas. 

SETTING THE SCENE: 
GRASSHOPPER ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESEARCH PROGRAM 

By the time excavations began at Chodistaas in 1976, 
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the Uni versi ty of Arizona Archaeological Field School had 

devoted thirteen years of research to the Grasshopper 

Region, with an emphasis on reconstructing activities at 

Grasshopper Pueblo during the fourteenth century (Longacre 

and Reid 1974; Thompson and Longacre 1966). Research was 

initiated by Thompson in 1963 within a culture-historical 

framework. When the directorship passed to Longacre in 1966, 

the theoretical framework shifted to processual archaeology. 

Research directions during this transition are best 

understood through the words of Thompson and Longacre 

(1966:270, 272; see Reid 1989b): 

Our primary research goal is to 
describe and analyze the extinct cultural 
system reflected in the material remains of 
the site. Implicit in that statement are two 
important assumptions ••• First, we view culture 
as systematic and thus composed of various 
highly interrelated subsystems such as the social 
system, the technological system and the religious 
system. This approach to culture by the archaeologist 
has recently been discussed and described by 
Lewis Binford (1962, 1965). It is our job to infer 
the nature and interrelations of the sub-systems 
of prehistoric cultural systems within an 
ecological frame of reference. Our aim is to 
isolate and understand the workings of cultural 
processes, the means by which cultures change or 
remain stable. 

To attain our research goals it is necessary 
to make another primary assumption. This is that 
all of the material remains in an archaeological 
site are highly patterned or structured directly 
as a resul~of the ways in which the extinct 
society was organized and the patterned ways 
in which the people behaved. Thus our first task 
is to define the archaeological structure at the 
site and then from that infer the organization of 
the society and aspects of behavior . 

••• In conclusion, we view archaeology as an 



integral part of the larger discipline of 
anthropology (Longacre 1964). 
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Several basic tenets of the newborn processual 

archaeology can be heard in this quote: (1) the focus on 

cultural process, (2) the view that culture is systemic, (3) 

the belief that material remains are a direct reflection of 

past behaviors, and (4) the placement of archaeology within 

the broader discipline of anthropology. Longacre's (1964, 

1970) training under Binford (1962, 1965) brought processual 

archaeology to the mountains of Arizona. 

By the early 1970s, the theoretical perspective at 

Grasshopper was beginning to change. The systemic, 

processual approach was tempered by the realization that 

formation processes intervene to produce a distorted record 

of past behaviors (Reid 1973, 1985; Schiffer 1972, 1976, 

1987). By the mid-70s, the Field School was submersed in 

behavioral archaeology (Reid 1974; Reid, Schiffer, and 

Rathje 1975; Schiffer 1976). Research directions, initiated 

during the '60s, were continued during the next decade and, 

actually, fit neatly under the paradigm of behavioral 

archaeology. 

Research throughout the decades at Grasshopper has 

addressed almost every imaginable topic relevant to puebloan 

prehistory. The following summary of research over the years 

is organized by topic beginning with the individual, 

followed by households, the community, the settlement 
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system, and ending with subsistence and the 

paleoenvironment. The final section of this chapter 

discusses the philosophy that directed research at 

Grasshopper. 

The Individual at Grasshopper Pueblo 

One research focus during the 1960s and '70s was the 

role of the individual within the social system as revealed 

through mortuary analysis. Interpretations changed as the 

sample size grew and various theoretical perspectives were 

brought to the collection. During the 1960s, burials were 

interpreted as representing a ranked society based on 

ascribed status (Brown 1969; Cassels 1972; Clark 1967, 1969; 

Griffin 1967). A decade later, the social structure of 

Grasshopper Pueblo was most parsimoniously reconstructed as 

minor differences in status based on age, kinship, and 

gender (Reid 1985; Whittlesey 1978, 1984). 

Burial analyses also provided insights into the life 

cycle of individuals (Reid and Whittlesey 1982b), 

subsistence, diet, and health (Ezzo 1991; Hinkes 1983; 

Sumner 1984), and ethnic identity (Birkby 1973, 1982: Reid 

1988j. The collection of burials from Grasshopper had grown 

to include 672 individuals. 

Burials have not been excavated by the Field School 

since 1978 as a result of discussions between Reid and 

Ronnie Lupe, the White Mountain Apache Tribal Chairman. No 
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burials were ever excavated at Chodistaas and, therefore, 

reconstructions of the role of individuals, their diet, and 

heal th rely on inferences from data other than skeletal 

materials and burials goods (see Welch and Ezzo [1991]). 

Finally, Whittaker (1984) took a different approach to 

studying the individual at Grasshopper. By analyzing 

projectile point manufacture and morphology, Whittaker 

concluded that this skill was not limited to a few 

specialists within Grasshopper. Individuals were 

manufacturing their own tools. 

Households 

The emphasis on sampling and research design during the 

late 1960s, and an interest in defining social units, 

resulted in the "cornering project" and the "growth 

project." Beginning in 1967, these projects were directed at 

building a room construction sequence for Grasshopper that 

would enable the study of changes in social organization 

(Reid 1973; Reid and Shimada 1982). Construction units 

(Wilcox 1975, 1982)--groups of rooms built at the same time

-were thought to represent social uni ts. Once these basic 

social units could be identified and relatively dated based 

on wall bond-abut patterns, changes in social organization 

could be addressed. 

By the early 1970s, sufficient progress had been made 

to allow a more specific definition of social units, namely 
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- . 

the household (Ciolek-Torrello 1978, 1985; Ciolek-Torrello 

and Reid 1974; Rock 1974). Changes in household size 

(Ciolek-Torrello and Reid 1974) and organization (Reid and 

Whittlesey 1982b) at Grasshopper Pueblo continued to be an 

important focus of research and were primary questions 

leading to the selection of Chodistaas. Identification of 

households at a pueblo occupied immediately before 

Grasshopper would provide comparative data on differences in 

the size and organization of these social units (see 

Montgomery [1991]). 

Research on the household progressed during the late 

1970s and into the 1980s at Grasshopper with the excavation 

of core rooms in Roomblock 1 to address the problem of early 

household configuration. Rooms belonging to several of the 

outlying roomtilocks were excavated to investigate 

differences between these households and those in the three 

central roomblocks of the pueblo. 

In 1980, Roomblock 5 was targeted for excavation 

because it provided an isolated set of rooms for studying 

household organization. with the completion of these rooms, 

it was evident that they contained valuable information on 

community dynamics, population movement, and ethnic 

coresidence (Reid and Whittlesey 1982b; Triadan 1989). 

The interest in households went beyond the 

boundaries of Grasshopper Ruin to include Canyon Creek and 
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Red Rock House cliff dwellings (Reynolds 1981; Graves 1983). 

In addition to looking at the architecture and growth of 

these cliff dwellings, households were targeted for 

investigation and comparison with Grasshopper. 

The Community 

Communal activities, as one aspect of social 

organization, were first addressed at Grasshopper in 1964 

with the initiation of excavations in the Great Kiva. 

Research returned to communal areas of the pueblo with 

excavations in Plaza 2 in 1974, in Plaza 1 in 1975, and in 

extramural middens during 1976. These excavations also 

emphasized the importance of natural and cultural processes 

in the formation of plaza fill (Whittlesey et ale 1982). 

Settlement System 

Grasshopper's place within the regional system was 

first investigated by Tuggle (1970). Supported by a National 

Science Foundation Dissertation Grant, Tuggle expanded 

research beyond Grasshopper Ruin into the forests and 

grasslands of the Grasshopper Region. He (1970:4, 34) 

surveyed a 25 percent stratified random sample of the region 

and made surface collections at each site. His work, based 

on the analysis of design elements from surface sherds, 

concluded that interaction between settlements increased 

through time from A.D. 1000 to 1400. Differences between the 

settlement systems of the thirteenth and fourteenth 
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centuries were first defined as a result of Tuggle's work. 

Research during the early 1970s continued to focus on 

Grasshopper Pueblo, but, beginning in 1974, settlement 

studies became an integral part of the research program. 

Immediate goals were to reconstruct the settlement system of 

Grasshopper and to gain a better understanding of 

agricultural land-use and the processes involved in 

population aggregation (Longacre 1975, 1976; Longacre and 

Reid 1971; Reid 1973, 1989a). 

Throughout the late 1970s and '80s, research efforts 

concentrated on reconstructing late Pueblo III and early 

Pueblo IV period settlement systems in the Grasshopper 

Region. The site survey program continued projects begun in 

the early 1970s and initiated reconnaisance of new 

locations. The Two-Mile Survey around Grasshopper was 

completed in 1978 to provide an inventory of all sites 

within a two mile radius. Additional surveys were conducted 

to explore regions at a greater distance from Grasshopper. 

The Pinnacle Flats and Lower Salt Draw surveys expanded the 

regional perspective on settlement and subsistence (Sullivan 

1980). Extensive surveys have been conducted throughout the 

entire Grasshopper Region (ca. 400 square miles; ca. 640 

square kilometers). 

Beginning in 1978 and continuing through the summer of 

1981, survey in the Grasshopper Region was partially 
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supported by a grant from the Arizona state Parks Board 

through the State Historic Preservation Officer. Funds were 

provided for inventorying sites in the region and for 

planning for future management of cuI tural resources. The 

planning aspect included a pithouse identification project, 

a human remains mi tigation proj ect, estimates of rates of 

resource destruction (road impacts and vandalism), and a 

study of survey efficiency and intensity. 

Surface collections of PIII and PIV period sites, 

initiated by Tuggle, continued in the mid-1970s and 

throughout the 1980s for various research projects. Graves 

investigated the reliability of these collections, as 

opposed to excavation materials, for interpretations of 

pueblo function and chronology. During the 1.980s, surface 

collections were made for comparison with data collected by 

the Cholla Project (Reid 1982 [ed.]) and for the continued 

effort to characterize the specifics of settlement systems 

in the Grasshopper Region. 

During the 1980s, Reid and Tuggle (1988) updated the 

settlement model for the region. Three settlement clusters 

were defined with Chodistaas, Grasshopper Spring, and the 

initial settlement at Grasshopper as focal communi ties of 

each cluster. Each of the smaller sites within the 

Chodistaas cluster was surface collected as was a sample of 

sites in the other two clusters. 

In addition to survey, excavations were conducted at 
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several PIII and PIV period pueblos, and at several pithouse 

villages occupied before A.D. 1000. Grasshopper Spring and 

P:14:197, both of which date to the late 1200s, were chosen 

for comparison with Chodistaas. 

Four PIV period sites were excavated during the 1980s. 

Two sites, V:2:12 and P:14:71, were enticing because they 

were low-walled pueblos, similar in design to the outliers 

at Grasshopper. V:2:12's apparent function as a set of 

fieldhouses was also interesting because excavations had not 

been conducted at this type of settlement. P:14:71, in 

contrast, was situated on the point of a ridge, another 

settlement type not yet explored through excavation. A 

pueblo (GFS-81-133) located high on a mesa above Salt River 

Canyon was tested to collect information on a defensive 

settlement at a distance from Grasshopper. One room was 

excavated at the Hilltop Ruin (P:14:12), a pueblo occupied 

late in the fourteenth century and intermediate in size 

between Chodistaas and Grasshopper. 

In 1978, an early pithouse (P:14:176) was excavated for 

comparison of the surface scatter with excavation materials. 

Plainwares on the surface dated the site to before A.D. 900. 

The emphasis on occupation in the region prior to A.D. 1000 

continued in 1979 with the pithouse Identification Project. 

The process of looking for pithouse villages included test 

excavations, a necessi ty in the Grasshopper Region where 
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pithouses are hidden under alluvial deposits or pine duff. 

The Grasshopper survey program has resulted in detailed 

reconstructions of dramatic changes in settlement and 

SUbsistence patterns that occurred around A.D. 1300 

(Doolittle and Neupert 1991; Graves 1983; Reid 1989a; Reid 

and Graybill 1984; Reid and Tuggle 1988; Reid et al. 1990; 

Reynolds 1981; Sullivan 1980; Tuggle 1970; Tuggle et al. 

1984; Welch 1993; Welch and Ezzo 1991). 

Paleoenvironment and Subsistence 

Environmental studies, important to the systemic 

approach of both processual and behavioral archaeology, 

began in 1969 with funds from the National Science 

Foundation (NSF Grant No. BNS 74-23724-A01). The results of 

these studies were presented at the 1972 meeting of the 

Society for American Archaeology (Longacre et al. 1982). 

These studies, ranging from pollen analysis to the 

geological and lithic resources available in the region, 

presented a broad picture of the floral, faunal, and mineral 

resources that characterized the area around Grasshopper 

during the fourteenth century. This information has provided 

a base for placing Chodistaas within its environmental 

context and for continued research on the paleoenvironment 

of the region (Dean and Robinson 1982; Holbrook 1982; 

Holbrook and Graves 1982; Olsen 1990; Reid and Graybill 

1984; Tuggle et al. 1984; Welch 1988, 1993). 
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Much of the survey work conducted during the late 1970s 

and early 1980s is presented in a reconstruction of 

agricul tural technology and settlement pattern (Tuggle et 

ale 1984). The relationship between arable land and 

settlement location was plotted to reveal the location of 

Grasshopper within the largest expanse of arable land 

(Tuggle et ale 1984: Figure 1). A sequence of pueblo 

establishment was also hypothesized by comparing settlement 

size and the amount of associated arable land (Reid and 

Tuggle 1988). 

Also at this time, Reid and Graybill (1984) were 

compiling data on reconstructed rainfall patterns in 

relation to agriculture and faunal exploi tat ion during the 

late 1200s and into the occupation of Grasshopper. 

Welch (1988, 1993) joined the Field School staff in 

1984. His research on subsistence change has focused on the 

transi tion from a mixed economy of hunting-gathering

horticulture in the late A.D. 1200s to an economy dependent 

on corn agriculture. By the 1320s, people had aggregated at 

Grasshopper, built several hundred rooms, and relied heavily 

on agricultural foods (Welch and Ezzo 1991). 

By the 1980s, research again turned to Apache 

archaeology (Griffin et ale 1971), especially for its value 

as an ethnographic case for comparison with prehistoric 

occupation of the same region (Donaldson and Welch 1991i 

Graves 1982ai Montgomery 1989i Reid 1989a). Welch collected 
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information on the location of agricultural fields and 

subsistence technology used by the Apache today (Welch 

1993). 

PHILOSOPHY OF GRASSHOPPER RESEARCH 

The Field School has sought throughout its long history 

(see Haury 1989) to maintain a balance between research and 

teaching. The many graduate students trained through the 

decades have been the principal contributors to the research 

program. The philosophy behind this program involves 

recrui ting promising graduate stUdents and providing them 

with an opportunity to conduct dissertation research. 

Several projects are especially relevant to decisions that 

eventually resulted in the excavation of Chodistaas. 

The expansion of research to encompass a regional 

perspective, initiated by Tuggle (1970) in 1969, broadened 

the data base. A wide range of sites, varying in size, 

function, and temporal affiliation, were recorded. This 

survey, and others in subsequent years, alerted 

investigators to variability in settlement characteristics. 

Reid's (1973) dissertation research addressed pueblo 

growth at Grasshopper. Through his development of the 

Relative Room Abandonment Measure (1973:113-118), it was 

realized that information on early rooms and households was 

lacking. In 1974, Ciolek-Torrello (1978) collected data on 
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early households by excavating core rooms in Roomblock 3 at 

Grasshopper. Because of room abandonment, reoccupation, and 

the absence of early room floor artifacts, it was decided 

that the early household would have to be investigated 

through the excavation of a pueblo immediately pre-dating 

Grasshopper. The research initiated by Tuggle, Reid, and 

Ciolek-Torrello, although submersed in the broader topics of 

the program, played a specific role in guiding research 

toward the excavation of Chodistaas. 

This chapter provides a brief summary of research 

conducted by the Field School prior to and during 

excavations at Chodistaas. When excavations began in 1976, 

much was known about individuals and households at 

Grasshopper, communi ty dynamics, Grasshopper I s role wi thin 

the regional system, and the natural environment that was so 

integral to all aspects of life at the pueblo. The 

Grasshopper Archaeological Research Program continued to 

emphasize household studies and reconstruction of the 

settlment system. Subsistence change was added to the 

program as one of the maj or topics of research during the 

1980s. 

This summary provides the context for understanding why 

excavations were initiated at Chodistaas and why certain 

topics, such as households, pueblo chronology and growth, 

and architecture were the focus of attention. 
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Throughout the years of excavation at Chodistaas, 

room after room was uncovered to reveal assemblages of 

household belongings on the floors, buried by charred roof 

remains. The history of the discovery and excavation of 

Chodistaas follows with a detailed account of the 

development of questions originating from research at 

Grasshopper Ruin (see Chapter 3), and how these questions 

were addressed during each field season. After discussing 

methods of data collection and the research history of 

Chodistaas, an example of two interpretations derived from 

the same data is given to illustrate the integral role of 

the researcher in producing an archaeological record. 

THE DISCOVERY OF CHODISTAAS 

In the summer of 1966 two Field School students 

discovered a small pueblo sitting on a bluff overlooking a 

meadow about a mile from camp. A dense pavement of sherds 

and lithics covered the surface of the ruin, later to be 

named Chodistaas, the Apache word for scorpion. Low mounds 

of masonry rubble, covering an area of about 2000 square 

meters, suggested that the pueblo once contained more than 
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25 rooms. In fact, when Chodistaas was mapped immediately 

prior to excavation, it was estimated to have 40 rooms based 

on previous experience at Grasshopper Ruin where the average 

room size is 16 square meters. with the first excavations, 

it was a surprise to find that the rooms were unusually 

large, an average of 29 square meters, and that Chodistaas 

contained 18 masonry room spaces. 

Work began at Chodistaas in 1969 when H. David Tuggle 

collected all decorated sherds from the surface of the site 

as part of his dissertation research. Based on this 

collection--primarily Cibola Whiteware and a few early White 

Mountain Redware sherds--Tuggle (1970:30) estimated that 

Chodistaas was occupied sometime between A.D. 1100 and 1250. 

By the early 1970s, after a decade of excavations at 

Grasshopper, the research focus was turning toward the 

excavation of small pueblos occupied during the A.D. 1200s. 

In a discussion of future plans, Longacre and Reid (1974:26) 

present their intention to conduct "exploratory" excavations 

at sites predating Grasshopper. 

This research should provide data on 
the nature of the environment during the 
course of the 13th century, the organization 
of the societies in the region just 
before Grasshopper was established, and the 
nature of the adjustment people were making 
to the environment just prior to the major 
shift to large town living. 

The proposal submitted to the National Science 
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Foundation during the winter of 1972 targeted Chodistaas for 

excavation during the 1973 field season. Preliminary work at 

Chodistaas was to include a map of the site in preparation 

for future intensive excavations. Because of ongoing 

dissertation research, this work was postponed until 1976. 

FIELD METHODS 

Excavations at Chodistaas have provided a rich data 

base for addressing a seemingly limitless number of research 

questions. Leading this list of questions was the concern 

with ceramic variability and, later, with the formation of 

the archaeological record at small pueblo sites. The shallow 

depth of the rooms and the burning of the pueblo have 

produced simple stratigraphic sequences and unusual 

preservation of household ceramic assemblages. The 

stratification of the room fill is similar across the site. 

Floor assemblages were covered directly by collapsed roof 

beams. The remainder of the room fill is composed of dense 

artifact deposits, wall fall, and a thin layer of humus 

across the present-day surface of the rooms. 

Rooms were excavated using procedures established at 

Grasshopper Ruin and adapted to the archaeological record at 

Chodistaas, a smaller si te with shallower rooms than 

Grasshopper. The general steps in room excavation were as 

follows: 
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1. The surface of each room was photographed, then 

cleared of vegetation and rocks. 

2. Rooms were divided into quadrants with two diagonal 

quads excavated first to determine the depth of the room 

floor and any unusual characteristics of room fill 

stratification. Balks, varying in size and location, were 

left unexcavated to provide stratigraphic control (see 

Figure 4.1). Excavations during the 1980s used the offset 

balk system developed for work at Grasshopper Ruin (see 

below). After documenting the room fill stratification, this 

system continued to be used as a teaching tool. Unlike the 

deeper, more complex, rooms at Grasshopper, the simpler 

room-fill stratification at Chodistaas did not require 

offset balks. 
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Figure 4.1. Excavations at Chodistaas (arrows indicate 
drawn profiles) 
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3. vertical and horizontal control were maintained with 

reference to a room datum, located in the center of the 

room. The elevation of the room datum was tied to the site

wide datum arbitrarily set at 100 meters. 

4. The humus level was removed and screened, sometimes 

keeping the artifacts on the surface of the room separate 

from the screened material. 

5. Excavation of the room fill within each quad 

proceeded according to geological (natural) or cultural 

strata subdivided into arbi trary levels when required by 

depth for more exact stratigraphic control. Arbitrary levels 

ranged in depth from 10 cm to 20 cm (see Table 4.1 for 

levels within each room). 

Surface or humus, wall fall, roof fall, room floor, and 

subfloor are the maj or divisions recognized in each room. 

The wall fall and roof fall were usually divided into at 

least two arbitrary levels. Floor materials were also 

excavated in arbitrary levels, even though the depth of 

these materials varied no more than 10 cms across the room. 

Although the excavation of each room floor varied depending 

on the excavator, it was often the case that floor materials 

were separated by three arbitrary levels: arbitrary level 1 

included deposits within 10 cms above the actual floor 

surface, arbitrary level 2 marked the artifacts resting on 
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the floor, and arbitrary level 3 included items collected 

during the final trowelling of the floor after the large 

artifacts had been removed. 

Table 4.1. Excavation Levels Within Rooms at Chodistaas 

ROOM GEO 1 GEO 2 GEO 3 GEO 4 GEO 5 

1 Surface Wall fall Roof fall Floor Subfloor 
2West Surf. to Roof fall Floor ----- -----

Roof 
2East Surf. Wall fall Roof fall Floor Subfloor 
3 Surf. to Roof fall Floor ----- -----

Roof 
4 Surf. to Roof fall Floor/Subfl. ---- -----

Roof 
5 Surf. Wall fall Roof fall Floor -----
6 Humus Wall fall Roof fall Floor -----
7 Surf. Wall fall/ Floor ----- -----

Roof fall/ 
Trowel to floor 

8 Surf. Wall fall Roof fall Floor -----
9 Surf. Wall fall Roof fall Floor -----

10 Humus Wall fall Roof fall Floor Subfloor 
11 Surf. Wall fall Roof fall Floor -----

Collection 
13 Humus Wall fall/ Floor ----- -----

Roof fall 
14 Surf./ Roof fall Floor/ ----- -----

Wall fall Sub floor 
15 Surf. Wall fall Roof fall Floor -----
16 Wall fall Roof fall Floor ----- -----
17 Humus Wall fall/ Floor ----- -----

Roof fall 
18 Humus Wall fall Roof fall Floor Sub floor 

(below plat-
form) 

Sherds, li thics, and unworked bone were collected as 

bulk items and bagged within each quad and by level. 

Proj ectile points, ground stone, bone tools and any item 

other than bulk artifacts were point provenienced, 
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individually bagged, and given their own Field Number. 

All deposits were screened through 1/4 inch mesh and 

all artifacts were saved. 

Humus- Geo. I 
orb. I -----------------

"-______ Wa~Foll.:...G~.~ ___ ~rb.2 _ 

orb.3 ------ ----------
orb.4 

Roof Fa 11- Gee. 3 
,..-........ _-- - --------

Floer - Geo.4 ------- ------
____ 2ubfl~r~ Geo. ~ ___ orb. I 

orb.2 

Room 
Datum 

vertical Levels within One Quadrant of a Room 

6. The wall fall level was often excavated in several 

arbitrary levels with maps drawn of each layer of wall fall. 

For some rooms, the rocks were piled to one side of the 

room, then counted and weighed. The raw material, either 

limestone or sandstone, was also recorded. Recognizable 

sections of fallen walls were mapped and photographed. 

7. The roof fall was usually excavated in at least two 

arbitrary levels. Burned roof beams were sometimes collected 

near the surface of the room fill, usually along the walls, 

but the majority of roof remains were found within 20 cm of 
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the floor. The collapse of the roof produced a jumbled mass 

of beams and charcoal with the deepest beams resting 

directly on the floors. 

Excavation of the roof fall varied in detail. All tree

ring specimens were collected from each room. Composite maps 

were drawn of the beams in situ in some of the rooms~ The 

most detailed excavation of roof fall, followed for three 

rooms (4, 7, and 14), involved not only a plan and profile 

of the roof fall, but also recording the strike and dip of 

each recognizable beam. 

8. Pollen and flotation samples were collected from the 

balks, from directly above the room floors, and from whole 

vessels and floor features. 

9. Floor identification, determined by the bottom of 

large artifacts and burned roof remains and the level of 

firepits and hearths, provided the level at which the balks 

were removed. Each of the four quads was excavated to 

approximately 10 cm above the floor, then the balks were 

profiled and removed and the final layer of deposi ts was 

excavated to expose the floor throughout the entire room. 

10. The room floors were photographed, mapped, and the 

artifacts removed. 

11. The floors were troweled again to insure that all 

of the artifacts and features had been recovered. 
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12. Profiles of the interior walls were drawn and 

photographed. Details of wall construction, such as 

bond/abut patterns, the number of courses in width and 

height, and the location of doorways, were recorded. Room 

size was also measured from the interior corners of the 

walls along the room floor. 

13. The subfloors were excavated, varying in intensity 

from complete excavation to placing a trench across the 

room. Burial pits were avoided during sub floor excavation. 

14. The rooms were lined with black plastic and 

backfilled. 

This outline of excavation procedures illustrates the 

careful, step-by-step procedure wi th which materials were 

recovered from si te context at Chodistaas. The uni ts of 

analysis are next introduced because of their close 

association with field methods. An understanding of the 

analytical units clarifies procedures followed during 

particular field seasons as discussed in the following 

sections of this chapter. 

SPATIAL UNITS OF ANALYSIS 

This section introduces the spatial analytical units 
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that structure examination of the ceramic record at 

Chodistaas. Chapters 6, 7, and 8 describe the specific 

ceramic attributes of each analytical unit. 

The smallest units of analysis available from 

Chodistaas--the arbitrary level of a geological level within 

one quad of one room for example--are combined to form units 

appropriate for addressing questions of ceramic record 

formation (see Chapter 6). The set of analytical units 

available from Chodistaas includes: 

HORIZONTAL Rooms by quad 
UNITS 

VERTICAL 
UNITS 

Room Fill 
{

Surface 
Wall Fall 
Roof Fall 
Floor 
Subfloor 

Plaza test pits 
and trenches 

Surface 
Fill 

Floor 

Extramural Test 
pits (1m x 1m) 
and surface 
collection 
units (2m x 2m) 

Surface 
Subsurface 

The vertical units are equivalent to geological levels. 

Within each geological level are arbitrary levels for added 

control over the location of artifacts within room or plaza 

fill and within extramural test pits. 

Smaller units of analysis are available for some 

artifact categories as a point provenience where the 

vertical and horizontal coordinates are recorded precisely. 

Coordinates are taken at the base or the lowest point of 

reconstructible vessels resting on a room floor or on 
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projectile points in room fill, for example, but not on 

individual sherds found in room fill. The total number of 

fill sherds (about 100,000) and their vertical and 

horizontal displacement within the fill due to natural 

processes (see Chapter 5) make their exact location 

meaningless. In fact, arbitrary and geological levels within 

quads are combined in this study to produce one analytical 

unit--humus, wall fall, and roof fall levels for all quads 

in each room are aggregated into "room fill." 

Artifacts belonging to the floor assemblage are kept 

separate from the room fill. Sherds in the fill are labelled 

a collection in contrast to an assemblage of floor vessels. 

Grasshopper researchers use "collection" to denote a group 

of artifacts within archaeological context. "Assemblage" 

labels a set of artifacts in behavioral context (Reid 

1990: 5-6). Room-fill sherds are a collection of ceramics 

that function as one unit of analysis. (To speak of a "room

fill ceramic assemblage" even sounds inappropriate.) Room 

floor vessels, on the other hand, are an assemblage. The 

plaza floor and room floors are the only units of analysis 

that involve ceramic assemblages rather than collections. 

Figure 4.2 illustrates the relationships between behavioral 

context, si te context, and archaeological context, on the 

one hand, and units of analysis and the ceramics found 

within these units that form the actual data base, on the 
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other. 

A room floor is defined as the surface associated with 

fixed features (hearths, fire pits, and mealing bins) and 

large artifacts (manos, metates, and whole pots) are 

resting. Stratigraphically, the end of the charcoal layer 

(the bottom of the roof fall) also marks the floor of the 

room. Often, the charcoal peals away neatly to reveal a 

compact layer a few centimeters thick of mottled sediments 

that were once a floor. The vessels on this surface belonged 

to an assemblage of household items that were either used or 

stored in the rooms where they are found. Ceramic 

assemblages on the room floors present a case where the 

location of ceramics in behavioral context is equivalent to 

their location in archaeological context (see Chapter 7). 

Figure 4.2. Contexts of Artifact Deposition, Analytical 
Units, and Ceramics 

~SITE 

BEHAVIORAL 
CONTEXT 

CONTEXT~ 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL 

~CONTEXT\ I 
Floors 

/1 
Room Plaza 

\ / 
Vessel 

Assemblages 

Fill/Subsurface Surface 

/1" /1'" Room Plaza Extra- Room Plaza Extra-

'" I i ura1 
\ I/mural 

Sherd 
Collections 

Sherd 
Collections 

VERTICAL 
UNITS 

HORIZONTAL 
UNITS 

CERAMICS 
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The room-fill sherd collection poses a number of 

complicated questions. Where did these sherds come from? 

When were they deposited in the rooms? By what processes or 

agents were they deposited? Figure 4.3 traces the movement 

of ceramics, both pots and sherds, in space around the 

pueblo and through time between behavioral, site, and 

archaeological contexts. 

Figure 4.3. The Movement of Ceramics Within a Pueblo 

Floor 
Pots 

Fill 
Sherds 

Surface 
Sherds 

Behavioral 
Context 

Site 
Context 

Archaeological 
Context 

pots in use----~)abandoned pots---+abandoned pots 
in" rooms on room floors on room floors 

pots in use 
in rooms 

J, 
broken pots ) discarded in 

extramural areas 

trash used as~ 
room fill ) sherds in room---) sherds in room 

(see Chapter 8) fill fill 

pots in use 
in rooms 

! 
broken pots----~) discarded in----~> sherds on 

extramural areas extramural 
surface 

The specific natural or cultural mechanisms behind the 

movement of sherds from one provenience to another, from 

extramural surface to room fill, for example, are addressed 
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in Chapters 5 through 8. Cultural mechanisms are primarily 

responsible for the movement of whole pots and sherds within 

the pueblo while the ceramics are in behavioral context. 

Surface sherds can also be moved around during pueblo 

occupation. Disturbances to sherds in the room fill and on 

the surface are also produced by natural processes in site 

context. The archaeologist is responsible for disturbances 

in archaeological context. 

Sherds recovered from the fill of a pueblo room are no 

longer associated with their original prehistoric, or 

behavioral, context. This maj or contextual difference 

between floor assemblages and fill collections can cause 

problems during analysis if left unattended. Although both 

are analytical units, they must be made equivalent for 

comparative analyses--both in terms of context and of 

vessels versus sherds. 

Subfloor proveniences are not used in this analysis 

because of problems in distinguishing sherds associated with 

the initial occupation of Chodistaas from those of 

potentially earlier occupations. Also, sections of the 

sub floor of a room were not excavated in order to avoid 

impacting human remains. Thus, the incompleteness of the 

subfloor excavations and difficulties with association led 

to the decision to exclude subfloor sherds in the analysis. 

For similar reasons, sherds from excavations in Plazas 1 
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and 2 are also excluded. 

Relevant to the analysis of the movement of sherds 

around the site is the collection of sherds from the surface 

surrounding the pueblo. Two surface collections were made at 

Chodistaas, one in 1969 and the other in 1982. The 

collection in 1969 (Tuggle 1970) covered ....... -'-,Ll.-=:: --~.:-CII'- ..... .LC 

excluding the roomblocks and an area to the west of the 

pueblo. All decorated sherds and a sample of undecorated 

ceramics were collected from nine units surrounding the 

pueblo (see Figure 6.1). 

The 1982 collection gridded the extramural areas of the 

site into 2-m-x-2-m squares that were collected after random 

selection (see Figure 6.2). All sherds from forty-five units 

were collected by scraping and screening several centimeters 

of the surface. The 1982 collection provides density 

measures for identifying variability in the spatial 

distribution of sherds around the pueblo (see Figure 5.5). 

Surface collections are often the only materials 

recovered from a site and, therefore, the only materials 

available for analysis. These collections are used not only 

to date sites, but also to determine site function and other 

occupation parameters. A careful analysis of the origins of 

surface sherds at Chodistaas and their comparison with floor 

assemblages highlights inconsistencies important for 

achieving accurate interpretations of si te chronology and 

function. As Chapter 6 details, the surface collection is 
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not equivalent, in relative frequencies of ceramic wares, to 

the assemblages of pots on the room floors (see Montgomery 

and Reid [1990]). 

The most significant spatial units are extramural 

surface, room fill, and room floor. These are the units most 

useful for analyzing --..... ----~ mu v e.w.';J.l '- ... ~ ....... .:-
W..1.. ... .u...1..U 

Chodistaas and the formation of the ceramic record at this 

si te. Experiments wi th smaller, more precise, analytical 

units, such as geological levels within room fill, suggest 

that the information gained does not justify the expense. As 

Chapter 5 discusses, natural processes, mainly rodent and 

insect activity, have churned the room fill sherds to the 

extent that exact position within room fill is not 

meaningful. The shallow rooms, averaging about 60 cm in 

depth, exaggerate the effects of faunalturbation. 

These spatial units of analysis--occupation surface, 

subsurface fill, and surface--can be applied to village 

farmer sites other than pueblo ruins. 

COLLECTING THE DATA: EXCAVATIONS AT CHODISTAAS 

Excavations at Chodistaas can be separated into two 

phases. The first phase from 1976 through 1979 was aimed at 

answering general questions concerning settlement, 

subsistence, and organization in the Grasshopper Region and 

specific questions related to Crown's (1981) dissertation 
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research on ceramic manufacture. In 1982, the Field School 

returned to Chodistaas to address questions stemming from 

Crown's work and to continue investigating broader research 

interests. 

Excavations conducted during each field season are 

listed in Table 4.2. By the end of the 1979 season, nine 

rooms had been excavated, the plazas had been trenched, and 

several tsst pits had been placed in extramural areas. 

During the 1980s and 1990s, eight more rooms were excavated, 

bringing the total to 17 room spaces. Excavations continued 

in the plazas and nine test pits were placed around the 

perimeter of the pueblo (Figures 4.1 and 4.4). 

Table 4.2. Excavations at Chodistaas Listed by Year 

YEAR ROOM PLAZA EXTRAMURAL 

1976 1(test pit) 
2 (west) 
3 

1977 2 (east) Plaza 1-NE corner Test pit-east of 
5 and test trenches Plaza 1 
8 Plaza 2-test trench Test pit-west of 
9 Room 5 

1978 1 Plaza 1-soil cores Test trenches 2 
and 3-

11 outside Room 2 
15 
16 

1979 1 (subfloor) 
11 (subfloor) 
15 (subfloor) 
16 (subfloor) 

1982 4 Plaza 1-minimal testing 



1983 

1984 

1987 

1988 

1989 

1991 

I 

14 to 

2 (profile of 
platform) 
7 

14 (subfloor) 

\ 

I 

7 
13 
17 

6 

18 

(subfloor) 

CHOOISTAAS PUEBLO 
AZ P'14·24 

MN 

~ 
o :5 10 

conlour ,nl,'va' ,0 em 

the east of Room 4 

Plaza 2-test pits 

Plaza I-test pits 

Plaza I-test trench 

1.30 

contour map 

test pits 

rock align-
ment south of 

Plaza 1 

TP9 . 

Figure 4.4. Test pit Excavations (from Montgomery and Reid 
1990:Figure 2). Reprinted by permission from 
the Society for American Archaeology. 
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Excavations During the 1970s 

Ground was broken at Chodistaas in July of 1976. 

Chodistaas was targeted for excavation in the National 

Science Foundation proposal for that summer for several 

reasons: (1) based on the architecture and the pottery, it 

was occupied before Grasshopper Pueblo (Tuggle 1970:26); (2) 

the size of Chodistaas would allow excavation of a large 

sample of rooms in a relatively short time; (3) the presence 

of an enclosed plaza would provide material for comparison 

with communal activity areas at Grasshopper (see Whittlesey 

et ale [1982]); and (4) the site was conveniently located 

within walking distance of the camp. Excavations began with 

the intention of addressing changes in social organization, 

especially household organization, settlement, and 

subsistence that occurred in the Grasshopper Region between 

the occupation of Chodistaas and the establishment and 

growth of Grasshopper. 

1976 Excavations 

Work began at Chodistaas under the direction of Reid 

(see Table 4.3) by defining the exterior walls of the pueblo 

and drawing a contour map that outlined the ruin. The 

Corner ing Proj ect (see Chapter 3) was not extended to 

Chodistaas where it was obvious that the rooms were shallow. 

Previous experience in the shallow outlying rooms at 

Grasshopper Ruin had demonstrated the destructive nature of 
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Table 4.3. Field School Directors and Excavation Supervisors 
at Chodistaas 

YEAR DIRECTOR EXCAVATION 
SUPERVISOR 

1976 Reid Reid 
1977 Longacre Crown 
1978 Longacre Crown 
1979 Reid Crown 
1982 Reid Reid/Shaw/Craig 
1983 Reid Lowell 
1984 Reid Lowell/welch/Levi/ 

Ezzo 
1988 Reid Montgomery/Triadan/ 

Lorentzen 
1989 Reid Montgomery 
1991 Reid Montgomery/ 

Lorentzen 

cornering in shallow rooms. Four rooms were then chosen for 

complete excavation based on their location at different 

points within the pueblo. The excavation of Rooms 1, 2, 3, 

and 4 was intended to provide maximum coverage of the pueblo 

(Figure 4.1). Almost immediately, Rooms 1 and 4 were dropped 

from the excavation plan when it was realized that 

Chodistaas rooms were twice the size of those at 

Grasshopper. with excavations beginning halfway through the 

field season, there was only enough time to excavate Rooms 2 

and 3, each located in a separate roomblock, which would 

provide information on functional or temporal differences 

between the roomblocks. 

By the end of the first season, the research staff knew 

that they had found the ideal site at Chodistaas. The pueblo 
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had burned, leaving tree-ring specimens and an abundance of 

vessels and other portable artifacts on room floors. 

with the completion of these initial excavations, Crown 

began planning for intensive excavation of several rooms and 

plaza areas during the 1977 field season. Based on the 

ceramic assemblages from these two rooms, it was clear that 

Chodistaas was occupied immediately before Grasshopper. 

Tree-ring dates received from the Laboratory of Tree-Ring 

Research (University of Arizona) during the fall of 1976 

verified that Room 2 had been built during the early A.D. 

1270s, while Room 3 was constructed in the mid-1280s. 

1977 Excavations 

During the summer of 1977, under the direction of 

Longacre (see Table 4.3), research at Chodistaas focused on 

defining the household. Bond-abut patterns of the walls and 

orientation of the doorways suggested that households 

consisted· of two contiguous rooms. The architectural 

boundaries of households at Chodistaas appeared slightly 

different from those at Grasshopper. Rooms 5, 8, and 9 were 

chosen for excavation with the hopes of discovering more 

about households at Chodistaas (Crown 1977). 

Interest in the architecture of the pueblo, both the 

height of the walls and the processes of collapse, led to 

mapping of wall fall in portions of Rooms 5 and 9. The 

number of wall fall rocks was also recorded. 
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A test pi t was excavated directly outside Room 5 for 

the purpose of recovering information on wall construction 

and collapse in addi tion to discovering outdoor acti vi ty 

areas (Figure 4.1). The 1-by-2 meter trench adjacent to the 

west wall of the room contained wall fall but no evidence of 

an occupation surface. Some interesting insights into the 

construction of Room 5 are discussed in Alison Wylie's 

student prcj ect. It appears that the ground was cleared of 

soil down to bedrock, then the bedrock was excavated 

slightly before the foundation rocks were laid. 

Excavations of Rooms 5, 8, and 9 completed the set of 

four rooms on the southern end of the pueblo. with these 

data, it was hoped that household organization at Chodistaas 

could begin to be identified and compared with Grasshopper. 

Tree-ring samples collected from these rooms provided a 

secure construction date in the mid-1280s. Ceramic types 

suggested that the site had been abandoned by A.D. 1300. 

The unusual character of Room 2 prompted further 

excavation in the eastern portion of the room (Figure 4.1). 

The j acal walls parti tioning the room into three sections 

and a plastered platform along the west wall were features 

not yet seen at Grasshopper. These characteristics in 

addition to large room size, 

and the isolation of Room 2 

the absence of an east wall, 

from the northern rooms and 

Plaza 1 produced an interesting anomaly. Room 2 was one of 
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two ceremonial rooms at Chodistaas; the other, Room 18, was 

excavated in 1991. Both have a platform with a clay-lined 

firepit to the east, a pattern also found in Room 7 at 

Grasshopper spring, a pueblo contemporaneous with Chodistaas 

(see Chapter 7). 

Excavations were also conducted in the plazas to 

identify activities that took place outside the rooms. In 

preparation for excavation, a 2-m-x-2-m test pit was 

excavated in the extreme northeast corner of Plaza 1. This 

pit was taken down to a depth of 40 cm below the plaza wall 

with no sign of an occupation surface. 

Two perpendicular trenches cross-cutting Plaza 1 were 

then opened in an unsuccessful attempt to identify an 

occupational surface (Figure 4.1). Each trench was excavated 

to bedrock at depths ranging from 50 cm to 1 meter. 

A trench was also excavated in Plaza 2 extending from 

the northern wall of Room 7 into Room 2. Again, the 

occupation surface of the plaza was not identified. These 

plaza excavations continued in 1979, producing little 

additional information. 

Extramural excavations during 1977 included a test pit 

to the east of Plaza 1 in addition to the test pit outside 

Room 5 (Figure 4.1). This testing was conducted by another 

student (S. Dobyns) who was interested in determining 

whether the burning of the pueblo was caused by natural or 

cultural events. Remnants of burning were not found in the 
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profiles of the excavation. 

By the end of 1977, five rooms from Chodistaas were 

available for comparison with Grasshopper. A chronological 

sequence of occupation was emerging for analysis of changes 

in settlement and subsistence beginning in the late A.D. 

1200s, at Chodistaas, and continuing through the 1300s with 

the occupation of Grasshopper Pueblo. 

1978 Excavations 

Four rooms (1, 11, 15, 16) were chosen for excavation 

to increase the sample of households, while Crown continued 

her investigation of ceramic variability. Broader goals 

included a more precise definition of site function, 

chronology, and the role of Chodistaas within the settlement 

system of the region. 

Two pairs of rooms had been identified by Crown as two 

household uni ts : Rooms 3 and 8 , and Rooms 5 and 9 (see 

Chapter 7 for a different interpretation). By excavating 

Rooms 1, 11, 15, and 16, it was ho?ed that two more 

households would be identified. These rooms were chosen to 

meet several other objectives (Crown 1978). They were 

located within the walls of the plaza, unlike the five rooms 

previously excavated, and perhaps were occupied earlier. 

These rooms, especially Rooms 1 and 11, were larger than the 

southern set of rooms and may, therefore, have different 

archi tectural and functional characteristics. Interest in 
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archi tectural characteristics resulted in the mapping of 

wall fall in each of the rooms. Tree-ring specimens were 

also mapped as they appeared in the roof fall levels. Room 

15 was of special interest because of an open doorway 

connecting the room directly with the plaza. 

Since the attempt to identify plaza activities had been 

unsuccessful during 1977, another project was initiated 

using a different approach. Soil cores were extracted from 

Plaza 1 using an auger that produced cores 7.5 cm in 

diameter and reached to a depth of about one meter. A grid 

of 5 meter squares was laid out with a total of 16 cores 

removed from the plaza. Charcoal was noted in six of the 

cores, concentrated in the southeastern quadrant of the 

plaza, but it was spread throughout the fill rather than 

densely packed in distinct lenses. This second attempt at 

locating activity areas provided little new information for 

comparison with plaza activities at Grasshopper. 

Interest in identifying outside activities associated 

with rooms continued with another student project at 

Chodistaas. Two test pits were excavated along the northern 

(1-by-1 meter) and western (1-by-2 meters) walls of Room 2 

(Figure 4.1). No indications of outdoor activities were 

found. 

By the end of the 1978 season, Crown had completed the 

necessary fieldwork for her dissertation research. One 
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hundred and ninety-seven vessels from nine rooms were 

available for the analysis of ceramic manufacture at this 

small pueblo site. 

Crown returned to Chodistaas for one month in 1979 to 

sub floor the four rooms that had been excavated during the 

previous season. The purpose in excavating subfloors was to 

uncover earlier occupations and to understand the sequence 

of room construction. Evidence of earlier occupation, in the 

form of walls and outdoor cooking features, was found under 

these rooms. Four burial pits identified in the subfloors of 

Rooms 1 and 15 were left unexcavated. 

Excavations During the 1980s 

with the completion of Crown's dissertation in 1981, 

questions were raised regarding site function, room 

function, and architecture at Chodistaas. Reid returned to 

Chodistaas in 1982 with these specific questions in mind. 

1982 Excavations 

Rooms 4 and 14 were chosen for excavation, one room 

from the earlier northern roomblock and one from the 

southern roomblock. None of the larger rooms in the southern 

roomblock had been excavated. Room 4 was appealing because 

it had already been slightly disturbed by trenching for wall 

definition. The excavation of these rooms targeted thorough 

documentation of the formation of the room fill, the 

occupation surface of the whole vessels, and architectural 
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form at Chodistaas. 

Each room was excavated in arbitrary levels of 

approximately 10 cm within geological/cultural levels to 

maintain maximum vertical control. Profiles of the balks 

were photographed and drawn to record details of the 

depositional sequence (Figure 4.1). 

Levels of wall fall were sketched as the excavation 

proceeded, and the raw material and weight of the wall rocks 

were recorded. Emphasis was also placed on recording the 

positioning and size of charred roof beams. Maps were drawn 

as excavations proceeded in the roof fall levels, which 

included the strike and dip of tree-ring samples 

identifiable as beams. Detailed profiles of the walls were 

also drawn to record additional architectural information. 

Artifacts were carefully left in place as the room 

floors were uncovered. After mapping and photographiHg the 

assemblage, each artifact was removed and its vertical depth 

recorded. The upright position of most pots, the uniform 

elevation of the surface on which artifacts were resting, 

and the similar elevations of firepits, hearths, and mealing 

bins argued for ceramic assemblages abandoned on the room 

floors (see Chapter 7). 

Surface collections were made in and around the si te 

for comparison with other Pueblo III sites in the Q Ranch 

and Grasshopper regions. These collections later proved 
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invaluable for the study of ceramic change at Chodistaas 

(see Chapter 6; Montgomery and Reid 1990). 

1983 Excavations 

The Field School returned to Chodistaas in 1983 to 

continue investigating questions addressed in 1982. Most of 

the excavation effort was focused on Room 7 to complete the 

investigation of the 4 and 7 room pair. All of the balk 

profiles were drawn, unnecessary under normal field 

conditions, but essential for documenting depositional 

processes that could inform on wall height, roof structure, 

and the location of the pots. Wall rocks were weighed and 

the roof fall was carefully mapped, again recording the 

strike and dip of beams when possible. The floor was 

carefully excavated and recorded with similar results found 

in Rooms 4 and 14--the artifacts, specifically the pots, 

were unquestionably resting on the floor of the room 

underneath the burned remains of the roof. 

1984 Excavations 

Three rooms were opened for excavation in 1984, each 

with a graduate student supervisor. The assistant director, 

Julie Lowell, was present at the site each day to supervise 

the graduate staff and Field School students. 

Room 7 was subfloored during 1984 and Rooms 13 and 17 

were chosen for excavation. The overarching research goals 

continued to focus on ceramic variability and processes of 
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site formation. More specific questions were also addressed 

with the excavation of each room. 

Specific research questions led to the selection of 

Room 13. Room 14 constructed in A.D. 1268 was the earliest 

room excavated. Architectural information indicated that 

Room 13, adjacent to Room 14, been built earlier and could 

provide data on early households. The results of tree-ring 

analysis confirm that Room 13 was built in A.D. 1263, the 

first room to be constructed at Chodistaas, except possibly 

for Room 12 (the only remaining unexcavated room). Room 13 

was also excavated to collect data on an early household at 

Chodistaas for comparison with later households. 

Collection of data relevant to architectural 

reconstruction continued during the excavation of Room 13, 

although not in the detail followed in Rooms 4, 7, and 14. 

Maps of the wall fall levels were made and the wall rocks 

were weighed, but not separated by material. A map of the 

roof fall was drawn as tree-ring samples were excavated. 

Daub, originating from the roof and wall structures, was 

also weighed. 

The excavation of Room 17, located between Rooms 2 and 

14, provided the opportunity to look at a contiguous set of 

rooms (2, 17, 14, and 13) for their household 

characteristics. It was also important to determine when 

Room 17 was built for reconstructing pueblo growth. As in 
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Room 13, a map of the tree-ring samples was drawn and the 

approximate number and weight of wall rocks was recorded. 

Excavations were also conducted in Plaza 2 along" the 

east wall and immediately to the south of Room 17 to 

identify activity areas. A firepit. ana a met ate were the 

only indications of outdoor activities. 

By the end of the 1984 season, 14 of the 18 room spaces 

had been excavated, providing detailed information on pueblo 

growth, occupation span, architectural characteristics, 

formation of the room fill, and household organization. 

Chodistaas and the Pueblo III Period Settlement System 

The next few field seasons concentrated on placing 

Chodistaas wi"thin the late Pueblo III period (A.D. 1250-

1300) settlement system of the region. During 1985, a sample 

of PIlI period sites surrounding Chodistaas were surface 

collected and the region was surveyed following a strategy 

of intensive non-site recording of artifacts to define the 

boundaries of one portion of the settlement system. In 1986, 

these projects were completed and the settlement cluster 

surrounding Grasshopper Spring was intensively surveyed for 

comparison with the Chodistaas cluster (Reid 1985, 1986). 

Test excavations were conducted at P: 14: 197, the only 

other late PIlI period site in the region with a bounded 

plaza. This pueblo had also burned in the late A.D. 1200s, 

similar to Grasshopper Spring and Chodistaas. 
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During 1987, excavation efforts concentrated on three 

rooms (Rooms 2, 7, and 8) at Grasshopper Spring for 

comparison wi th Chodistaas and P: 14 : 197. Addi tional rooms 

(3, 4, 5, and 6) were excavated in 1989 to complete the 

excavation of Roomblock 2 at Grasshopper Spring. 

Intensive survey of PIlI period sites surrounding 

Chodistaas and Grasshopper Spring, surface collections of 

many of these sites, and excavations at P: 14: 197 and 

Grasshopper Spring contribute to a detailed understanding of 

human relations in this region during the late A.D. 1200s 

(Montgomery and Reid 1990; Reid 1989a; Reid and Tuggle 1988; 

Reid et ale 1990; Zedeno 1991). 

1988 Excavations 

Research was focused, in large part, during the mid-

1980s on ceramic change and the formation of the ceramic 

record at Chodistaas. These problems were at the core of my 

dissertation research, which, by this time, had developed 

into an explicit program. Comparison of the surface 

collection and the floor assemblages (Montgomery and Reid 

1990) and other work related to dissertation research had 

raised several questions that necessitated returning to 

Chodistaas during the summer of 1988. Processes involved in 

the deposition of room fill needed further investigation 

(see Chapters 5 and 8). The geological and topographical 

characteristics of Chodistaas were recorded by drawing a 
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detailed contour map of the site, by measuring the height of 

the remaining wall fragments for comparison with the 

elevation of the present-day surface, and by excavating 12 

test pits located in Plaza 1, around the perimeter of the 

site (Figure 4.4), and at the bottom of the bluff directly 

below the site. 

Excavation of Rooms 6 and 10 addressed the problem of 

room-fill deposition. Arbitrary levels were defined for the 

purpose of retrieving maximum information on depositional 

processes. Profiles were drawn, extending across both rooms. 

Stratification was documented, especially in the southwest 

quad of Room 6 where the sequence of depositional events was 

obvious. Here, the floor assemblage had been covered by 

fallen roof material that had then been buried by trash and, 

later, by rocks that had collapsed from the walls. Rooms 6 

and 10 were also excavated for the purpose of defining 

households in the southern roomblock for comparison with the 

northern rooms and, eventually, with households at 

Grasshopper Pueblo (see Montgomery 1991). 

An occupation surface of Plaza 1 was located with the 

excavation of Test pit 88-1 adjacent to Room 14 (Figure 

4.1). 

Zedeno (1991) conducted a clay survey in the region 

surrounding Chodistaas and in distant areas such as 

Forestdale to the east and Q Ranch to the west. Three types 

of compositional analyses were performed on these clays: 
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instrumental neutron activation analysis (INAA), 

inductively-coupled plasma emission spectroscopy (ICP) , and 

qualitative petrography. The results were compared with 

compositional, technological, and stylistic studies of 

ceramic vessels from Chodistaas. Zedeno's study concentrated 

on Cibola Whiteware and concluded that the majority of these 

vessels were manufactured elsewhere, on the Colorado Plateau 

(1991:161-163, 219). 

1989 Excavations 

Work at Chodistaas during this field season was 

minimal. A I-m-x-10-m trench was excavated to the east of 

Rooms 4 and 10 in Plaza 1 to investigate a rubble mound that 

could have been the remains of additional small rooms. The 

trench was taken to sterile soil with no evidence of pueblo 

walls or an occupational surface. 

The modern vegetation on and around the site was 

recorded and a topographic profile of Chodistaas, including 

the bluff, was drawn. These data completed the information 

needed for evaluating the role of natural processes in the 

formation of the ceramic record at Chodistaas (see Chapter 

5) • 

1991 Excavations 

The Field School returned to Chodistaas in 1991 to 

complete the excavation of the southern roomblock. During 
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the spring of '91, households at Chodistaas and Grasshopper 

were compared for presentation at the annual meetings of the 

Society for American Archaeology held in New Orleans 

(Montgomery 1991). Differences in household organization led 

to questions concerning ceremonial organization within each 

communi ty. Room 18, the only unexcavated room in the 

southern roomblock, was assumed to be a ritual room based on 

architectural similarities to Room 2 in the northern 

roomblock and to other structures in the region. Room 18 

excavations confirmed that it was indeed a kiva and that it 

appeared to be a transitional architectural form between 

late PIlI period ceremonial roo:.z and the kivas found at 

Grasshopper (see Chapter 7). Additionally, the ceramic 

assemblage on the floor of Room 18 provided a set of pots 

associated with ritual activity, as opposed to domestic 

household assemblages, thus contributing further to our 

knowledge of ceramic variability at Chodistaas. 

Special attention was again paid to the formation of 

the room fill by excavating in arbitrary, controlled levels 

within each geological level. Faunalturbation was especially 

visible that summer in the form of "ursoturbation." During 

the first week or two, the si te was visi ted by bears, . at 

opportune times when the crew was in camp, who rearranged or 

destroyed many of the standing walls in their search for 

insects. Room 18 was left untouched except for a few wall 

fall rocks that were overturned during one episode. 
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Chodistaas has been thoroughly investigated and 

provides an ideal case for studying the formation of the 

ceramic record at small pueblo sites. Only one room, Room 

12, remains intentionally unexcavated. 

The outline of research conducted at Chodistaas, as 

presented in this chapter, provides the background for 

evaluating the role of the archaeologist in contributing to 

the formation of the archaeological record. An example of 

this integral role is presented as an illustration of 

variability produced in archaeological context. 

THE ROLE OF INTERPRETATION IN THE 
FORMATION OF THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

The success of a prehistorian, ultimately, rests on his 

or her ability to pull the data together into coherent 

arguments or interpretations. The elaborate methods 

developed from data collection and analysis are directed at 

providing accurate interpretations of the past. No matter 

how technically advanced these methods are, our perception 

of the past relies on the archaeologist's ability to 

interpret the data. Archaeological interpretation is 

possibly the most influential process affecting the 

formation of the archaeological record. Reconstructions of 

the past are evaluated on the basis of the archaeologist's 

abili ty to construct solid arguments. The presentation of 
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raw data from which these arguments are derived is essential 

for evaluation. 

Different interpretations of archi tectural data from 

Chodistaas provide an example of the integral role that 

archaeologists play in constructing the archaeological 

record. Crown (1981) assumed that Chodistaas was a full

standing pueblo, although she never explicitly argues this 

point. This assumption along with her interpretations of 

room fill stratigraphy led to the inference that most of the 

pots were sitting on the roofs when the pueblo was abandoned 

(1981:25-26,42,43). 

Attention to architecture during excavations in the 

1980s provided evidence for an entirely different set of 

interpretations. The amount of wall fall in each room, 

measured by weighing the rocks, compared with the weight of 

rocks in 1-m-x-I-m sections of walls suggests that walls at 

Chodistaas stood no more than 1.5 meters high. 

Detailed comparison of the maximum diameter of roof 

beams at Chodistaas (16.4 cm) with roof beams from Canyon 

Creek cliff dwelling (maximum diameter=35cm), where walls 

were full-standing, argues for a flimsy roof structure at 

Chodistaas. Small beams, usually placed across the length of 

rooms at Chodistaas, often spanned a distance of six meters. 

These structures could not have functioned as secure 

activity areas as in the extant cliff dwellings in the 

Grasshopper Region (see Chapter 7). 
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In addition to these architectural data, the 

stratification in the rooms demonstrates that the majority 

of whole or reconstructible vessels are resting directly on 

room floors. Most of these pots are sitting upright, on the 

floor, al though some of these floor pots were broken and 

fell over as the roof collapsed, producing a situation where 

large sherds overlie thin layers of charcoal, which could 

prompt the interpret ion of pots sitting on the roofs (Crown 

1981:42,43). 

These two interpretations of architecture and the 

location of vessels, either on the floors or roofs, 

demonstrate the pivotal role of the archaeologist in 

actually contributing to the formation of the archaeological 

record. Indeed, there would be no archaeological record if 

it were not for the activities of the archaeologist. The 

archaeological record does not exist, in the strict sense, 

until materials are recovered from site context and enter 

archaeological context to be analyzed and interpreted by the 

archaeologist. Evaluation of evidence and arguments 

determines which interpretations are accepted as accurate 

reflections of prehistory. 
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Chapter 5 

SITE CONTEXT VARIATION 

Archaeological context variabili ty is the product of 

the research process. Site context variability is the 

product of natural and cuI tural processes acting upon the 

matrix of abandoned materials at a site. Producing reliable 

inferences of prehistoric behavior requires care by the 

researcher not to impose false patterns on the data and the 

elimination of processes that may have disturbed the 

integri ty of material remains while in si te context. The 

movement of ceramics within a site must be traced to either 

the behavioral context of ceramic use or, at least, to the 

point where sherds can be linked to depositional behaviors. 

Investigating site formation necessitates studying the 

movement of ceramics within individual sites, what has been 

referred to as "microsourcing" (see Chapter 1). Ceramic 

sourcing within the framework of ceramic production and 

distribution at the regional level concentrates on 

identifying sources of raw materials used in pottery 

manufacture through compositional and technological methods 

(see Bishop et al. [1982], Rice [1987]). Regional studies 

concerning the movement of vessels are analogous to the 

movement of ceramics within particular sites, but, instead, 

the concern is with the original context of use rather than 

the location of manufacture. Processes of site formation 
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provide the theoretical framework and methodological 

approach to tracing the movement of ceramics from behavioral 

context during the occupation of a settlement to site 

context and, finally,to archaeological context. The 

theoretical framework of traditional studies of ceramic 

sourcing at the regional level can be borrowed and applied 

to tracing the movement of ceramics within sites. 

Microsourcing at Chodistaas involves tracing the 

formation of the ceramic record from the time the pueblo was 

occupied and abandoned through site context and into 

archaeological context (see Figure 4.3). The use context of 

whole vessels is assumed to have been room floors and 

activity areas in the plaza, which is reasonable given the 

presence of assemblages in these areas in archaeological 

context. If the original depositional context of sherds can 

be determined, through microsourcing, then a better 

understanding of site formation will be achieved, producing, 

in the end, more precise behavioral inferences grounded in 

accurate interpretations of sources of variability in the 

archaeological record. 

The depositional context of ceramics is distorted 

primarily while these materials are in site context, 

although archaeological recovery techniques can also 

contribute false patterns (see Chapter 4). The goal of 

microsourcing is to trace the movement of sherds, and 
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possibly whole vessels, from the time they were originally 

deposited to the time they are recovered. The key to tracing 

these movements, or disturbances, is in the detailed study 

of natural and cultural processes operating on these 

materials in site context. 

This chapter uses Chodistaas as a case study to present 

methods for identifying and evaluating the effects of 

natural and cultural processes on the original ceramic 

matrix in site context. Natural agents are first addressed 

before moving on to cultural processes. 

To recognize natural disturbances, certain procedures 

should be followed: 

(1) compile a list of possible processes and agents; 

(2) study the environment--geological, climatic, and 

biological characteristics--of a particular site; 

(3) from the list of possible natural processes, choose 

those with the highest probability of having had some effect 

on the site, based on the environmental data; 

(4) test for each specific process and evaluate its 

impact on the archaeological record; and 

(5) evaluate the overall role of natural formation 

processes in the disturbance of materials in site context. 

Each of these steps is followed to evaluate the impact 

of natural processes on the ceramic record at Chodistaas. 

The effects of cultural processes on ceramic remains in site 
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context are then addressed by following similar procedures. 

NATURAL DISTURBANCES IN SITE CONTEXT 

Natural processes of si te formation are more concrete 

and finite than cultural processes. Geologic, climatic, and 

biological processes have been thoroughly studied for their 

effects on soils, specifically the mixing of soils or 

pedoturbation (Schiffer 1987:206-207: Wood and Johnson 

1978:317: see Whittlesey et al. 1982), by scientists in 

ancillary disciplines. Furthermore, these processes are not 

complicated by human behavior. 

Wood and Johnson (1978:318; modified from Hole [1961]) 

have compiled a list of nine pedoturbatory processes 

responsible for archaeological site disturbance. These 

processes are limited to those that affect soils. structural 

decay was added to the list by Schiffer (1987: 220-230) in 

his discussion of environmental processes. Table 5.1 

includes disturbance processes presented by Wood and Johnson 

(1978) with additional references to relevant discussions by 

Schiffer (1987:199-234). 

To choose those processes with the highest probability 

of having affected the soil matrix at Chodistaas, a 

description of the environmental setting of the site is 

necessary. An understanding of the climate, geology, flora, 

and fauna of a particular site is a prerequisite to 

evaluating the effects of natural formation processes. 
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Table 5.1. Pedoturbations (after Wood and Johnson 1978; 
those m~rked by asterisks are relevant to Chodistaas) 

PROCESS 

1. **Faunalturbation 
" ••• is the mixing of soils 
by animals." (Wood and 
Johnson 1978:318) 

**a. burrowing mammals 

**b. large mammals (bears, 
dogs, coyotes) 

c. crayfish 
**d. ants, termites, 

and other insects 
e. earthworms 

2. **Floralturbation 
" ••• is the mechanical 

mixing of soil by plants, 
as occurs during root growth 
and decay, ••• , and during 
tree fall ••• " (Wood and 
Johnson 1978:328) 

**a. roots 
b. tree fall 

3. **cryoturbation 
" .•• all freeze-thaw and 

periglacial processes, 
except for mass wasting, 
that mix soil." (Wood and 
Johnson 1978:333) 

**a. frost heaving 
b. mass displacement 
c. frost cracking 
d. frost sorting 
e. patterned ground 
f. stone pavements 

4. **Graviturbation 
" .•• is the mixing and 

movement of soil and rock 

REFERENCES 

Schiffer 1987:207-
210; Wood and Johnson 
1978:318-328 

Bocek 1986, 1992; 
Erlandson 1984; 
Gile 1966, 1975; 
Szuter 1984 

stein 1983 

Schiffer 1987:210-212; 
Wood and Johnson 1978: 
328-333 

Pyddoke 1961 

Schiffer 1987:213-215; 
Wood and Johnson 1978: 
333-346 

Schiffer 1987:216; 
Wood and Johnson 1978: 
346-352 



debris downslope, including 
subsidence, principally 
under the influence of 
gravity, without the aid of 
the flowing medium of trans
port such as air, water, or 
glacier ice." (Wood and Johnson 
1978: 346) 

Slow: a. creep 
1. talus 

**2. soil 
3. frost 

b. solifluction 
1. gelifluction 
2. soil flow 

c. subsidence 
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Fast: a. earthflows f. landslide 
b. mudflows g. slump 
c. slushflows h. rockfalls 
d. debris avalanche i. rockslides 
e. snow avalanche j. debris slides 

5. **Argilliturbation 
" ••• is soil mixing caused by 

seasonal swelling and shrinking 
of expansible clays in soils." 
(Wood and Johnson 1978:352) 

6. Aeroturbation 
" ••• occurs when soil gas 

disturbs the fabric of the 
soil, or when the wind 
winnows fines from the 
soil, leaving coarse particles 
behind as a mixed lag 
deposit." (Wood and Johnson 
1978:358 

7. Aguaturbation 
" .•• occurs when water 
under pressure disturbs 
the soil." (Wood and 
Johnson 1978:359) 

8. crystalturbation 
" ••• is a soil-mixing 
process that is common 
to subhumid lands of 
the world. II (Wood and 
Johnson 1978:362) 

Duffield 1970; Schiffer 
1987:217; Wood and 
Johnson 1978:352-358 

Schiffer 1987:217; Wood 
and Johnson 1978: 358-
359 

Wood and Johnson 1978: 
359-362 

Wood and Johnson 1978: 
362-365 



9. Seismiturbation 
n ••• is the moving of 
soil by earthquake 
action." (Wood and 
Johnson 1978:366) 

Wood and Johnson 1978: 
366-369 

Chodistaas and Its Environmental Setting 
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Chodistaas is located in the Transition Zone, one of 

the three maj or physiographic subdivisions wi thi.n Arizona 

(Peirce 1985; see Figure 2.1). To the north, just above the 

Mogollon Rim, lies the Colorado Plateau. South of the 

Transition Zone is the Basin-and-Range province composed, 

primarily, of the Sonoran Desert. The topography of the 

Transition Zone features deep canyons, mesas, valleys, and 

small mountain ranges (Peirce 1985:2). The diversity and 

ruggedness of central Arizona is the product of intensive 

faul ting and erosion since the mid-Tertiary (Holbrook and 

Graves 1982:5). 

The Grasshopper Region is bounded by Canyon Creek to 

the west, Sal t River to the south, Cibecue Creek to the 

east, and the Mogollon Rim to the north, all of which is 

within the west end of the White Mountain Apache 

Reservation. 

Most of the Grasshopper Region lies within the Upper 

Sonoran Life Zone of WOOdland, chaparral, and grassland 

vegetation communities (see Table 5.2: Lowe 1964:36-62). The 

northern end of the region extends into the Transition Life 
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Zone (not to be confused with the Transition Zone), which 

"is' equivalent to pine forest, and specifically to ponderosa 

pine forest (western yellow pine forest)" (Lowe 1964:63). 

The Local Environment 

The vegetation communities surrounding Grasshopper 

Pueblo have been described by Holbrook and Graves (1982). 

Since Chodistaas is located only one mile north of 

GrasshoyPer, this description also applies to Chodistaas. 

The site is located at the lower border of the Transition 

Life Zone. 

The major communities represented in the Grasshopper 
[or Chodistaas] vicinity include grassland and 
woodland associations, and a ponderosa forest 
consociation (a community dominated by a single 
species). Two other minor vegetation types are also 
present. A poorly developed riparian community 
occurs along drainages and around localized 
seepages •.•. In areas where the original vegetation 
has been removed either by natural fires or range 
modification practices, there is chaparral 
vegetation" (Holbrook and Graves 1982:5). 

Table 5.2. Vegetation Communities of 
(those marked by asterisks are present 
Region; after Holbrook and Graves 
1964) 

VEGETATION COMMUNITIES 

Desert Formation--Class 
Southwest Desert Scrub Formation 

Palo Verde-Saguaro Association 

Grassland Formation--Class 
Desert Grassland Formation 

the Mogollon Rim 
in the Grasshopper 
1982:8; see Lowe 

LIFE ZONES 

Lower Sonoran 



Plains Grassland Formation** 
Mountain Grassland Formation 

Chaparral Formation--Class** 

Woodland Formation--Class 
Evergreen Woodland Formation 
Juniper-Pinyon-Oak Association** 
Deciduous Woodland Formation 
Riparian Woodland Association** 

Forest Formation--Class 
Coniferous Forest Formation 
Ponderosa Pine Forest Association/ 

Consociation** 
Douglas Fir Forest Association 
spruce-Alpine Fir Association 

Upper Sonoran 

Transition 
Canadian 
Hudsonian 
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Chodistaas sits on the edge of a bluff, at an elevation 

of 6078 feet (1853 meters) above sea level, in a juniper

pine-oak woodland with grasslands immediately below the 

bluff and ponderosa pine forest in the immediate vicinity. 

Holbrook and Graves (1982:8) describe the local grasslands 

as most closely resembling the Plains Grassland Formation, 

which extends upward in elevation as far as the lower 

Transition Life Zone and is often associated with woodlands. 

A list of species common to these grasslands in the 

Grasshopper locality is provided by Holbrook and Graves 

(1982:9) • 

Pinyon pine (Pinus edulis) increases in number at 

higher elevations near the ponderosa pine forests of the 

Transition Life Zone (Holbrook and Graves 1982:9). Because 

of the location of Chodistaas, pinyon is actually the 
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dominant species, followed by juniper (Juniperus spp.), and 

finally oak (Quercus spp.) (see Table 5.3). Figure 2.3 in 

Holbrook and Graves (1982:9) is a photograph of a local 

woodland area that closely resembles the vegetation 

surrounding the site of Chodistaas. 

The Grasshopper Region is characterized by winter rains 

or snows and summer thunderstorms separated by periods of 

drought, a weather pattern typical of the Southwest 

(Holbrook and Graves 1982:5). The mean annual precipitation, 

based on measurements taken in Cibecue, 11 miles to the 

east, is 18.6 inches (47.3 cm), which includes some 

substantial snowstorms. Temperatures range from 200 to 950 

F (-6.70 to 350 C) and the average growing season lasts 

about 140 days (Holbrook and Graves 1982:5). 

The View From Chodistaas 

Chodistaas sits near the edge of a sandstone bluff. 

Viewed from the bluff, a vast expanse of ponderosa pines 

extends to the horizon. The edge of the Grasshopper Plateau 

is visible to the west with the stark red cliff faces of the 

Sierra Ancha rising up from behind the plateau. 

Directly below the bluff is a lush meadow (grassland) 

where the inhabitants of Chodistaas probably grew corn and 

other foods. The face of the bluff rises abruptly for about 

100 m as one approaches the site from the meadow. Climbing 

the bluff, the way is slightly impeded by scrub oak, pinyon, 
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small juniper trees, and a few manzanita (Archtostaphylos 

sp.) bushes. At the top, a grove of manzanitas, with their 

polished shiny red bark, sits along the edge. Beyond the 

manzanitas, the vegetation changes to pinyon trees 

interspersed with juniper and oak, characteristic of bluff

tops in the Grasshopper Region (Holbrook and Graves 1982: 9, 

11). Visibility is blocked by these trees, but after 

continuing for about 35 meters there is a clearing in the 

trees where the masonry walls of Chodistaas criss-cross the 

open area. 

Chodistaas contains 18 rooms arranged in two roomblocks 

connected by an enclosed plaza (see Figure 2.2). Most of the 

northern roomblock was built wi thin the plaza walls. The 

southern roomblock, in contrast, was added onto the 

southwestern corner, exterior to the plaza. The majority of 

the wall stones are sandstone, available from outcrops 

around the pueblo that sits directly on sandstone bedrock of 

the Permian supai Formation (Moore 1968). The remainder of 

the construction material is limestone, available at points 

along the bluff edge and below. 

Geologic and Climatic Processes 

Of the processes listed in Table 5.1, all are geologic 

and/or climatic except for faunal- and floralturbation. Of 

these seven processes, graviturbation, argilliturbation, 

and, perhaps, cryoturbation, are relevant at Chodistaas. The 
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others apply to generally much wetter climates or to 

different geologic contexts. 

Gravi turbation is defined as "the mixing and movement 

of soil and rock debris downslope, including subsidence, 

principally under the influence of gravity, without the aid 

of the flowing medium of transport such as air, water, or 

glacial ice" (emphasis added, Wood and Johnson 1978:346; see 

Schiffer [1987: 216]). Soil creep is the only type of 

graviturbation that may be relevant to Chodistaas. For some 

reason, Wood and Johnson do not include slope wash, or any 

type of water-induced erosion, in their list of turbations. 

The definition of graviturbation excludes erosion by 

eliminating water as a medium of transport. For 

archaeological purposes, graviturbation should be redefined 

to include water transport of soils and artifacts. This 

section ignores the very slow process of soil creep and, 

instead, focuses on slope wash as a possible pedoturbatory 

process, involving gravity in an erosional context. 

The microtopography of Chodistaas is illustrated in 

Figure 4.4. The land gently slopes down from the highest 

point in the northwest corner of the pueblo toward the 

eastern side of the large plaza. The slope in other 

directions is more gradual until the edge of the bluff is 

reached, where the drop-off is steep. The role of slope wash 

in the movement of sherds around Chodistaas is evaluated 

using two analytical units: the extramural surface sherds 
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and the sherds in room fill. 

A representative sample of surface sherds was collected 

in 1982 by randomly placing 45 2-m-x-2-m squares around the 

perimeter of the ruin (see Chapter 6). All decorated (n=573) 

and undecorated (n=4802) ceramics were collected by surface 

scraping and screening each collection unit. 

The highest concentration of sherds is located to the 

east of the pueblo (Figure 5.1). Could these deposits, 

downslope from the pueblo, have originated elsewhere and 

been washed in? Since the highest elevation is located in 

the northwest corner of the pueblo, around Room 2, the 

sherds would have had to move across the rooms. Figure 5.2 

illustrates the relationship between wall height and the 

surface elevations of room fill for several rooms in the 

northern roomblock. Despite gravity, the movement of sherds 

across the rooms would have been difficult because of the 

standing wall remnants, which would have blocked the flow of 

sediments and artifacts. 

It is unlikely that sherds could have washed in from 

areas around Chodistaas because the site is situated on the 

highest point of the bluff. The high density of sherds to 

the east, therefore, is probably the effect of remnants of 

trash deposits, which follows a common pattern in the 

prehistoric Southwest of middens located to the east of the 

pueblo. This practice is probably related to the tendency 
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for prevailing winds to originate from a northwesterly 

direction. Slope wash affected the spatial distribution of 

surface sherds, but not enough to disguise the general 

pattern of trash deposition produced during occupation. 

The argument against slope wash as a major contributor 

to the spatial patterning of sherds across the surface of 

the site is relevant for understanding the deposition of 

room fill sherds. Most rooms at Chodistaas hav~ an unusually 

high density of fill sherds (see Chapter 8; Montgomery 

1991). Could these sherds have washed in from middens around 

the pueblo? The location of trash deposits downslope to the 

east of the plaza eliminates slope wash as an explanation. A 

total of almost 100,000 sherds (n=92,809, excluding Rooms 2 

and 18) were not deposited by erosional agents at 

Chodistaas. Slope wash contributed to the horizontal 
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movement of sherds within rooms and plazas and in extramural 

areas, but not between these areas bounded by walls. The 

spatial distribution of sherds in the rooms and on the 

modern surface at Chodistaas is mainly the product of 

behavioral factors (see Chapters 6 and 8). 

Arqilli turbatioD is defined by Wood and Johnson 

(1978: 352) as "soil mixing caused by seasonal swelling and 

shrinking of expansible clays in soils." These soils are 

labeled Vertisols and have been studied by Duffield (1970) 

and Erlandson and Rockwell (1987), among others, for their 

effects on the archaeological record. 

Argilliturbation is a relevant process at Chodistaas 

where the soil matrix, Jacks Gravelly clay loam, is 

susceptible to shrinkage and expansion, especially during 

the summer months. Before the summer monsoons, the ground is 

extremely dry wi th cracks up to a few centimeters wide 

extending down from the surface. When the rains come in July 

and August, the cracks fill with sediments. The combination 

of hot, dry periods followed by heavy rains produces 

vertical movement of room fill sediments containing sherds. 

It is difficult to measure the amount of mixing produced by 

argilliturbation, but it certainly contributed to the 

churning and homogenization of the room fill. Although this 

process disturbed materials in room fill, it did not 

contribute to the deposition of fill sherds. 

cryoturbatioD includes "all freeze-thaw and periglacial 
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processes, except for mass wasting [a form of 

graviturbation], that mix soil" (Wood and Johnson 1978:333). 

Frost-heaving (Wood and Johnson 1978:338-341) probably 

affected the soil matrix at Chodistaas, but only to a depth 

of about 25 cm. Figure 9.9 in Wood and Johnson (1978: 336) 

shows the depth of frost penetration throughout the united 

states. A maximum penetration of 10 inches runs along the 

Mogollon Rim, the approximate location of Chodistaas. Sherds 

wi thin the upper levels of the surface and those on the 

surface were probably disturbed as a result of frost heave, 

but any vertical or horizontal movement would have been 

minimal. 

In evaluating the role of natural processes and agents 

in the formation of the ceramic record, processes of 

structural decay must be considered for their contributions 

to room fill. Climatic processes contributed to the collapse 

of the roof and wall structures at Chodistaas, although the 

burning of the pueblo was the primary cause of collapse (see 

Chapter 8). 

The stratigraphic sequence of room fill at Chodistaas 

reveals that the roofs collapsed directly onto the room 

floors, followed by partial collapse of the walls. The 

burning of the pueblo accounts for the rapid collapse and 

decay of roof materials. Only burned roof beams and a small 

amount of daub are preserved from the original ramada-like 
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roof structure. The fallen roof materials comprise only a 

small part of the room fill, which is composed primarily of 

wall rocks, artifacts, and sediments. 

Wall rocks are found throughout the room fill. Some 

rocks are directly on the room floors, but the majority are 

closer to the present-day surface. The process of wall 

collapse did not contribute many sherds to the room fill. 

The remaining wall remnants contain few sherds. The walls 

were stabilized by flat pieces of limestone used as 

chinking, rather than sherds. Mud plastering has been 

preserved on a few walls in the form of daub from the 

burning of the pueblo, with no sign of sherds in the 

mixture. 

In summary, slope wash was the maj or natural agent 

responsible for the horizontal movement of sherds around the 

site, ~ut this movement was restricted to areas bounded by 

the pueblo walls. The large number of fill sherds in rooms 

at Chodistaas did not originate from the roofs and walls as 

a resul t of structural decay. Argilli turbation had only 

minimal effects, restricted to the vertical movement of 

sherds within the rooms at Chodistaas. Other agents of soil 

mixing that contributed to the churning of room fill are 

floral- and especially faunalturbation. 

Biological Processes 

Wood and Johnson (1978:328) define floralturbatioD as 
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"the mechanical mixing of soil by plants, as occurs during 

root growth and decay, ••. and during tree fall ••. " Roots have 

long been recognized for their role in site disturbance. 

Three decades ago, Pyddoke (1961) discussed roots as the 

major contributor to soil mixture by plants. 

Chodistaas is situated in a rich environment 

characteristic of the mountain Transition Zone. The 

diversity of biotic communities, and the fauna that inhabit 

these niches, is exaggerated in the immediate region 

surrounding Chodistaas because of its ecotonal position. The 

inhabitants of Chodistaas had available a wide diversity of 

floral and faunal resources wi th a radius of a few miles. 

These resources are listed in Table 5.3. 

Table 5.3. Common Plants and Animals in the Chodistaas 
Area 

PLANTS 
pinyon pine (Pinus edulis) 
juniper (Juniperus spp.) 
oak (Quercus sp.) 
ponderosa pine (Pinus 
ponderosa) 
manzanita (Arctostaphylos 

sp. ) 
yucca (Yucca spp.) 

squaw bush (Rhus trilobata) 
agave (Agave spp.) 
prickly pear (opuntia spp.) 

ANIMALS 
bear (Ursus americanus) 
dog (Canis fami1iaris) 
coyote (Canis latrans) 
skunk (Mephitis sp.) 
chipmunk (Eutamias sp.) 
squirrel (Spermophilus 

sp. ) 
cottontail (Sylvilaqus 

spp. ) 
Jack rabbit (Lepus sp.) 
gopher (Dipodomys sp.) 
wood rat (Neotoma sp.) 
deer (Odocoileus sp.) 
mouse (Peromyscus sp.) 

In the immediate vicinity of the pueblo, pinyon is the 

dominant plant, followed by juniper and oak (Table 5.4). 
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Yucca, manzanita, squaw bush, bear grass, datura, prickly 

pear, and agave are found throughout the area in small 

percentages. To arrive at these percentages, the number of 

plants for each species was counted in five sample squares 

surrounding the pueblo. These squares are located in Figure 

5.3. 

The density of vegetation is much lower on the site 

(.0195/m2 ) compared with the immediate surroundings 

(.242/m2), which is partially due to the clearing of rooms 

for excavation. Table 5.4 approximates the vegetation 

community present since pueblo abandonment. 

Table 5.4. Frequency and Densi ty of Vegetation in the 
Sample Squares Around Chodistaas 

Sample Square 1 2 3 4 5 Total 

Pinyon 8 11 11 13 13 56 
Juniper 17 4 10 5 5 41 
Emory oak 1 9 4 5 8 27 
Gambel's oak a 2 1 1 3 7 
Yucca a 1 a 1 6 8 
Manzanita a a 4 a a 4 
Ponderosa a a 2 a a 2 

D~nsity Percentage 
(#/m ; total 
equals 600 sq m) 

Pinyon 56/600m2 = .093/m2 38.6% 
Juniper .068 28.3 
Emory oak .045 18.6 
Gambel's oak .017 4.8 
Yucca .013 5.5 
Manzanita .007 2.8 
Ponderosa .003 1.4 

Density around site 145/600 = .24~/m2 
Density on site 44/2250 = .0195/m 
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Ponderosa pines are found around the site as one moves 

to the north and east away from the edge of the bluff. 

Between +-he bluff and the pine forest, dense stands of 

manzanita cover the hillsides. 

The vegetation that has encroached on the ruin has 
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contributed little to the movement of sherds within the 

site. In fact, plants probably have hindered movement by 

providing barriers to slope wash. The only side-effect of 

the vegetation is root disturbance. 

including pieces of reconstructible 

Sherds, in this 

vessels on the 

case 

room 

floors, were probably moved horizontally or vertically a few 

centimeters by roots, which have a tendancy to grow down 

into the fill and then along the more compact floor level. 

Floralturbation is only of minor concern at Chodistaas. 

Faunalturbation is defined as "the mixing of the soil 

by animals" (Wood and Johnson 1978:318). Wood and Johnson 

list four categories relevant to faunalturbation (see Table 

5.1). The category of large mammals, including bears, dogs, 

and coyotes, has been added to the list. 

Rodents and other burrowing mammals have received 

attention for their sometimes massive disturbance to the 

archaeological record (Bocek 1986, 1992; Erlandson 1984; 

Gile 1966, 1975; Szuter 1984). At Chodistaas, the animals of 

concern are rodents (Dipodomys sp., Peromyscus sp., Neotoma 

sp. ) and insects for their disturbance to room fill, 

domesticated dogs (Canis familiaris) and coyotes (Canis 

latrans) for their scavenging behavior, and bears (Ursus 

americanus) as they overturn large wall rocks looking for 

insects. Rodents and insects played a maj or role in the 

formation of the soil matrix wi thin rooms at Chodistaas. 
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Observations on recently backfilled rooms illustrate the 

pervasiveness of rodent activity. Similar invasions are 

likely to have occurred in freshly abandoned rooms at 

Chodistaas, which had also been "backfilled" (see Chapter 

8). Rodent burrows are found in every room along with 

smaller tunnels dug into the matrix by locusts. 

The larger artifacts, such as whole pots and grinding 

stones, belonging to the floor assemblages were hardly 

affected by burrowing animals. Small floor items, such as 

proj ectile points, could have been moved around, al though 

Lorentzen's (1991) research suggests that projectile points 

were not transported below the floor level. 

Prehistorically, dogs and coyotes certainly disturbed 

material remains surrounding the pueblo and probably caused 

a few pots to break, but they were not a major factor in the 

distribution of sherds before or after abandonment, 

especially within room fill. 

Bear activity (llursoturbation ll ) at Chodistaas is, in 

part, a side-effect of excavation. Walls that remain exposed 

have been disturbed by hungry bears looking for insects, 

although ev.idence for ursoturbation is also present at 

unexcavated pueblos in the region. 

Cows and horses are not a factor at Chodistaas because 

of its bluff-top location and limited browse. Large mammals 

contributed little to the spatial patterning of ceramics at 

Chodistaas. In contrast, rodents and insects are of maj or 
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concern when dealing with the microstratigraphy of the room 

fill. 

site context: ~ Summary of Natural Processes 

One of the advantages of investigating cultural 

processes in beha"iol:'al context at Chodistaas is the fact 

that environmental processes can be eliminated as a major 

contributor to site formation and, thus, to variability in 

the record. Table 5.5 summarizes the effects of natural 

processes on the deposi tion and subsequent disturbance of 

ceramics within the major provenience units at Chodistaas. 

Table 5.5. Natural Processes in Site context at Chodistaas 

Floor 
Pots 

GEOLOGIC 
AND CLIMATIC 
PROCESSES: 

Gravi
turbation 
(slope wash) 
Argilli
turbation 
Cryo
turbation 

Structural 
Decay 

FLORALTURBATION: 

Root 
Disturbance 

DEPOSITION 

Fill 
Sherds 

Surf. 
Sherds 

minor minor 

minor 

DISTURBANCE 

Horizontal vertical 

Floor Fill Surf. 
Pots Sherds Sherds 

minor minor 

minor minor 

minor minor 

Fill 
Sherds 

minor 

minor 

minor 

minor 



FAUNALTURBATION: 

Rodent/Insect 
Burrowing 
Dogs 
and Coyotes 
Bears 

minor minor 

minor 

minor 

minor 
minor 
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major 

minor 

At Chodistaas, environmental processes do not account 

for major components of ceramic record formation, namely the 

high density of fill sherds and the presence of numerous 

pots on room floors. The ceramic record was formed, in large 

part, by prehistoric activities and cultural processes 

during the occupation and abandonment of the pueblo. 

CULTURAL DISTURBANCES IN SITE CONTEXT 

Disturbances to the archaeological record caused by 

cultural activities at an abandoned site can also be 

evaluated using a set of procedures similar to those used in 

the evaluation of natural processes. These procedures 

include: 

(1) compile a list of possible processes; 

(2) test for each specific process; 

(3) evaluate the impact of each process on the 

archaeological record; and 

(4) evaluate the overall impact of cultural disturbances in 

site context. 

Cultural processes that occur in site context are 
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listed in Table 5.6. Activities at a site that occur after 

abandonment and before archaeological work were chosen from 

the list of cultural formation processes provided by 

Schiffer (1987:99-140). 

Table 5. 6. Cultural Processes in Site Context (from 
Schiffer 1987:99-140) 

Reclamation Processes: 
1. reoccupation** 

a. reincorporation (reoccupation by same group) 
b. salvage** (reoccupation or reclaiming of 

artifacts by a different group) 
4. collecting (surface artifacts) 
5. pothunting (subsurface artifacts) 

Disturbance Processes: 
1. earth-moving processes** (construction at any time 

and at any scale) 
2. surficial disturbances 

a. trampling** 
b. plowing 

First it must be determined which of these activities 

occurred at the site, followed by an evaluation of the 

impact of each activity on the archaeological record. 

Reclamation Processes 

A brief receeupaticn of Chodistaas did occur, sometime 

in the A.D. 1300s, soon after the pueblo was abandoned. The 

reoccupation can be dated to the 1300s because the remains 

of this post-abandonment activity are prehistoric, as 

opposed to Apachean, architectural features. These 

prehistoric groups had abandoned the Grasshopper Region by 
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A.D. 1400. Evidence for reoccupation includes two slab-lined 

hearths, one in the fill of Room 14 (20 cm above the floor) 

and the other on the north wall of Room 17. An ephemeral 

masonry wall (only one to two courses high) running east

west across Room 10, also built on room fill about 45 cm 

above the original floor, is probably related to the same 

reoccupation event. The absence of decorated ceramics dating 

to the fourteenth century--primarily Fourmile Polychrome and 

Gila Polychrome--strongly suggests limited use of this area, 

in spi te of the proximi ty of Grasshopper Pueblo, only one 

mile away. 

The construction of two hearths and one masonry wall 

hardly qualifies as a reoccupation event. Evidence 

suggesting long-term use was not found: the masonry rooms 

were not prepared for reoccupation either by clearing the 

room fill deposits or by constructing floors for occupation. 

Sets of artifacts and other features indicative of 

occupation floors were not present in the room fill. Two 

hearths and a wall were buil t on top of the ruins at 

Chodistaas for short-term use of the bluff. 

It is difficult, if not impossible, to determine 

whether these features were built by previous occupants of 

Chodistaas or by a different group. In Schiffer's (1987:103-

106) terms, reoccupation by previous occupants involves 

reincorporation of the site, while reoccupation by a 
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different group involves salvage of the ruins. Based on 

activities that occurred at the time of abandonment, 

specifically the intentional filling of most rooms by the 

occupants for ritual reasons (see Chapter 8), it appears 

unlikely that these people would have returned to 

Chodistaas, even for a short time. Regardless of who 

actually built these features, the temporary use of the 

ruins did not cause extensive damage to the archaeological 

record at Chodistaas. 

The remaining reclamation processs, collecting and 

pothunting, had little or no effect on the remains at 

Chodistaas. An abundance of projectile points and decorated 

sherds on the surface suggests that artifacts were not 

collected in prehistoric or historic times. No evidence of 

pothunting was seen at Chodistaas. 

Disturbance Processes 

Following Schiffer's (1987:121-140) classification of 

cultural processes, disturbance processes refer specifically 

to construction activities, trampling, and plowing (see 

Table 5.6). Schiffer's definition of disturbance processes 

differs from my use of the term, which includes any natural 

or cultural disturbance to the archaeological record. 

Construction activities, or earth-moving processes, in 

site context are limited to the two hearths and the wall 

that were built at Chodistaas. There is no evidence for any 
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other type of construction activity at Chodistaas after 

abandonment. 

The relatively small size of sherds in the room fill 

and on the surface, in contrast to the size of sherds 

belonging to reconstructible vessels on room floors, 

suggests that trampling may have affected the ceramic 

record. Trampling affected the size of fill sherds only 

before the pueblo was abandoned because these sherds were 

removed from the surface and deposited in the rooms at the 

time of abandonment (see Chapter 8). The sherds that 

remained on the surface in extramural areas were affected by 

trampling, and other processes of decay, in site context as 

suggested by the smaller size of surface sherds (average 

weight=17,368.4g/5375sherds=3.23g) when compare with fill 

sherds (average weight=561,684.4g/91,734sherds=6.12g). 

Plowing had no effect on the archaeological record at 

Chodistaas. The location of the pueblo on a bluff top with 

shallow soils rules out the possibility of agricultural 

activity. 

Site context: A Summary of Cultural Processes 

Table 5.7 summarizes the effects of cultural processes 

on the ceramic record at Chodistaas. It is evident from the 

table that cultural processes had little impact on the 

ceramic record. 



Table 5.7. Cultural Processes in site context at 
Chodistaas 

DEPOSITION DISTURBANCE 
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Horizontal vertical 

Floor Fill Surf. Floor Fill Surf. Fill 
Pots Sherds Sherds Pots Sherds Sherds Sherds 

RECLAMATION 
PROCESSES: 

Reoccupation: 
1. previous ---

occupants 
(reincorpor-
ation) 

2. differ- ---- minor minor minor minor 
ent group 

(salvage) 

Collecting 

pothunting ----

DISTURBANCE 
PROCESSES: 

Construction minor minor minor 

Trampling minor 

Plowing 

The only cultural activity of any consequence to the 

archaeological record in site context occurred soon after 

abandonment when two hearths and a low wall were built, 

which may have affected the fill of two rooms and some of 

the surface sherds. After Chodistaas was abandoned, the site 

remained essentially untouched by human activity until 

archaeological work began in the 1970s. 
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SUMMARY 

The purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate how 

natural and cultural processes can be evaluated for their 

effects on the ceramic record in site context. Natural 

processes are constantly affecting the matrix of any site, 

whereas cultural activities mayor may not disturb the 

integri ty of the archaeological record. CuI tural processes 

in si te context are no less important than environmental 

processes, but they are often not as ubiquitous. certainly 

at Chodistaas this is the case, where the archaeological 

record was affected continually by minor natural 

disturbances and remained essentially undisturbed by 

cultural activity for hundreds of years (compare Tables 5.5 

and 5.7). 

Evaluation of natural processes and cultural activities 

for their effects on the archaeological record can only be 

achieved through a careful, staged analysis. Archaeologists 

must work toward compiling a complete checklist of processes 

and activities responsible for site disturbance. The next 

step is to test for each of these and evaluate their impact 

on that particular site. Finally, conclusions can be drawn 

as to the overall impact to the site. 

By following these analytical procedures for 

Chodistaas, it has been demonstrated that natural and 
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cultural processes had little influence on the ceramic 

record in si te context. The association between sherds or 

vessels and their location within the site was established 

in behavioral context (see Chapter 6). The low impact of 

disturbance processes in site context makes Chodistaas an 

ideal case for studying the formation of the ceramic record 

as a by-product of prehistoric behaviors. Working our way 

back in time from the present-day archaeological context of 

sherds and vessels through si te context to the behavioral 

context in which they originated is the foundation of this 

conceptual approach to ceramic variability and the formation 

of the archaeological record. 



Chapter 6 

BEHAVIORAL CONTEXT VARIATION: 
SURFACE COLLECTION 
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Ceramics are in behavioral context during the 

occupation of a settlement. In addressing the problem of 

ceramic record formation, attention is first focused on 

isolating prehistoric behaviors that distort the 

archaeologist's view of higher-level behaviors and processes 

that are the ultimate target of archaeological research. 

Daily activities within a settlement contributed variability 

to the ceramic record as pots were used, moved around, and 

discarded. Determining exactly where a broken pot was 

discarded is not the goal of research into human behavior. 

Rather, we study ceramics, for example, as an index of 

cultural change or the rate at which a village was 

abandoned. To understand behavior at a higher level, lower-

level distortions must first be addressed. These lower-level 

human behaviors are the cultural formation processes 

operating in behavioral context. 

One of the more important points discussed in Chapter 1 

is the long-standing appreciation of the value of ceramics 

as a tool for discovering prehistoric behavior. The path 

that must be followed to reach interesting, higher-level, 

prehistoric behaviors is longer and more complicated than 

once believed. As demonstrated in this study, the layers of 
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distorting factors in archaeological, site, and behavioral 

contexts must be peeled away to expose important behaviors 

of the past. 

Discussions presented in Chapters 4 and 5 argue that 

the ceramic record at Chodistaas was minimally disturbed by 

processes in archaeological and site contexts. This chapter 

and the two chapters that follow address disturbances to the 

ceramic record that may have occurred in behavioral context 

and, most important, present some of the discoveries 

concerning ceramic change (Chapter 6), household assemblages 

(Chapter 7), and abandonment activities (Chapter 8) at 

Chodistaas. The characteristics of the archaeological record 

at Chodistaas--the preservation of roof beams for tree-ring 

dating, the presence of non-perishable household 

assemblages, the thousands of sherds in the room fill, the 

low impact of natural and cultural disturbances after 

abandonment, and the reliability of the surface sherd 

collection--provide a wealth of information for addressing 

the behavioral context of ceramics at ·a small pueblo site. 

FORMATION PROCESSES IN BEHAVIORAL CONTEXT 

Most processes that contribute to the formation of the 

ceramic record in behavioral context are human activities 

that occur during settlement occupation, rather than natural 

or environmental processes. Cultural formation processes in 
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behavioral context, then, are prehistoric behaviors. These 

behaviors are listed in Table 6.1. Of the four general 

categories--reuse, deposition, reclamation, and disturbance-

-discussed by Schiffer (1987:27-140), reuse and depositional 

processes take place during settlement occupation. 

Scavenging, one type of reclamation process, may also 

operate in behavioral context. Disturbance and other types 

of reclamation processes occur most often in site context 

(see Chapter 5) or in archaeological context (see Chapter 

4) • 

Table 6.1. Cultural Processes in Behavioral Context 

CULTURAL PROCESS ANALYTICAL UNIT 

1. Reuse (Schiffer 1987:27-46) 
a. lateral cycling "involves only a room floor 

change in an artifact's user" 
(1987:29). 

b. recycling "the return of an surface 
artifact after some period of use room floor 
to a manufacturing process" (1987:29). 

c. secondary use artifacts "take on a room floor 
new use without needing extensive 
modification" (1987:30). 

d. conservatory processes "a form of room floor 
secondary use that involves a change 
in an artifact's use--and often its 
function--such that permanent pres-
ervation is intended (1987:32). 

2. Cultural Deposition (Schiffer 1987:47-98) 
a. discard 

b. loss 

surface 
room fill 
room floor 
surface 
room fill 

c. ritual caches 
d. mortuary practices 

room subfloor 
not applicable 



e. abandonment 
1. de facto refuse 
2. CUrate behavior 

3. Reclamation Processes (Schiffer 
1987:99-120) 

a. scavenging "Accumulations of 
previously deposited artifacts 
in a settlement are frequently 
exploited by that settlement's 
inhabitants" (1987:106). 

room floor 
room floor 

surface 
room fill 
room floor 
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The behaviors listed in Table 6.1 are important for 

their effects on ceramic record formation, but not as an 

end-product in themselves. For example, determining the role 

of curate behavior in the abandonment of a settlement serves 

as a measure of the completeness of floor assemblages, which 

in turn can be used to define household organization, change 

in ceramic assemblages, or a variety of other behaviors 

important to the reconstruction of prehistory. The list of 

cultural processes (Table 6.1) provides a starting point for 

uncovering prehistoric behaviors of broader implication. 

Reuse processes, which include lateral cycling, 

recycling, secondary use of an item, and conservatory 

processes, prevent artifacts from being deposi ted in the 

archaeological record. The same is true for curation 

acti vi ties. They have a negative effect on ceramic record 

formation, but they do influence where and when ceramics are 

eventually deposited. Recycling processes can be slightly 

different in that sherds may be retrieved from site context 

(trash) and reused as scrapers or as temper in the 
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manufacture of pots, for example. 

It is not until pots, ei ther whole or broken, are 

deposited that the formation of the ceramic record actually 

begins. Depositional processes relevant at Chodistaas 

include discard, loss, and abandonment. Mortuary practices 

are an unknown factor at Chodistaas because burials were not 

excavated. Discard and abandonment processes affect the 

formation of the ceramic record most severely. These 

cultural processes and their effects on the ceramic record 

are addressed for each of three analytical units--surface 

(Chapter 6), floor (Chapter 7), and fill (Chapter 8). 

THE ANALYTICAL UNITS 

To evaluate ceramic variability and the role of 

cul tural formation processes at Chodistaas, ceramics must 

first be divided into analytically- and behaviorally

meaningful provenience units. The size and location of the 

units chosen, whether they be arbitrary levels within a 2-m

x-2-m extramural test pit or all levels within the room 

fill, are determined by the research problem and 

characteristics of the archaeological record. The type of 

site--from a large pueblo to the debris left behind from the 

manufacture of one projectile point--and the degree to which 

formation processes have affected the archaeological record 

in site context affect the choice of analytical units. 
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Boundaries used in the definition of analytical units 

are important for two reasons. First, these units are 

meaningful if they represent groups of artifacts, in this 

case ceramics, that are associated. Vessels on room floors 

at Chodistaas, for example, represent a behaviorally

meaningful group of pots that once belonged to families 

living at Chodistaas. The surface sherd collection is also 

an associated group of ceramics, but markedly different from 

floor vessels. Sherds on the surface of a si te are not 

necessarily a behaviorally-meaningful group, but they are 

analytically important. Surface and room-fill sherds 

represent broken pots no longer associated with their 

original use context. These analytical units, surface and 

fill, are, nonetheless, important for their comparative 

value. 

Secondly, the choice of analytical units is important 

for comparative analyses. Behaviorally-meaningful units 

define themselves, but must be recognized by the 

archaeologist. On the other hand, analytically-meaningful 

units are defined according to research goals. An 

analytically-meaningful unit is one that will be informative 

in comparative analyses. Surface collections have been 

identified by archaeologists as useful analytical units. 

Room fill, often broken into smaller units, is another. This 

chapter and Chapter 8 demonstrate the value of defining 

meaningful analytical units for comparative purposes. 
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The Chodistaas ceramic data are presented wi thin the 

framework of the three maj or analytical uni ts--extramural 

surface, room floors, and room fill (see Chapter 1). A 

surface collection is an important analytical unit, not for 

its role in behavioral context, but because all 

archaeologists rely on surface indicators, such as 

architecture and sherd collections. Subsurface sherds 

originate from the same processes as the surface sherds, but 

are often more informative because of stratification. Floor 

assemblages, on the other hand, are sets of vessels that 

functioned within behavioral context. Their location is 

directly related to activities that occurred during 

occupation. A complete picture of ceramic variability, its 

origin and outcome, is most easily attained by comparing the 

different analytical units. Comparative analysis often leads 

to the discovery of unpredicted behaviors (see Schiffer and 

Reid [1975:253]). 

Comparisons are directed toward answering a set of 

questions concerning the movement and deposition of 

ceramics. What activities were responsible for the 

deposition of sherds and vessels in these proveniences? What 

does the surface collection represent? Why are whole pots 

found on the room floors? Can the movement of sherds around 

the site be reconstructed? And why were so many sherds 

deposited in the fill of rooms that also contain floor 
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assemblages? comparisons also enable the evaluation of each 

analytical unit for its information potential. 

Chodistaas serves as an ideal case study for 

illustrating procedures that should be followed in the 

analysis of ceramic record formation. The following 

chapters, then, address general analytical procedures rather 

than a detailed reconstruction of every process and activity 

involved in the formation of the ceramic record at 

Chodistaas. 

SURFACE SHERDS AND COLLECTIONS 

Surface collections are available from most sites in 

the Southwest and elsewhere. The collection and analysis of 

surface artifacts is part of the routine procedure followed 

during archaeological proj ects, especially those conducted 

as part of cultural resource management studies (see Dunnell 

and Dancey [1983], and Lewarch and O'Brien [1981] for 

general discussions of surface collections). The surface of 

a site is the most common provenience unit used in analyses 

today. Archaeologists rely on surface collections as proxy 

measures of, among other things, site function and 

chronology. 

Discussion of any collection of surface artifacts may 

be broken into three parts--the surface of a site, artifacts 

on that surface, and the collection of those artifacts. The 

surface of a pueblo si te can be thought of as a two-
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dimensional unit. Most puebloan sites are located in a 

depositional context where the rooms have filled with 

sediments and trash leaving only the top layer of wall rocks 

visible on the surface. Artifacts lie on the surface within 

and around the grid of masonry walls. The subsurface 

materials, both rooms and artifacts, are an extension of the 

surface. There is no natural or cultural boundary between 

the surface and subsurface, only an artificial analytical 

boundary imposed by the archaeologist. 

continuity between the surface and subsurface accounts 

for artifacts on the surface when a site is located in an 

erosional context, as is the case for Chodistaas. Sediments 

are washed away over time, leaving a dense scatter of 

artifacts on the surface that once belonged to subsurface 

deposits. These artifacts were originally deposited as trash 

during the occupation of the pueblo. Over time, these trash 

deposi ts are buried by later deposi ts. Once the pueblo is 

abandoned, the process is reversed by deflation, and the 

artifacts again appear on the surface. 

Based on the premise that surface artifacts were 

originally deposited as trash during pueblo occupation, 

surface collections are universally used as measures of site 

function and chronology when subsurface materials are not 

available. In order to make such inferences, a 

representative sample of the surface artifacts must be 
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collected. The assumption is generally made that the surface 

is a representative sample of the subsurface. Surface 

collections are invaluable to the archaeologist because they 

often provide the only data from which to make inferences 

about a site. They also provide a common analytical unit for 

site comparison. 

Surface collections vary according to (1) the type of 

sample that is collected, either random or diagnostic 

(Mueller 1975; Redman 1974; Reid, Schiffer, and Neff 1975); 

(2) the percentage of the surface that is collected; (3) the 

size and shape of the collection units; (4) the artifacts 

collected, whether sherds, chipped stone, and/or 

groundstone; and (5) the collection technique 0 The methods 

used depend on research goals, the density and distribution 

of surface artifacts, and logistics, such as the 

accessibility of the site and the amount of time spent at 

the site. 

The collection from Chodistaas provides a strong case 

for testing assumptions about surface collections. Does the 

surface collection represent subsurface artifacts? 

Comparison of the surface collection with the room-fill 

sherds and vessels on the room floors answers this question. 

THE CHODISTAAS SURFACE COLLECTION 

Two collections of surface artifacts were made at 
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Chodistaas, one in 1969 and another in 1982, using different 

collection techniques. The first collection was done by 

Tuggle (1970) for his analysis of village interaction in the 

Grasshopper Region. Chodistaas was one of 200 sites 

collected during the summer of 1969. The entire site, 

excluding the roomblocks, was divided into ten units. All 

decorated sherds and a sample of undecorated sherds were 

collected from nine of these units (Figure 6.1). 

In 1982, surface sherds were again collected using a 

technique employed by the Cholla Project, a contract project 

where surface collections were made along a 135-mile 

transect running north-south through Arizona from Joseph 

city to south of Lake Roosevelt (Reid 1982a). Cholla Project 

surface collections served as proxy measures of settlement 

occupation parameters (see Reid 1982b; Graybill and Reid 

1982 ; Whittlesey and Reid 1982), and as a baseline for 

future comparison of surface and subsurface collections 

throughout the mountains of east-central Arizona. Surface 

collections were made during the 1980s in the Grasshopper 

Region, located directly east of the Cholla Proj ect' s Q 

Ranch Region, in anticipation of these comparative analyses. 

Chodistaas, with its unusual preservation of floor vessels, 

was chosen as an important analytical link between surface 

sherds and floor vessels. For these reasons, a second 

surface collection was made at Chodistaas in 1982 following 

Cholla Project procedures (see Reid [1982b:18-19]). 
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For the 1982 collection, forty-five sample squares were 

randomly placed in extramural areas within the site boundary 

(Figure 6.2). Each of the 2-m-x-2-m squares was shovel

scraped, to a depth of about 5 cm, and screened through 1/4-

inch mesh. All artifacts, ceramics and lithics, were 

collected. 

comparison of the two surface collections reveals 

percentages in the decorated wares that are strikingly 

similar (Table 6.2), which is not surprising because of the 

site's location in an erosional context. 

Most of the sherds are Cibola Whiteware with a higher 

percentage of jars than bowls. The remainder of the 

collection--Roosevelt Redware, White Mountain Redware, and 

other decorated--contributes only 2.6 percent to the 1969 

sample and 6.4 percent to the 1982 sample. 

The degree of similarity between these collections can 

be quantified using the Brainerd-Robinson statistic, which 

measures the similarity between two collections by comparing 

differences in the percentages of each category (Brainerd 

1951; Cowgill 1990; Doran and Hodson 1975:139; Robinson 

1951). When categories within the two collections have 

identical percentages, BR is equal to 200; when the 

collections are completely different the coefficient equals 

o. The Brainerd-Robinson coefficient provides a more 

accurate measure of similarity than the Pearson I s 1: 

correlation coefficient. Cowgill (1990) convincingly argues 
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Table 6".2. Comparison of Decorated Ceramic Percentages from 
the Surface Collections 

Cibola Roosevelt White Mt. other Total 
Whiteware Redware Redware Decorated 

Bowl Jar Bowl Jar Bowl Jar Bowl Jar 
N % N ~ 0 N ~ 

0 N ~ 0 N ~ 0 N ~ 
0 N ~ 0 N ~ 0 N 

'69 561 39.5 824 57.9 1 0.1 0 0 21 1.4 0 0 15 1.1 0 0 1422 

'82 170 40.2 225 53.2 17 4.0 0 0 10 2.4 0 0 1 0.2 0 0 423 

Total 
731 39.6 1049 56.9 18 1.0 0 0 31 1.7 0 0 16 0.9 0 0 1845 

that Pearson's r should not be used on archaeological 

collections. Brainerd-Robinson is also simple to calculate 

using a Hewlett-Packard 41C programmable calculator. 

When the two surface collections from Chodistaas are 

compared, BR equals 189. This high similarity coefficient 

suggests that the collections are representative of the 

surface sherds and that they may be combined to increase the 

sample size (Montgomery and Reid 1990:91-92). 

Formation of the Surface Sherds and the Surface Collection 

What processes were invol ved in producing the sherds 

that were eventually collected from the surface at 

Chodistaas? Are the frequencies of decorated wares and 

vessel form the product of processes that operated in 

archaeological, site, or behavioral context? 

In archaeoloqical context, the actual sherds collected 

were determined by sampling procedures that were carefully 
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planned with the intention of producing a representative 

collection. In 1969, 100 percent of the decorated sherds 

were collected from nine extramural units around the pueblo. 

The 1982 collection randomly selected 2-m-x-2-m squares 

around the perimeter where all artifacts were collected. The 

similarity in decorated wares between the 1969 and 1982 

collections suggests that we do have a representative sample 

of the surface sherds. It can be argued, therefore, that 

archaeological recovery techniques did not contribute 

patterned variation to the ceramic record of the site 

surface. 

Analytical techniques, as part of the archaeological 

context of ceramics, also are not responsible for the 

frequencies of wares or vessel forms within the collection. 

Decorated sherds are emphasized for later comparison with 

the floor vessels and fill sherds specifically to avoid 

mistakes in classification. Decorated sherds are easily 

categorized by ware and form, which are the main aspects of 

variability in the surface collection. 

As argued in Chapter 5, natural and cultural processes 

in site context did not contribute to variability in the 

surface sherds. Slope wash probably moved some sherds around 

the surface of the site, slightly distorting the original 

spatial patterning of these sherds, but this would not 

affect the frequencies of wares or vessel forms in the 
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surface collection. 

At Chodistaas, the gross distributional patterns and 

the frequencies of decorated sherds in the surface 

collection are a product of activities that occurred in 

behavioral context--primarily the discard of broken pots 

during occupation. Of the processes listed in Table 6. 1, 

only discard and loss contributed sherds to the surface. In 

addition, displaced refuse, a particular form of scavenging 

(Schiffer 1987: 111-114), affected the surface sherds. As 

argued later (Chapter 8), much of the trash on the surface 

at the time of abandonment was depleted when these materials 

were used as intentional fill to "bury" the burned 

structures (see Montgomery and Reid [1990:94]). 

Reuse processes--Iateral cycling, recycling, secondary 

use, and conservatory processes--are limited to vessels 

still functioning within the system and do not contribute 

sherds to the trash deposits. Ritual caches and mortuary 

practices, forms of cultural deposition, do not contribute 

artifacts to the surface of any site, unless the site has 

been pothunted. Abandonment processes, curation and de facto 

refuse, also do not contribute surface artifacts, unless 

artifacts are abandoned in extramural areas and, eventually, 

reach the modern surface through one process or another. 

Most of the sherds in the surface collection originated 

from one activity--the discard of broken pots. To learn 

about discard behavior, and ceramic behavior in general, 
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comparisons must be made between frequencies of wares in the 

surface collection and those in the room-fill collections 

and in the floor assemblages. Sherds on the surface were 

deposited throughout the occupation of the site. Fill sherds 

were originally part of the surface. The vessels on the room 

floors, on the other hand, represent pots owned by 

households at the time of abandonment and, therefore, are 

limited to the final use-assemblage. 

~ Test of the Value of Surface Collections 

The surface collection is compared with fill sherds and 

floor vessels to evaluate the analytical potential of 

surface collections and to demonstrate the value of 

comparative analyses within the framework of ceramic record 

formation. The surface collections at Chodistaas provide an 

ideal case for testing the value of functional and 

chronological interpretations based solely on surface sherds 

because of the minimal amount of natural and cultural 

disturbances in site context and the high degree of 

confidence in the representativeness of the collection. 

These two characteristics of the surface collection allow 

the question: How informative are surface collections even 

when undisturbed in site context? The following discussion 

answers this question and illustrates procedures useful in 

analyzing ceramic record formation. 
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Surface vs. Floor 

Comparison of the decorated ceramics from the surface 

collection and the room floors illustrates temporal 

differences in the ceramics (Montgomery and Reid 1990). The 

ceramics from these two analytical units were first compared 

because of analyses conducted at Grasshopper Pueblo where 

major differences were detected between decorated wares from 

the surface collection and vessels on room floors (Reid 

1988) . 

Comparability must first be established between the 

collection of surface sherds and assemblages 

vessels (see Chapter 7 for a discussion 

of complete 

of vessel 

completeness). Sherds are not directly comparable to vessels 

for several reasons: one vessel may be represented by many 

sherds in the surface collection, which would distort the 

actual number of broken vessels deposited in the trash; jars 

contribute more body sherds than bowls; bowls contribute 

more rim sherds than jars; and some jars have a longer use

life than bowls at Chodistaas (see Montgomery and Reid 

[1990: 92-93]) • 

To avoid these distortions, several adjustments are 

made to the Chodistaas surface-sherd data. Body sherds are 

eliminated and rim sherds (n=l41) are identified to 

individual vessels (n=133). Bowls are separated from jars 

because of differences in rim circumference and uselife, 

leaving 102 individual decorated bowls identified in the 
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surface-sherd collection. 

When these two sets of bowls from the surface 

collection and floor assemblages are compared, maj or 

differences are seen between the percentages of decorated 

wares. The surface sherds are dominated by whiteware bowls, 

while the floor vessels are primarily Roosevelt Redware, 

specifically Pinto B1ack-on-red and Pinto Polychrome bowls 

(Table 6.3). 

Table 6.3. comparison of Decorated Bowl Percentages on the 
Surface and in the Floor Assemblages at 
Chodistaas 

Cibola Roosevelt White Mt. other 
Whiteware Redware Redware 
N % N ~ 0 N % N ~ 0 

Surface 
( '69 & '82) 

86 84.3 4 3.9 6 5.9 6 5.9 

Floors 
7 16.3 27 62.8 2 4.6 7 16.3 

*rim sherds identified to individual vessels 
**individua1 vessels (only those >75% complete) 

Total 

N % 

102* 100.0 

43** 100.0 

The relative frequency of Roosevelt Redware bowls is 

dramatically higher in the floor assemblages. Differences in 

the percentages of whiteware and Roosevelt Redware bowls 

resul t in a Brainerd-Robinson coefficient of 61. In this 

case, the surface sherds are not representative of the 

decorated wares found on room floors. 

The comparison of surface sherds with floor vessels has 

lead to two interesting discoveries (Montgomery and Reid 
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1990). First, the transition from whiteware to redware 

pottery, previously estimated as occurring sometime between 

A.D. 1250 and 1350 (Carlson 1982; Shepard 1956:345; Smith 

1971:353), can now be dated no earlier than the A.D. 1280s. 

A specific case of the replacement of Cibola Whi teware by 

Roosevelt Redware has been identified at Chodistaas. Based 

on the evidence from Chodistaas, we now know that Pinto 

Black-on-red and Pinto Polychrome date no earlier than the 

mid-A.D. 1280s (Montgomery and Reid 1990:95; Reid et ale 

1992). This' refines Breternitz's (1966:88) estimate for the 

appearance of Pinto between A.D. 1265 to 1350, and adds 

further precision to ceramic crossdating. 

In addition to dating the replacement of Cibola 

Whiteware by Roosevelt Redware and dating the appearance of 

Pinto types, it has also been discovered that a major change 

in ceramic wares can occur very quickly. The short 

occupation of Chodistaas and the ability to date the 

abandonment of the pueblo to the A.D. 1290s allows us to 

argue that whi teware bowls were replaced by Roosevelt 

Redware bowls at a rapid rate, probably within a couple of 

years (see Montgomery and Reid [1990:94-95]). 

Surface vs. Room Fill 

A comparison of the surface and room fill sherds from 

Chodistaas illustrates subtle differences important to 

accurate interpretations of the formation of the ceramic 
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record. Sherd deposits in room fill are often ignored, 

especially when complete vessels are found on room floors, 

but these deposits can provide valuable insights as 

discussed in Chapter 8. At Chodistaas, results of the 

comparison of decorated wares provides one example of the 

value of fill deposits. Table 6.4 summarizes decorated bowl 

sherds recovered from surface and fill proveniences. 

Table 6.4. Comparison of Decorated Bowl Percentages on 
the Surface and in the Room Fill 

Cibola Roosevelt White Mt. other Total 
Whiteware Redware Redware 

N % N % N % N % N % 

Surface 731 91.8 18 2.3 31 3.9 16 2.0 796 100 

Fill 3468 71.7 963 19.9 154 3.2 254 5.2 4839 100 

Although the similarity coefficient (BR=158) is higher 

for the surface and fill collections than it is for the 

surface and floor, the percentages of whi teware and 

Roosevel t Redware bowls differ significantly. The higher 

percentage of Roosevelt Redware (Pinto) in the room fill is 

consistent with the argument for rapid replacement of 

whi teware by redware. Because Roosevel t Redware was not 

incorporated into household assemblages at Chodistaas, and, 

therefore, did not contribute to the trash deposits until 

late in the occupation, and because the rooms had been 

filled these trash deposits (see Chapter 8), one would 
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expect more late trash in the room fill than on the surface. 

Based on the laws of superpositioning, earlier deposits were 

overlain by later deposits, which contained a higher 

percentage of Roosevelt Redware. Based on the comparison of 

fill and surface, natural and cultural processes did not 

disturb the statigraphic relation between the whiteware and 

redware sherds. 

It is possible that some of the Roosevelt Redware 

sherds in the fill collection may belong to broken floor 

vessels, but it is most unlikely that mixing of fill and 

floor sherds could have contributed almost one thousand 

Roosevel t Redware sherds to the fill. Sherds belonging to 

floor vessels were carefully separated from bulk sherds in 

the fill. 

At Chodistaas, each of the three analytical units 

contain different frequencies of Cibola Whiteware bowls and 

Roosevelt Redware bowls. These differences are a product of 

depositional processes. The floor vessels did not enter site 

context until the pueblo was abandoned and, therefore, 

represent the latest ceramic assemblages. It appears that 

sherds in room fill were first deposited in trash areas 

around the pueblo and then the top layers of trash were 

redeposi ted in the rooms after the burning of the pueblo. 

These fill sherds appear to represent trash deposited toward 

the end of the occupation, as suggested by the higher 
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percentage of redware sherds in comparison with the 

percentage of redware sherds in the surface collection. In 

contrast, the sherds that remained on the surface are skewed 

toward the earlier years of occupation. Because of discard 

and abandonment processes, and because of a rapid change in 

decorated wares, an increase in the percentage of Roosevelt 

Redware bowls is visible when the analytical units are 

ordered in time. The surface collection contains a small 

percentage (2.3 %). The percentage (19.9 %) of redware 

increases in the fill collection, which is intermediate in 

time between the surface and floor ceramics. Finally, the 

floor assemblages contain the highest percentage (62.8%) of 

Roosevelt Redware. 

The disparity between ceramics in the surface 

collection, in the room fill, and on the room floors is 

somewhat exaggerated at Chodistaas because the pueblo was 

occupied during a time when whiteware was replaced by 

redware. Nevertheless, the clarity with which these 

differences can be seen provides a caution to overreliance 

on sherd collections. The apparent rapidity and high 

frequency of ceramic change within and between decorated 

wares leads to a mixture of types and wares among the 

analytical units that must be carefully analyzed within the 

framework of ceramic record formation. 
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Summary of the Surface Collection Analysis 

The processes that contributed to the formation of the 

surface collection at Chodistaas are fairly well understood. 

The density of sherds around the pueblo was determined in 

behavioral context and only inconsequentially affected by 

natural processes, mainly slope wash, in site context. 

The temporal indicators in the collection, interpreted 

from relative frequencies of ceramic wares, were also 

produced in behavioral context. The activity of redepositing 

the upper levels (or later deposits) of refuse in the rooms 

produced the high percentage of whiteware and low percentage 

of Roosevelt Redware in the surface collection. The 

replacement of whiteware bowls by redware bowls toward the 

end of occupation accounts for the steady increase in 

percentages of redware as one moves from the surface 

collection to the room fill sherds and finally to the 

assemblage of floor vessels. Because of these processes-

discard, scavenging (displaced refuse), and the replacement 

of whi teware by redware--the surface collection is skewed 

toward the earlier years of occupation at Chodistaas. In 

spite of these processes, the surface collection alone would 

still provide a fairly accurate estimate of site chronology. 

The presence of Pinto Black-on-red and Pinto Polychrome 

sherds, previously estimated as appearing no earlier than 

A.D. 1265 (Breternitz 1966:88), and the absence of Fourmile 

polychrome, which dates to the early A.D. 1300s, places the 
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occupation of Chodistaas in the late 1200s. 

Cultural processes that occurred in behavioral context 

are most readily recognized by comparative analyses. The 

appropriate analytical units must first be isolated and then 

compared. For a pueblo such as Chodistaas, the units are 

surface, fill, and floor. Similar units could also be used 

for pithouse sites. For sites without architecture, 

comparative analyses rely more heavily on arbitrary levels 

within the "fill" or subsurface. 

The presence of floor assemblages at Chodistaas makes 

it possible to distinguish two very different subsurface 

units--room-fill sherds and floor vessels. Discussions about 

comparability between surface and subsurface collections 

must take into account divisions within "subsurface." In 

some cases, such as Chodistaas, the subsurface includes more 

than one analytical unit. It is imperative that these units 

be separated to attain a clear understanding of both ceramic 

record formation and ceramic change. By using the 

appropriate analytical units, discoveries about the rate of 

ceramic change were recognizable at Chodistaas. 

The next chapter looks more closely at vessels on room 

floors from the perspective of assemblage formation. 

Behaviors during the occupation of the pueblo, both 

formation processes and other human activities, are analyzed 

for their contribution to variability within the floor 
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assemblages. 
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Chapter 7 

BEHAVIORAL CONTEXT VARIATION: 
FLOOR ASSEMBLAGES 

The surface of a site is the single most common 

provenience category and the surface collection the most 

common unit of analysis for interpreting site chronology and 

function. In contrast, the most beha.viorally significant 

provenience is the occupation surface, or pueblo room floors 

at Chodistaas. Artifacts associated with the last occupation 

floor can be directly related to activities that took place 

before pueblo abandonment. Floor assemblages represent 

prehistoric household belongings that were functioning 

wi thin the system until abandonment. Sherds on the modern 

surface of a site, and room fill sherds, are not 

behaviorally significant sets of artifacts. They are 

collections of sherds that represent a sample of the pots 

that were discarded throughout the occupation of the pueblo. 

variability within ceramic assemblages on room floors 

can be attributed to two sets of behaviors, cultural 

formation processes and behaviors related to vessel use in 

household activities. Before one can look at the behavioral 

context of vessels, it is necessary to discuss how pueblo 

room floors are identified and how vessels are assigned to 

room floors. Next, the role of cultural processes in the 

formation of these floor assemblages is discussed. 
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Variability between the floor assemblages is then described 

and related to room function and household organization. 

IDENTIFICATION OF ROOM FLOORS 

The first step toward the definition of floor 

assemblages at Chodistaas is the identification of floors 

during excavation. The discussion of floor identification is 

followed by the argument that vessels were actually found on 

these floors. 

Three types of evidence help in the recognition of room 

floors during excavation--stratigraphy, fixed features, and 

artifacts--using techniques developed during the excavation 

of Grasshopper Pueblo. The final occupation floor can be 

thought of as a two-dimensional surface on which are resting 

household belongings left behind at the time of abandonment. 

At Grasshopper Pueblo, the stratigraphic levels in the 

room fill, especially the lower levels close to the floor, 

are similar from room to room. The remains of the collapsed 

roof are often sitting directly on a level of laminated 

sil ts, which are directly on the room floor. The sil ts 

provide a clear sign, in contrast to the clays in upper 

levels of the room fill, that the floor is near at hand. As 

the silts are removed, the floor is easily recognized 

because of the contrast between the bright orange silts and 

the darker clays of the room floor. At Grasshopper, floor 
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artifacts are sealed by sediments washing into the rooms and 

by the collapse of the walls and roof. 

At Chodistaas, on the other hand, floors are found 

immediately below the burned roof debris. Laminated silts 

were not deposited in these rooms. The contrast is not as 

great between the fill and floor, but fixed features and 

artifacts provide additional indicators of the floor level. 

Fixed features commonly found at the floor level 

include slab-lined hearths, firepits, and mealing bins. The 

tops of hearths and firepits are often flush with the room 

floor and, therefore, provide dependable vertical 

measurements of floor depth. Mealing bins are not as 

valuable for identifying the floor, but the upright slabs do 

provide some guidance during excavation, especially at 

higher levels in the room fill when other features are not 

yet visible. 

Finally, artifacts provide indicators of the floor 

level. Large artifacts, metates, manos, and axes, for 

example, are more reliable indicators than smaller artifacts 

that can migrate within the room fill. Large artifacts also 

cover a greater surface area. 

Room floors at Chodistaas can be identified as surfaces 

on which are resting household belongings left behind at the 

time of abandonment. stratigraphy, primarily the burned roof 

debris sitting directly on the room floors, in addition to 

the depth of fixed features and artifacts, make the 
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identification of the floor surface relatively secure. 

ROOM FLOORS AND CERAMIC VESSELS 

Ceramic vessels were sitting directly on room floors at 

Chodistaas at the same level as other large artifacts and 

features. Profiles illustrate the association of vessels 

with room floors. Figures 7.1 and 7.2 provide examples of 

vessels on the floors of Rooms 6 and 7. 
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Figure 7.1. Profile of the South Face of the West Balk in 
Room 6 
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Figure 7.2. Profile of the North Pace of the West Balk in 
Room 7 
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Al though none of the fixed features are visible in 

these particular profiles, several firepits were found in 

association with the floor level in each room. 

The Behavioral context of Whole Vessels 

Ceramic vessels have been recovered from the room 

floors, but were these vessels on the floors at the time of 

abandonment? Is it possible that the vessels were on the 

roofs and fell onto the floors during the burning and 

collapse of the pueblo? The location of the pots, either on 

the roof or the floor, is irrelevant for inferences 

concerning household assemblages, but it is critical when 

considering the formation of the ceramic record (see 

Schiffer [1985]). Two lines of evidence, characteristics of 

roof construction and the upright positioning of vessels, 

lead to the conclusion that most vessels recovered from the 

room floors were actually left on these floors at the time 

of abandonment (see Crown [1981:25-26, 42] for a different 

interpretation) • 

Chodistaas roofs were not strong enough to serve as 

activity areas based on the diameter and orientation of roof 

beams. The mean diameter of beams at Chodistaas is 9.2 cm 

with a minimum of 6.0 and a maximum of 16.4 cm. comparison 

with the size of roof beams at Canyon Creek cliff dwelling 

supports the inference of a minimal roof structure at 

Chodistaas. Canyon Creek (Graves 1982c, 1983; Haury 1934; 
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Reynolds 1981), with about 120 rooms, some second story, 

contains both primary and secondary beams in situ. Diameters 

of the beams were measured by Reynolds and by the Laboratory 

of Tree-Ring Research at the University of Arizona. The mean 

diameter for primaries is 23 cm with a range between 16 and 

35 cm. Secondary beams range in diameter between 5 and 11 cm 

with a mean of 7.5 cm. 

Chodistaas beams are similar in size to secondary beams 

at Canyon Creek, even though rooms are much larger at 

Chodistaas than at Canyon Creek. Furthermore, most of the 

well-preserved beams are positioned parallel to the long 

axis of the rooms. When roofs are intended as activity 

areas, either roof tops or second story floors, the majority 

of the beams are laid across the width rather than the 

length of the room (Mindeleff 1891:101). The fact that 

Chodistaas roofs were constructed with the majority of beams 

across the length of these exceptionally large rooms (length 

of rooms ranges from about 4 to 9 m) is another indication 

of minimal concern with load-bearing capacity (see Lightfoot 

[1988] and Reynolds [1981:83]). Small beams spanning large 

areas suggest that the roofs at Chodistaas were not used as 

activity areas in contrast to roofs at Canyon Creek and 

other masonry pueblos in the region. A few pots may have 

been stored on the roofs at Chodistaas, although these 

structures would not have supported large numbers of 

vessels. 
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A second line of evidence, the upright positioning of 

pots, also suggests that most of these vessels were on the 

floors at the time of abandonment. These upright pots 

include whole, unbroken vessels and vessels that broke under 

pressure from deposits in the room fill. It is unlikely that 

these vessels, some of which are large unbroken bowls and 

jars, could have fallen from the roofs during the fire and 

landed, wi thout breaking, in an upright posi tion on the 

floors. 

The combined evidence of stratigraphy, roof 

construction, and upright positioning of whole pots suggests 

that the majority of vessels were sitting on the room floors 

when the pueblo was abandoned. 

Complete and Partial Vessels on Room Floors 

Vessels recovered from the room floors that are not 

whole (unbroken) are divided into two groups, complete and 

partial vessels. When more than 75 percent of the sherds 

from one vessel were recovered, the vessel is defined as 

complete. It is assumed that the few missing sherds remain 

mixed with the fill sherds and that "complete" vessels are 

equivalent to whole vessels. In the following tables, the 

number of complete vessels includes whole vessels. Vessels 

with less than 75 percent of their sherds are partial 

vessels. Isolated sherds were also recovered from the room 

floors. Ceramics recovered from floor context, therefore, 
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are divided into four categories: whole vessels, complete 

vessels, partial vessels, and sherds. 

Vessel completeness was determined by Crown (1981:81-

83) and Zedeno (1991:44, Appendix A) using four categories: 

1) greater than 75 percent, 2) between 50 and 75 percent, 3) 

between 25 and 50 percent, and 4) less than 25 percent. 

Table 7.1 summarizes their data. 

Table 7.1. Complete (>75 percent) and Partial «75 percent) 
Vessels from Chodistaas (data from Zedeno 1991: 
Appendix A) 

ROOM COMPLETE PARTIAL TOTAL 
>75% 50-75% 25-50% <25% 

N % N N N % N % 
1 4 66.7 0 2 0 33.3 6 100 
2 8 38.1 8 3 2 61.9 21 100 
3 18 66.7 4 4 1 33.3 27 100 
4 6 42.9 1 5 2 57.1 14 100 
5 17 63.0 6 4 0 37.0 27 100 
6 15 42.9 7 8 5 57.l. 35 100 
7 12 46.2 4 5 5 53.8 26 100 
8 9 30.0 11 5 5 70.0 30 100 
9 15 78.9 2 2 0 21.1 19 100 

10 1 25.0 1 1 1 75.0 4 100 
11 2 16.7 3 3 4 83.3 12 100 
13 5 50.0 3 1 1 50.0 10 100 
14 4 25.0 6 2 4 75.0 16 100 
15 6 50.0 2 3 1 50.0 12 100 
16 3 30.0 4 2 1 70.0 10 100 
17 4 36.4 2 1 4 63.6 11 100 

TOTAL 129 46.1 64 51 36 53.9 280 100 

Note: Room 18 was excavated during the summer of 1991 and 
is not included in Zedeno's (1991) study. 

Complete vessels, as argued above, were part of the 

floor assemblages, which were deposited as de facto refuse 
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at the time of abandonment. But what processes account for 

partial vessels on room floors? Were they part of the final 

use-assemblage or do they represent broken pots that had not 

been discarded? Why are more than half of the floor vessels 

(53.9%) less than 75 percent complete? 

Each of the three contexts--archaeological, site, and 

behavioral--must be considered for their role in 

contributing partial vessels to the floor assemblages. The 

effects of natural or cultural processes in site context 

were addressed in Chapter 5. These processes did not 

seriously affect the vertical or horizontal position of 

vessels on the room floors; therefore, pieces of broken pots 

were not moved around by processes in site context. 

Is the high percentage of partial vessels the result of 

analytical techniques in archaeological context? Analytical 

procedures have attempted to control for this problem (Crown 

1981:81-83; Zedeno 1991:44). Each bag of sherds belonging to 

a reconstructible vessel (RV) was sorted in the lab to 

separate sherds that did not belong to that vessel. This 

also provided an opportunity to combine portions of the same 

vessel that had been unrecognizable in the field. Sherds 

belonging to RVs were also separated from bulk sherds in the 

fill. Crown sorted the RVs from rooms excavated during the 

1970s (rooms 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 9, 11, 15, and 16). 

Reconstructible vessels recovered during the 1980s were 
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sorted by Montgomery (rooms 4, 7, 13 , 14 , and 17) and by 

Montgomery and Zedeno (rooms 6, 10, 18a, and 18b). The fact 

that only three analysts sorted all of the vessels reduces 

the probability of individual bias as a source of 

variability. 

Crown (1981:81-83) and Zedeno (1991) reconstructed many 

of the decorated and some of the undecorated vessels for 

stylistic and morphological analyses. Completeness was 

estimated for vessels that were not reconstructed based on 

the percentage of rim sherds and the amount of sherds 

recovered for each vessel. 

A comparison of Crown's and zedefio's estimates of 

vessel completeness is presented in Table 7.2. Percentages 

of complete vs. partial vessels are similar for the two data 

sets, which suggests that the large percentage of partial 

vessels is not the product of bias on the part of one or the 

other analyst. 

Table 7.2. Estimates of Vessel Completeness by Crown and 
Zedeno (from Zedeno 1991:Appendix A) 

CROWN (1970s) 
Complete Partial 

ROOM N 9., 
0 N % 

1 4 66.7 2 33.3 
2 8 38.1 13 61.9 
3 18 66.7 9 33.3 
4 
5 17 63.0 10 37.0 
6 
7 
8 9 30.0 21 70.0 
9 15 78.9 4 21.1 

Total 
N 
6 

21 
27 

27 

30 
19 

ZEDENO (19805) 
Complete Partial Total 

N % N % N 

6 42.9 8 57.1 14 

15 42.9 20 57.1 35 
12 46.2 14 53.8 26 
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10 1 25.0 3 75.0 4 
11 2 16.7 10 83.3 12 
13 5 50.0 5 50.0 10 
14 4 25.0 12 75.0 16 
15 6 50.0 6 50.0 12 
16 3 30.0 7 70.0 10 
17 4 36.4 7 63.6 11 

TOTAL 82 50.0 82 50.0 164 47 40.5 69 59.5 116 

In spite of rigorous field procedures and agreement in 

estimates of vessel completeness, the percentage (54%) of 

partial vessels on the room floors is surprisingly high. 

since most of the decorated vessels were restored, 

percentages of complete and partial decorated vessels are 

compared with the percentages for the undecorated vessels. 

Table 7.3 shows that a higher percentage of decorated pots 

are complete. The significant difference between decorated 

and undecorated suggests that the high percentage of partial 

undecorated vessels may be the result of sorting. Pieces of 

undecorated vessels are more difficult to identify in the 

bulk sherds. variations in decoration, paint, and paste of 

the decorated pots facilitate their identification. 

Table 7.3. Decorated vs. Undecorated Complete and 
Partial Vessels (from Zedeno 1991:Appendix A) 

Complete 
N % 

Decorated 63 65.6 

Undecorated 66 35.9 

Partial 
N % 

33 34.4 

118 64.1 

Total 
N % 

96 100.0 

184 100.0 
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To test the estimates of vessel completeness, each of 

the 33 partial decorated vessels was taken out of storage 

and reanalyzed for vessel completeness. (Partial undecorated 

vessels, most of which are large jars, were not reanalyzed 

at this time. Limitations on storage space and time made it 

impossible to reconstruct 118 vessels.) 

Reanalysis of Vessel Completeness 

Vessel completeness was not critical to either Crown's 

or Zedeno's analysis. Crown used this measure to partition 

the data into two categories, vessels more or less than 50 

percent complete. Only vessels more than 50 percent complete 

were used in her analysis of design styles (Crown 1981:83). 

zedeno, on the other hand, analyzed all vessels found in the 

rooms at Chodistaas. Her research focused on identifying 

local vs. nonlocal vessels, which only required their 

presence at the site, regardless of provenience or 

completeness. Completeness was recorded by Zedeno to provide 

a data base comparable to Crown's. 

Each of the 33 partial decorated vessels was reanalyzed 

for completeness and located on the floor maps. Ten were 

removed from the list of floor vessels because they were 

large sherds rather than vessels. Another twelve vessels 

were 75 percent complete and were changed from partial to 

complete vessels. The remaining eleven are partial vessels. 

vessels of the same ceramic type wi thin rooms and between 
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rooms were compared to be sure that they did not belong to 

the same vessel. Table 7.4 lists the partial vessels and 

their locations on the room floors. 

Table 7.4. Partial Decorated Vessels on Room Floors 

ROOM/FN 

2/695 

4/394 

6/343 

7/614 

8/350 

8/131 

8/107 

TYPE 

Pinto B/R 

Pinto B/R 

McDonald 
Paint Corr. 

Salado W/R 

Pinedale 
B/W 

Pinedale 
B/W 

Pinedale 
B/W 

FORM 

medium 
bowl 

large 
bowl 

large 
bowl 

medium 
bowl 

large 
jar 

large 
jar 

large 
jar 

COMPLETENESS LOCATION 

50% 

40% 

25% 

50% 

50% 
(no rims 
or base) 

35% 
(no base) 

60% 
(all rim) 

Rm. 2c, near NE 
corner, under a 
metate, possibly 
used for catching 
ground meal 

part near east 
door, other sherds 
near west door 
mixed with FN 259 
(Pinto B/R with 
st. Johns Poly 
exterior, easily 
distinguished 
from FN 394) 

northeast corner 
of room next to 
wall 

southeast corner 
of room near wall 

scattered in south
west quad; probably 
dumped on floor 
before burning 

scattered in south
east corner of 
room; probably 
broken before 
burning 

scattered between 
northeast and south
east quads, a few 
sherds in south
west quad; 
possibly complete, 
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but probably broken 
before burning 

8/372 Salado W/R medium 40%(?) southwest corner 
jar 

11/253 Snowflake large 60% scattered in north-
B/W east quad; possibly 

complete, probably 
broken before 
burning 

13/315 McDonald small 40% northeast quad, 
Paint. Corr. bowl near B/W jar 

(FN 236) and 
metate; probably 
trash 

15/221 Pinto B/R medium 45% northwest quad, 
bowl near metate; 

possibly used 
for catching 
ground meal 

The location of two partial vessels (2/695, 15/221) 

next to or under metates suggests that they were used as 

"plates" for catching ground meal. Some of the larger sherds 

may have been used as scoops during the intentional filling 

of the rooms (see Chapter 8). Portions of broken vessels 

were probably used more often as containers than is commonly 

recognized at sites. Forty-six "sherd containers" were 

recovered from rooms at the Duckfoot Site, an 18-room pueblo 

in southwestern Colorado occupied from the A.D. 850s until 

A.D. 880 (Lightfoot 1992:102-103). 

other vessels (4/394, 6/343, 7/614, 8/131, 8/372, 

13/315) were found in corners of the rooms or along the 

walls where activities would not have been obstructed. These 
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pots could have been trash, or provisional discard items 

(Deal 1985), that had not yet been deposited outside the 

rooms. It is also possible that some of these partial 

vessels were on the roofs and fell to the floor when the 

roof collapsed. 

The remaining three vessels, all of which are portions 

of large whiteware jars, are more difficult to explain 

because they are scattered across the room floors (8/350, 

8/107, 11/253). Perhaps they broke soon before the pueblo 

burned and were left as "abandonment refuse" (Schiffer 

1985:25) or they may have fallen from the roof during the 

fire. 

Several processes are suggested to account for the 

presence of partial decorated vessels on the room floors. 

These include secondary use of vessel fragments for 

containers or tools, such as scoops or plates (see Blinman 

[1988:467-468]), broken vessels that had not been discarded, 

and partial vessels on the roof that fell into the room 

during the fire. Regardless of the specific process 

responsible for the deposi tion of each partial vessel on 

room floors, these vessel fragments are not included in the 

floor assemblages because they were not functional vessels 

at the time of abandonment. 

By taking a second, more directed, look at the 

"partial" decorated vessels, it is clear that most of these 
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pots are either complete (n=12) or are large sherds (n=10). 

Only eleven decorated partial vessels were actually 

recovered from the room floors. Table 7.5 presents the 

revised data on complete vs. partial vessels from the rooms 

at Chodistaas (see Appendix A for a list of vessels by 

room). 

Table 7.5. Percentages of Complete vs. Partial Vessels Based 
on the Reanalysis of Decorated Vessels (including Rooms 
18a and 18b) 

Complete Partial Total 

N % N ~ o N % 

Decorated 81 88.0 11 12.0 92 100.0 

Undecorated 74 38.3 119 61.7 193 100.0 

A reanalysis of the undecorated partial vessels would 

probably also result in an increase in the number of 

complete vessels. Although the complete" undecorated vessels 

are included in the analysis of floor assemblages, it should 

be kept in mind that more undecorated vessels probably 

belonged to the floor assemblages. 

with this reanalysis, variability in vessel 

completeness produced in archaeological context has been 

reduced for the decorated vessels. The best approach to 

controlling for this variability in undecorated vessels is 

to include only those vessels recognized as complete. This 
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provides a conservative estimate of the total number of 

floor vessels. 

Processes that may have contributed variability to the 

floor assemblages in si te or archaeological contexts have 

been addressed. Next, processes in behavioral context are 

analyzed for their contribution to variability within the 

floor assemblages. 

FORMATION OF THE FLOOR ASSEMBLAGES 

Pueblo sites in the Grasshopper Region are unusual in 

that a relatively high percentage of rooms contain whole and 

complete vessels on the last occupation surface. The 

presence of floor assemblages has enabled researchers to 

make reliable inferences about room function (Ciolek

Torrello 1978, 1985 [see Schiffer 1985 for a critique and 

Ciolek-Torrello 1989 for a response]; Reid and Whittlesey 

1982b), household organization (Montgomery 1991; Reid and 

Whittlesey 1982b), abandonment processes (Montgomery 1992; 

Reid 1973, 1985), and community organization (Reid 1989a; 

Reid and Whittlesey 1982b). Most of these studies focus on 

Grasshopper Pueblo, but recent excavations at pueblos 

occupied immediately before Grasshopper demonstrate that 

late Pueblo III period sites also contain rich floor 

assemblages. Three si tes--Chodistaas, Grasshopper spring, 

and AZ P:14:197--have been excavated, each containing burned 
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rooms with floor assemblages. Unlike Grasshopper Pueblo, 

every room excavated at these PIlI period sites burned and 

most contain rich assemblages of floor artifacts. 

Why are vessels found on the room floors? What 

processes are responsible for their deposition? Answers to 

these qnestions are essential to a better understanding of 

ceramic record formation and for accurate inferences about 

human behavior. 

Vessels are on the room floors because people put them 

there, not because of natural processes. Cultural processes 

that operate in behavioral context provide a framework for 

addressing the question of why these vessels are on the room 

floors. Table 7.6 lists all of these processes and 

highlights those relevant to the formation of floor 

assemblages (see also Schiffer [1985]). 

Table 7.6. CuI tural Processes in Behavioral Context (see 
Table 6.1 for definitions of processes) 

CULTURAL PROCESS 

1. Reuse (Schiffer 1987:27-46) 

a. lateral cycling 
b. recycling 

c. secondary use 
d. conservatory processes 

2. Cultural Deposition (Schiffer 1987:47-98) 

a. discard 

ANALYTICAL UNIT 

room floor 
surface 
room floor 
room floor 
room floor 

surface 
room fill 



b. loss 

c. ritual caches 
d. mortuary practices 
e. abandonment 

1. de facto refuse 
2. curate behavior 

room floor 
surface 
room fill 
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room sub floor 
not applicable 

room floor 
room floor 

3. Reclamation Processes (Schiffer 1987:99-120) 

a. scavenging surface 
room fill 
room floor 

Which of the processes in Table 7.6 contributed 

complete vessels to the room floors? Reuse processes were 

not a maj or factor in the formation of these assemblages. 

Lateral cycling, a change in the user of the pot (Schiffer 

1987:29), is difficult to detect in the archaeological 

record. Recycling does not apply to complete vessels. A 

change in the function of a vessel, from a storage vessel to 

secondary use as a cooking vessel, for example, changes the 

components of an assemblage, but does not affect the number 

of pots in the floor assemblage. Conservatory processes 

(Schiffer 1987:32), involving a change in the function of 

the artifact, are not apparent at Chodistaas. Some of the 

whiteware vessels, especially bowls and small jars, are 

painted in earlier design styles--Puerco and Red Mesa-

suggesting a long use-life. These older black-on-white pots 

may have been heirlooms passed down through the generations, 
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but there is no evidence for conservation, in the strict 

sense. These pots were found on the room floors, not hidden 

in caches beneath the floors, as one would expect if they 

were no longer being used. Whiteware pots as heirlooms does 

provide one example of lateral cycling visible in the 

archaeological record. 

Reclamation processes, such as curation and scavenging, 

that would have subtracted vessels from the floor 

assemblages appear not to have occurred at Chodistaas. The 

di versi ty and number of artifacts on the floors strongly 

argues against these activities. The presence of small and 

large decorated and undecorated vessels as well as axes, 

shell ornaments, slate palettes, and other valuable items 

provide evidence against curation or scavenging (Montgomery 

and Reid 1990:94). The apparent lack of scavenging 

acti vi ties is accounted for by the burning and subsequent 

filling of the rooms with trash. Seymour and Schiffer (1987) 

and Schlanger (1991: 470) suggest that the burning of 

structures restricts access to floor items and deters 

scavenging. The addi tional acti vi ty of filling rooms wi th 

trash at Chodistaas acted as a further deterent (see Chapter 

8) • 

Abandonment behaviors affected the floor assemblages in 

behavioral context. Events surrounding the burning and final 

abandonment of Chodistaas played a major role in determining 

what was left as de facto refuse. Apparently, most, if not 
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all, of the pots were abandoned in the rooms (see Montgomery 

and Reid [1990:94]). The sets of floor artifacts appear to 

be inventories of non-perishable household belongings. 

Abandonment processes are responsible for vessels 

remaining on room floors, but why were these vessels in the 

rooms to begin with? How much variability is there between 

the ceramic assemblages from the different rooms and what 

accounts for this variability? After presenting a 

description of the floor assemblages, room function and 

household organization are analyzed as sources of 

variability. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE FLOOR ASSEMBLAGES 
IN THE SOUTHERN ROOMBLOCK 

Analysis of floor assemblages from the southern 

roomblock at Chodistaas serves to illustrate procedures for 

examining ceramic variability that originated in behavioral 

context. Before questioning the sources of variability, 

characteristics of the assemblages are described. 

The southern roomblock is isolated, for analytical 

purposes, from the northern roomblock for several reasons. 

First, every room has been excavated in the southern 

roomblock. Second, spatial associations between rooms are 

readily defined for this roomblock (Figure 7.3), which 

contains pairs of rooms connected by doorways (4/7.,. 6/10, 
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Figure 7.3. Room Pairs in the southern Roomblock at 
Chodistaas 
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5/9, 3/8). Third, the southern rooms were occupied over a 

shorter period than the northern rooms. construction began 

on the northern roomblock during the early A.D. 1260s, 

whereas the southern rooms were built twenty years later 

during the 1280s. The shorter occupation span of the 

southern roomblock provides ceramic assemblages that have 

not been affected by cycles of room occupation, abandonment, 
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and reoccupation. Also, more than twice as many decorated 

and undecorated vessels were recovered from the room floors 

in the southern roomblock. Finally, a higher percentage of 

complete undecorated pots have been identified for the 

southern roomblock (42.6%) as opposed to the northern 

roomblock (28.6%). 

Table 7.7 lists the number of vessels, classified into 

ceramic wares, belonging to each of the floor assemblages. 

Table 7.7. DecorateG and Undecorated Ceramic Wares By Room 

DECORATED 
ROOM eibola Roosevelt White Mt. Other Total 

Whiteware Redware Redware Dec. Dec. 

3 4 1 0 2 7 
4 2 1 0 2 5 
5 4 3 0 1 8 
6 5 3 0 1 9 
7 3 5 1 0 9 
8 1 6 0 0 7 
9 6 0 0 0 6 

10 0 0 0 0 0 
18a 3 1 0 0 4 
18b 2 0 0 0 2 

TOTAL 30 20 1 6 57 
Mean 5.7 
Standard 3.0 
Deviation 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ------ - - - - - - - -

UNDECORATED 
ROOM Plainware Corrugated Red Slip Total TOTAL 

Ware Undecorated 

3 1 8 2 11 18 
4 0 3 0 3 8 
5 1 7 1 9 17 
6 0 6 1 7 16 
7 0 3 1 4 13 
8 0 3 0 3 10 
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9 0 4 5 9 15 
10 0 1 0 1 1 
18a 0 2 0 2 6 
18b 1 4 1 6 8 

TOTAL 3 41 11 55 112 
Mean 5.5 11.2 
Standard 3.4 5.5 
Deviation 

Classification at the ware level, rather than using 

type designations, is sufficient for recognizing variability 

between assemblages at Chodistaas. Although the Cibola 

Whiteware vessels at Chodistaas include a wide variety of 

types and styles (Crown 1981; Zedeno 1991), the Roosevelt 

and White Mountain redwares are represented by only one or 

two types, Pinto Black-on-red and Pinto Polychrome, and st. 

Johns Polychrome. The category of "other decorated" includes 

three Salado White-on-red vessels, two McDonald Painted 

Corrugated, and one brown corrugated painted with white 

dots. 

The undecorated vessels are also classified at the ware 

level--plainware, corrugated ware, and red slipped vessels. 

These undecorated categories are commonly used in ceramic 

classification throughout the Southwest and provide 

functional as well as temporal information. The only 

plainware pots recovered from the southern rooms are brown 

plain. Red slipped vessels, equivalent to Red Plain, are 

brown plainwares, but are separated because of the 

distinctive surface treatment. Corrugated wares include 
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brown obliterated corrugated, Salado Red Corrugated, and 

orange/gray obliterated corrugated (see Appendix A). 

The decorated assemblages are composed primarily of 

Cibola Whiteware and Roosevelt Redware distributed 

throughout most of the rooms. Only one white Mountain 

Redware vessel was recovered from these room floors. The 

mean number of decorated vessels is S. 7 wi th a standard 

deviation of 3.0. 

The majority of undecorated vessels are corrugated 

wares. The mean number of undecorated vessels (S.4) is 

similar to the mean of the decorated. 

The total number of vessels per room ranges from 1 

(Room 10) to 18 (Room 3) with a mean number of 11.2 and a 

standard deviation of S.S. The total number of pots (n=112) 

is neatly divided between decorated (n=S7) and undecorated 

(n=SS), although this does not hold true for individual 

rooms. Half of the rooms (4, 6, 7, 8, and 18a) have more 

decorated than undecorated vessels. None of the rooms have 

an equal number of decorated and undecorated pots. 

It is difficult to get an accurate sense of the 

variability between floor assemblages by simple inspection 

of Table 7.7; therefore, Brainerd-Robinson coefficients were 

calculated to provide a quantitative evaluation. Three sets 

of data--ceramic ware, vessel form, and vessel size--were 

tested for similarity. 
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Table 7.8 provides the matrix of Brainerd-Robinson 

coefficients in a room-by-room comparison of the floor 

assemblages by ceramic ware (raw numbers from Table 7.7) • 

Table 7.8. Brainerd-Robinson Coefficients for Ceramic Ware 

ROOM 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 18a 18b 

3 200 

4 153 200 

5 173 159 200 

6 156 163 181 200 

7 117 117 139 142 200 

8 91 105 115 118 143 200 

9 120 103 112 128 108 73 200 

10 89 75 82 75 46 60 53 200 

18a 122 142 147 163 126 113 133 67 200 

18b 167 125 153 138 108 80 128 100 117 200 

Only nine pairs of rooms, out of a possible 45 pairs, 

have coefficients above 150, demonstrating that the 

distribution of ceramic wares differs between rooms. A 

Brainerd-Robinson coefficient above 150 is used as an 

arbitrary cut-off to designate similar groups. 

When the assemblages are categorized by vessel form and 

size, are the distributions more similar? Table 7.9 lists 

the number of decorated and undecorated bowls and jars for 

each room in the southern roomblock. The mean number of 
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bowls per room is four, while the mean number of jars is 

about seven in each room. The decorated vessels are evenly 

divided between bowls, the majority of which are Roosevelt 

Redware, and jars, most of which are Cibola Whi teware. As 

expected, most of the undecorated vessels are jars. Overall, 

the total number of jars is almost twice the number of 

bowls. 

Table 7.9. Vessel Form By Room 

Dec. Dec. Undec. Undec. Total Total TOTAL 
Room Bowls Jars Bowls Jars Bowls Jars 

3 4 3 2 9 6 12 18 
4 1 4 0 3 1 7 8 
5 4 4 1 8 5 12 17 
6 5 4 2 5 7 9 16 
7 7 2 0 4 7 6 13 
8 6 1 0 3 6 4 10 
9 0 6 4 4 4 10 14* 

10 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 
18a 2 2 1 1 3 3 6 
18b 1 1 0 6 1 7 8 

Total 30 27 10 44 40 71 11l. 
Mean 4.0 7.1 11.1 
Standard 2.6 3.7 5.4 
Deviation 

*one plate not included 

Table 7.10 presents the Brainerd-Robinson coefficients 

for vessel form. Even fewer pairs of rooms exhibit a high 

similari ty coefficient than seen in the comparison of 

ceramic wares (Table 7.8). 
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Table 7.10. Brainerd-Robinson Coefficients for Vessel Form 

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 18a l8b 

3 200 

4 133 200 

5 184 147 200 

6 163 138 168 200 

7 137 117 139 155 200 

8 124 105 127 143 188 200 

9 112 142 116 132 88 77 200 

10 100 75 94 63 62 60 57 200 

18a 133 125 139 171 131 120 133 33 200 

18b 150 125 144 113 112 105 82 150 83 200 

Table 7.11 lists the vessels by size using the same 

categories in Table 7.9, decorated and undecorated bowls and 

jars (refer to Appendix A for definitions of vessel size). 

Table 7.11. Vessel Size By Room 

Dec. Bowls Dec. Jars Undec. Bowls Undec. Jars Total 
Room Sm.* !.g.** Sm. !.g. Sm. !.g. Sm. !.g. 

3 4 0 1 2 2 0 1 8 18 
4 0 1 1 3 0 0 3 0 8 
5 1 3 3 1 0 1 2 6 17 
6 2 3 4 0 1 1 3 2 16 
7 3 4 2 0 0 0 1 3 13 
8 2 4 0 1 0 0 0 3 10 
9 0 0 1 5 2 2 1 3 14*** 

10 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
18a 0 2 1 1 1 0 1 0 6 
18b 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 5 8 

Total 13 17 14 13 6 4 14 30 111 



*includes miniature, small, and medium vessels 
**includes large and extra-large vessels 
***one plate not included 
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Brainerd-Robinson coefficients for these categories are 

much lower with none above 150 and many below 100 (Table 

7.12) . 

Table 7.12. Brainerd-Robinson Coefficients for Vessel Size 

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 18a 18b 

3 200 

4 44 200 

5 116 85 200 

6 85 94 143 200 

7 113 65 139 134 200 

8 120 45 119 88 148 200 

9 110 100 95 79 71 63 200 

10 11 75 24 38 15 o 14 200 

18a 67 117 104 117 108 87 90 33 200 

18b 136 50 131 100 112 85 71 25 50 200 

Using three common analytical categories--ceramic ware, 

vessel form, and vessel size--to calculate similarity 

coefficients illustrates that the assemblages on each of the 

room floors are different. Similar wares, forms, and sizes 

of vessels are found in each assemblage, but the frequencies 
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wi thin each category differ. Can this variabil i ty be 

accounted for by differences in room function? 

ROOM FUNCTION AND VARIABILITY IN THE FLOOR ASSEMBLAGES 

A typology of room function for the Grasshopper Region 

was first presented by Ciolek-Torrello (1978: 138-149). He 

defined six room types based on data from Grasshopper 

Pueblo: habitation rooms, multifunctional habitation rooms, 

domestic storage rooms, manufacturing rooms, storage

manufacturing rooms, and limited activity rooms. These types 

were elaborations of Hill's (1970) three basic room types-

habitation, storage, and ceremonial--described for Broken K 

Pueblo. Ciolek-Torrello assigned room function on the basis 

of statistical analyses of spatial variation in 

activities within rooms. Room function was 

domestic 

assigned 

according to the presence or absence of stationary features

-mealing bins and hearths--and portable artifacts, such as 

storage or cooking vessels, groundstone, tools, and raw 

materials. 

Reid and Whittlesey (1982b:692-693) expanded Ciolek

Torrello's typology to include nine room types for 

Grasshopper Pueblo: specialized habitation, generalized 

habitation, storage, manufacturing, storage-manufacturing, 

limited activity-food processing, limited activity

manufacturing, ceremonial, and kiva. The major difference 
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between these two typologies is the explicit concern with 

ritual demonstrated by two new room types--ceremonial rooms 

and kivas--which had previously been collapsed into the 

limited activity room category. Reid and Whittlesey 

(1982b:691) added ritual activities to the list of domestic 

activities, which include food processing, storage, and 

manufacturing. 

specialized habitation rooms were used primarily for 

food processing activities. Generalized habitation rooms are 

larger than specialized habitation rooms and are 

distinguished by the presence of storage and manufacturing 

items as well as features and artifacts used in food 

processing. storage of food and domestic tools took place in 

storage rooms, while storage-manufacturing rooms functioned 

as storage areas for food and items used in manufacturing. 

Limited activity rooms are small rooms used either for food 

processing or manufacturing. Ceremonial rooms are 

distinguished from ki vas in that they do not contain the 

full array of features associated with ritual. Ceremonial 

rooms are assumed to have functioned within a more 

restricted range of ritual activities (Reid and Whittlesey 

1982b:693). 

To summarize these functional room types, babi tatioD 

rooms are marked by evidence for food processing activities, 

primarily slab-lined cooking hearths and mealing bins with 
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associated manos and metates. storage rooms, which are 

smaller than habitation rooms, do not contain hearths or 

mealing bins, and have large numbers of jars and ollas. Raw 

materials and manufacturing tools, and the absence of 

hearths and mealing bins, indicate a manufacturing room. The 

remains of ritual activities include circular stone-lined 

hearths, ash boxes, masonry benches, and ventilators. 

By applying the room typology established for 

Grasshopper Pueblo, room function can be assigned to the 

southern rooms at Chodistaas. Rooms 4 and 10 are specialized 

habitation rooms based on the presence of slab-lined cooking 

hearths and the absence of large numbers of jars and 

manufacturing debris (see Figure 7.4). Mealing bins, 

associated with habitation rooms, were not found in Room 4. 

Room 10 contains two mealing bins. (Note: The original floor 

maps are in the Grasshopper files at the Department of 

Anthropology, University of Arizona.) 

Rooms 6 and 7 are storage-manufacturing rooms. Large 

numbers of storage jars and materials used in manufacturing 

were recovered from these rooms, which lack cooking hearths 

and mealing bins. 

The smaller rooms, Rooms 3, 5, 8, and 9, are storage 

rooms. Room 8 contains a mealing bin, a feature not 

associated with storage rooms at Grasshopper. 

Ritual activities took place in Room 18a with Room 18b 

functioning as an associated activity area for limited 
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Figure 7.4. Room Function in the Southern Rooms at 
Chodistaas 
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manufacturing and storage, perhaps of ritual items. Features 

and artifacts associated with ritual rooms at Chodistaas are 

slightly different from those at Grasshopper. These rooms 
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(Rooms 2 and lSa) are characterized by a platform on the 

west side (a prototype of the masonry bench found later at 

Grasshopper), a circular clay-lined firepit to the east of 

the platform, raw materials used in rituals (hematite, 

quartz crystals, for example), miniature pots, and only a 

few other ceramic vessels. 

Features in the ritual rooms at Chodistaas are of a 

form intermediate between ceremonial rooms and ki vas at 

Grasshopper. Ceremonial rooms contain no platform or bench. 

Room 2 at Chodistaas has a platform, which is only 30 cm 

high, while the platform (or bench) in Room lSa is supported 

by a masonry wall and is 55 cm high. The only difference 

between the platform in Room lSa and benches in the kivas at 

Grasshopper is the width of the platform (2 m). 

Firepits in the ritual rooms at Chodistaas are 

precursors to the circular slab-lined hearths found in 

ceremonial rooms and ki vas at Grasshopper. In contrast to 

firepits in habitation, storage, or manufacturing rooms at 

Chodistaas, the firepits in Rooms 2 and lSa are larger and 

clay-lined. These clay-lined firepits required more effort 

to build and maintain, similar to the circular hearths found 

at Grasshopper. 

Does the distribution of domestic activities in rooms 

at Chodistaas account for some of the variabili ty seen in 

the floor assemblages? Based on similarities in room 

function, we would expect similarities in the ceramic 
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assemblages from Rooms 4 and 10, Rooms 6 and 7, and Rooms 3, 

5, 8, and 9. We would also expect Room 18a to be different 

from the other rooms. Within the framework of room function, 

what differences and similarities are apparent from the 

tables of Brainerd-Robinson coefficients? 

The total number of pots in each room separates the 

habitation and ritual rooms from the storage and storage

manufacturing rooms (see Table 7.7). Rooms 4, 10, 18a, and 

18b each contain less than eleven vessels, the mean number 

of vessels per room. These rooms have fewer pots than the 

storage rooms, which contain between 13 and 18 vessels. Room 

8, a storage room, is an exception with only ten vessels. 

The most important criteria in the assignment of room 

function is the presence or absence of certain features-

cooking hearths, mealing bins, platforms, and clay-lined 

firepits. The number of vessels in each room supports the 

ini tial room function assignments, but is not a defining 

criterion. 

Similar functional room types at Chodistaas often do 

not contain 

assemblages. 

similar ceramic wares in 

Table 7.8 illustrates that 

their floor 

few of the 

assemblages are similar, as measured by the Brainerd

Robinson coefficient. Since most of the rooms functioned as 

storage areas, one would expect that most of the 

coefficients would be above 150. surprisingly, when pairs of 
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storage rooms are compared, only five pairs (3/5, 3/6, 

3/18b, 5/6, 5/18b) have a coefficient greater than 150. Room 

4, when compared with Rooms 3, 5, and 6, and Room 18a, when 

compared wi th Room 6, also have coefficients greater than 

150, which demonstrates that room function is not 

distinguishable using ceramic ware categories. Differences 

in the assemblages are apparent when the frequency of 

ceramic wares are compared, but are not accounted for by 

patterns in room function. 

Variability in vessel form and size also are not 

accounted for by patterns in room function. Brainerd

Robinson coefficients for vessel form (Table 7.10) show some 

similarities between storage rooms, but no similarities 

between habitation rooms. First of all, we would expect more 

similarities in the assemblages of storage rooms. Secondly, 

we would expect Rooms 4 and 10 to exhibit a high 

coefficient, although the low number (BR=75) may be the 

resul t of only one complete vessel in Room 10. Room 4, a 

habitation room, is different from the storage rooms, but 

many of the storage rooms are also different from each 

other. 

The Brainerd-Robinson coefficients for vessel size are 

all below 150 (Table 7.12). Viewed from the perspective of 

room function, Table 7.12 demonstrates variability between 

the assemblages without accounting for this variability. 

None of the assemblages appear to be similar. 
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The only attribute of the floor assemblages accounted 

for by room function is the number of vessels per room. 

Habitation and ceremonial rooms contain fewer than ten 

vessels, while storage rooms contain between 13 and 18 

vessels. Patterns in ceramic ware, vessel form, and vessel 

size are not apparent when viewed within the framework of 

room function. 

Floor assemblages can be combined to form household 

assemblages by first defining the spatial boundaries of each 

household. with the assignment of rooms to separate 

households in the southern roomblock, sets of vessels 

belonging to each household are isolated and can be compared 

for similarities and differences. 

HOUSEHOLD ASSEMBLAGES 

Rooms belonging to the same household are first 

identified, then the floor assemblages from these sets of 

rooms are combined to form household assemblages. Room 

function and architecture provide the foundation for 

defining household organization. Inferences concerning 

household organization at Chodistaas are based on earlier 

research on households at Grasshopper Pueblo (Ciolek

Torrello 1978, 1984, 1985; Ciolek-Torrello and Reid 1974; 

Reid 1989a; Reid and Whittlesey 1982b; Rock 1974; Whittlesey 
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1989; see MacEachern et ale [1989] for other studies of 

prehistoric households in the American Southwest). 

Ciolek-Torrello and Reid (1974) defined the household 

as the social unit of consumption identifiable in the 

archaeological record by the presence of rectangular slab

lined cooking hearths (which should be distinguished from 

firepits that functioned to provide warmth and light, but 

were not used for cooking). Each habitation room with its 

cooking hearth represents the remains of food processing 

activities from one household. Storage and manufacturing 

activities of each household took place either within the 

habitation room or in other activity-specific rooms. 

Reid and Whittlesey (1982b: 694-695) have defined two 

types of households at Grasshopper--single-room households 

and multiple-room households. Multiple-room households 

combined a variety of room types in their allocation of 

domestic activities. For example, a three-room household may 

have occupied a specialized habitation room, a storage room, 

and a manufacturing room. Two-room households combined 

storage and manufacturing activities in one room with food 

processing taking place in the specialized habitation room. 

Single-room households conducted all three activities within 

a generalized habitation room. Ritual activities are 

estimated to have been shared by three households per 

ceremonial room and six households within each kiva (Reid 

and Whittlesey 1982b:697-698). 
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Definition of households in the southern roomblock at 

Chodistaas begins with pairs of rooms connected by doorways

-Rooms 4 and 7, 6 and 10, 5 and 9, and 3 and 8. The first 

two pairs, 4/7 and 6/10, are specialized habitation rooms 

and storage-manufacturing rooms. These rooms were built 

around A. D. 1280 and housed four families as suggested by 

the presence of two hearths at either end of each room 

(Figure 7.4). By A.D. 1286, four storage rooms (Rooms 3, 5, 

8, and 9) were added onto the southern roomblock, one for 

each household. Rooms 4 and 7 are matched with Rooms 3 and 8 

because Room 4, a habitation room, lacks a mealing bin, 

which can be found in Room 8. Rooms 5, 6, 9, and 10 belonged 

to the second pair of households. 

Before Chodistaas was abandoned, one hearth in each of 

the habitation rooms was dismantled, suggesting that each of 

these rooms was subsequently occupied by only one household, 

similar to habitation rooms at Grasshopper Pueblo. Changes 

in the spatial" allocation of household activities is 

apparent from the change in the number of hearths per 

habitation room (see Montgomery [1991]). During the majority 

of the occupation of the southern roomblock, two households 

shared a specialized habitation and a storage-manufacturing 

room with each household owning a separate storage room. 

Toward the end of occupation, one household occupied a 

habitation room, a storage-manufacturing room, and two 
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storage rooms. 

It is unclear when Rooms 18a and 18b were built because 

the few tree-ring samples collected from these rooms have 

not yet been analyzed by the Laboratory of Tree-Ring 

Research. Regardless of when these rooms were buil t , it 

appears that they were shared by the two households 

occupying the southern roomblock immediately before 

abandonment. 

The ceramic assemblages recovered from the room floors 

in the southern roomblock were associated wi th these two 

households. Household #1 occupied Rooms 3, 4, 7, and 8 and 

Household #2 was living in Rooms 5, 6, 9, and 10. The floor 

assemblages from each set of rooms can be combined to form 

two household assemblages. When these household assemblages 

are compared, are they similar or different? 

Using the same attributes that were compared for 

individual rooms--ware, form, and size--the frequency of 

ceramic wares is first compared for each household 

assemblage. Table 7.13 lists the number of vessels within 

each ware category. 

Table 7.13. Ceramic Wares By Household 

Cibola Whiteware 
Roosevelt Redware 
White Mt. Redware 
other Dec. 
Total Dec. 

Household #1 
(Rms. 3, 4, 7, 8 ) 

10 
13 

1 
4 

28 

Household #2 
(Rms. 5, 6, 9, 10) 

15 
6 
o 
2 

23 mean=25.5 



Plain 
Corrugated 
Red Slipped 
Total Undec. 
TOTAL 

1 
17 

3 
21 
49 

Brainerd-Robinson = 159 

1 
18 

7 
26 
49 
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mean=23.5 

To begin with, each assemblage contains the same number 

of vessels. Forty-nine vessels per household is a reasonable 

estimate based on the average number of vessels per 

household for ethnographic groups. Mills (1989:49) compiled 

a list of the number of pots per household for nine groups. 

The Kalinga (Longacre 1985:Table 3), with an average of less 

than 10 vessels per household, and the Huichol (Weigand 

1969: Table 3), whose households own about 7 vessels, 

represent households with the fewest pots. Mayan households, 

in contrast, contain from 57 to 75 pots per household (Deal 

1983:Table 1; Nelson 1981:115-117). It seems reasonable, 

based on these figures, for households at Chodistaas to own 

about 50 pots. 

The Brainerd-Robinson statistic (BR=159) indicates that 

these assemblages contain similar distributions of ceramic 

wares. Household #1 contains a higher percentage of 

Roosevelt Redware, while Household #2 contains more cibola 

Whiteware vessels, but otherwise the assemblages are almost 

identical. 

The frequencies of decorated and undecorated bowls and 

jars are also similar for the two households (Table 7.14). 
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Even though there are twice as many decorated bowls in 

Household #1 as there are in Household #2, the Brainerd-

Robinson coefficient (BR=161) is high. 

Table 7.14. Vessel Form By Household 

Household #1 
(Rms. 3, 4, 7, 8 ) 

Household #2 
(Rms. 5, 6, 9, 10) 

Decorated Bowls 
Decorated Jars 
Undecorated Bowls 
Undecorated Jars 
Total 

18 
10 

2 
19 
49 

Brainerd-Robinson = 161 

*one plate not included 

9 
14 

7 
18 
48* 

Finally, when bowls and jars are divided according to 

size, again we see similarities (BR=153) in the relative 

frequencies between the household assemblages (Table 7.15). 

Table 7.15. Vessel Size By Household 

Household #1 Household #2 
(Rms. 3, 4, 7, 8) (Rms. 5, 6, 9, 10) 

Decorated Bowls 
small* 9 3 
large** 9 6 

Decorated Jars 
small 4 8 
large 6 6 

Undecorated Bowls 
small 2 3 
large 0 4 

Undecorated Jars 
small 5 7 
large 14 11 

Total 49 48 

Brainerd-Robinson = 153 

*small includes miniature, small, and medium 
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**large includes large and extra large 

The Brainerd-Robinson statistic indicates that floor 

assemblages within each room contain different distributions 

of ceramic wares, vessel forms, and vessel sizes. Room 

function does not account for variability between the floor 

assemblages. When rooms of a similar function are compared, 

the Brainerd-Robinson coefficients, in most cases, remain 

low. 

In contrast, when floor assemblages are combined to 

form household assemblages and these household assemblages 

are compared, the similarity coefficients are high. 

Variabil i ty between floor assemblages is accounted for by 

variability in vessel function, expressed through ware, 

form, and size, and variability in the spatial allocation of 

domestic activities conducted by each household. The 

household is the important analytical unit for deciphering 

variability in the ceramic assemblages. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Variability between floor assemblages was not produced 

in site or archaeological contexts at Chodistaas. Ceramic 

variability represents direct material evidence of pueblo 

behaviors. These behaviors include events surrounding the 

abandonment of Chodistaas, one type of cultural formation 
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process, and, most importantly, events related to household 

activities during the occupation of the pueblo. The vessels 

remained on the room floors because of decisions made at the 

time of abandonment, but the 'composition of these 

assemblages was determined during the occupation of the 

pueblo and is unrelated to subsequent processes of ceramic 

record formation. Most of the variability between 

assemblages is the product of behaviors during pueblo 

occupation and NOT the product of cultural or natural 

formation processes that could have occurred during or after 

abandonment. 

This analysis of floor assemblages provides one example 

of how to approach variability within the ceramic record. 

Patterns produced by formation processes in behavioral, 

site, or archaeological contexts must first be eliminated 

before one can proceed to uncover patterns produced by 

behaviors during pueblo occupation. 

At Chodistaas, it was necessary to combine floor 

assemblages into household assemblages to account for 

ceramic variability. The floor assemblage, or the set of 

pots on one room floor, is a subset of the entire household 

assemblage. Comparison of individual floor assemblages 

within the framework of room function only demonstrated 

differences among these assemblages. Patterned similarities 

were not recognizable until these subsets of floor vessels 
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were combined into behaviorally meaningful sets of household 

vessels. Variability within these assemblages is the product 

of household activities reflected in characteristics of 

vessel function--ware, form, and size. 

Chodistaas provides an ideal case for testing equations 

of discard rates that attempt to reconstruct the original 

household inventory (e.g., Lightfoot 1992; Mills 1989; 

Schiffer 1976, 1987). The site was occupied for less than 40 

years and contains not only thousands of discarded sherds, 

but also at least two sets of vessels that closely 

approximate, or truly represent, complete household 

assemblages. 

Similarities between the two household assemblages 

suggest that these assemblages do indeed represent complete 

inventories of household vessels. Ethnographic data provides 

further support for this argument. The average number of 

vessels per household ranges from 6, for the Kalinga, to 75, 

for the Maya (Mills 1989: 49). The two households at 

Chodistaas, each with 49 pots, fall well within this range. 

The next chapter illustrates another approach to 

discovering prehistoric behaviors. Sherds in the fill of 

pueblo rooms are often ignored in ceramic analyses, 

especially when whole vessels were recovered from the room 

floors. The procedures outlined in the following chapter 

demonstrate that comparisons of fill sherds with floor 

assemblages, within the framework of ceramic record 
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formation, can lead to the discovery of abandonment 

activities. 
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Chapter 8 

BEHAVIORAL CONTEXT VARIATION: 
ROOK FILL COLLECTIONS 

Variability in the ceramic record produced in 

behavioral context has been addressed for sherd collections 

from the surface (Chapter 6) and for assemblages of complete 

vessels found on the room floors at Chodistaas (Chapter 7). 

Wi th such rich assemblages of floor vessels, why analyze 

sherds in the room fill? What can the fill tell us that the 

floor and surface have not already revealed? 

Research at Grasshopper Pueblo has demonstrated that 

the comparison of floor assemblages with fill sherds 

provides an estimate of when rooms were abandoned during the 

occupation of the pueblo. Reid's (1973) Relative Room 

Abandonment Measure served as a tool for determining the 

sequence of room abandonment within Grasshopper (see Ciolek-

Torrello [1978]). Minimally, early abandoned rooms could be 

distinguished from late abandoned rooms. Early abandoned 

rooms contain a small number of floor vessels and a high 

density of fill sherds. Rooms with many floor vessels and 

low densities of fill sherds were abandoned relatively late 

in the occupation. 

The number of vessels on the room floors at Chodistaas 

suggests that rooms were abandoned at the same time. But, 

high densities .of fill sherds are also found in many of 
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these rooms. The combination of BOTH large numbers of floor 

vessels AND high densities of fill sherds was not 

encountered in rooms at Grasshopper Pueblo or at other 

sites, such as the Joint Site (Schiffer 1976:129-133) and 

Broken K Pueblo (Schiffer 1989: 40-41), where the Room 

Abandonment Measure has also been applied. The pattern at 

Chodistaas defies expectations of the Room Abandonment 

Measure. 

After describing the principles behind the Room 

Abandonment Measure and its application to Grasshopper 

Pueblo, the data from Chodistaas are presented. The unusual 

combination of ceramics on the floors and in the fill are 

then analyzed wi thin the framework of ceramic record 

formation in an attempt to understand events surrounding the 

abandonment of Chodistaas (see Montgomery [1992]). 

Approaching variability in the ceramic record through 

formation processes once again leads to interesting 

discoveries about prehistoric behavior. 

THE RELATIVE ROOM ABANDONMENT MEASURE 

The Relative Room Abandonment Measure orders excavated 

pueblo rooms at Grasshopper according to when they were 

abandoned as measured by a cross-plot of whole pots on room 

floors against the density of sherds in the fill (Figure 

8.1) . 
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According to the model, the following 
processes are assumed to have operated at 
Grasshopper (Reid 1973; Reid, Schiffer, and 
Neff 1975:217; cf. Ciolek-Torrello 1978): 

1. When a habitation room is abandoned 
while the pueblo is still occupied, usable 
objects will be retained [curated] in moving 
to another nearby habitation room. 

2. Even if all usable objects are 
not retained, habitation room floors abandoned 
while the pueblo is still occupied maintain 
a high probability of being scavenged for 
usable items. 

3. Abandoned habitation rooms may be used 
for secondary refuse disposal. 

4. The last habitation rooms abandoned 
will not be scavenged nor used as dumps (Reid 
1985:22). 
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Figure 8.1. The Relative Room Abandonment Measure 
Applied To Grasshopper Pueblo (after Reid 
1973:116). 
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The Room Abandonment Measure is based on the normal 

operation of curation, scavenging, and trash disposal 

behaviors associated with room abandonment. These behaviors 

produce recognizable patterns in the ceramic remains, which 

provide a relative measure of the sequence of room 

abandonment. 

1. Rooms abandoned while the pueblo was 
still occupied contain little or no de facto 
refuse on the last utilized habitation floor 
but may contain a high density of secondary 
refuse in the room fill above the floor. 

2. Rooms abandoned at or near the time of 
pueblo abandonment have a high density of 
de facto refuse on the last utilized habitation 
floor and a low density of secondary refuse in 
the room fill above the floor (Reid 1985:22). 

When the number of floor vessels is plotted against the 

density of room fill (Figure 8.1), there is an inverse 

relation between the two, as expected. 

The abandonment measure can be restructured into a 

four-cell matrix to analyze floor and fill remains from a 

slightly different perspective: 

Fill
Sherd 

Density 

Low 

High 

# Floor Pots 
Low High 

A B 

c D 

Although this matrix produces categorical data, data 
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sets will fall along a continuum that cross-cuts these 

categories. Only the extreme cases will fall neatly into one 

or another group. Grasshopper, for example, contains rooms 

that range from many floor pots with very low densities of 

fill to no floor pots and high densities of fill, with rooms 

falling between these two extremes (Figure 8.1). The 

division of rooms into these four groups simplifies the data 

while highlighting patterns. 

Reid's application of the abandonment measure 

identifies rooms that fall within group B, or late abandoned 

rooms, and group C, those rooms abandoned earlier in the 

sequence. Ciolek-Torrello's (1978) research on defining room 

function led to the identification of rooms belonging to 

group A. Many rooms with few pots on the floor and a low 

density of fill sherds were ceremonial or limited activity 

rooms abandoned late in the occupation. Activities in these 

rooms involved few pots, unlike storage or habitation rooms 

(see Ciolek-Torrello [1985] and Reid and Whittlesey [1982b] 

for room function typologies; see Chapter 7). 

Analyses of abandonment at Grasshopper have identified 

late abandoned rooms that fall within groups A and Band 

early abandoned rooms belonging to group C. The Room 

Abandonment Measure, based on expected processes of si te 

formation, would predict the absence of rooms with both a 

large number of floor pots and a high density of fill 

sherds. It is not surprising, therefore, that rooms at 
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Grasshopper have not been assigned to group D. 

CHODISTAAS AND THE ROOM ABANDONMENT MEASURE 

Following the room abandonment model, rooms at 

Chodistaas with large numbers of floor vessels would be 

expected to contain low densi ties of sherds in the fill 

(group B). Contrary to this model, these rooms contain HIGH 

densities of fill sherds, placing them in group D. Table 8.1 

provides the Chodistaas data. 

Table 8.l. Number of Floor Pots and Density of Fill Sherds 
at Chodistaas (complete vessels only) 

Room # Floor Pots # Fill Sherds Area of Room Densi~y 
(#Sh/m ) 

1 4 9469 44.0 215.2 
3 18 4533 19.4 232.7 
4 8 4978 30.4 163.9 
5 17 2180 22.6 96.6 
6 16 8216 35.9 228.2 
7 13 6508 34.5 188.7 
8 10 4776 19.1 250.1 
9 15 1075 17.0 63.2 

10 1 8638 26.6 319.9 
11 2 9911 25.9 382.7 
13 7 4602 19.0 222.0 
14 7 5780 20.9 276.6 
15 6 9800 32.0 306.3 
16 4 7420 16.9 439.1. 
17 4 4923 22.0 223.8 

Mean = 8.8 6187 25.7 240.6 

Notes: 
1. The number of floor pots listed is an estimate of the 
minimum number of complete vessels in each room because the 
undecorated pots have not been reanalyzed for completeness 
(see Chapter 7). Most of these rooms probably contained a 
few more complete vessels. 
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2. Fill-sherd density is expressed in square meters rather 
than cubic meters because the abandonment measure addresses 
sherd deposition in two-dimensional space (Reid 1973:115), 
the only feasible approach to pueblo rooms where trash 
levels vary greatly in depth within and between rooms. 
Square meters are also necessary to maintain comparability 
with Grasshopper rooms. 

3. Rooms 2 and 18 are excluded because room fill was not 
divided during excavation according to the divisions within 
these "rooms." Rooms 2a, 2b, 2c, 18a, and 18b were not 
recognizable until most of the fill had been removed from 
the rooms. 

Room fill is defined as the humus (geologic level 1), 

the wall fall (geologic level 2), and the roof fall 

(geologic level 3). The fill includes all artifacts from the 

modern surface of the room to wi thin a few centimeters of 

the floor (see Chapter 4). 

Figure 8.2 compares rooms at Chodistaas with the sample 

of rooms from Grasshopper. The plot of floor pots versus 

fil1-sherd densities for rooms from each site has been 

overlain by a grid representing the four abandonment 

categories. Rooms with at least four vessels are defined as 

having a large number of floor pots. High fill density was 

defined by Ciolek-Torrello (1978:85) as greater than 200 

sherds/m2 • These two cut-off points were used to plot the 

grid along the x- and y-axes. Figure 8.2 emphasizes 

differences between rooms at Grasshopper and those at 

Chodistaas. Many of the rooms at Chodistaas have both a high 

density of fill sherds and at least four pots on the floors. 
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Group D stands out as unique to Chodistaas, a pattern than 

alerts us to the possibility of previously unrecognized 

abandonment behaviors. 
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Figure 8.2. Abandonment Groups at Grasshopper and Chodistaas 

Nine rooms (1, 3, 6, 8, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17) fall within 

the boundaries of group D. Only two rooms (10 and 11) fall 

within group C. The small number of vessels in Rooms 10 and 

11 is partially accounted for by the function of these rooms 

as habitation rooms, rather than as storage areas. The 

remaining four rooms (4, 5, 7, 9) fall within group B, late 

abandoned rooms, which is the expected pattern for rooms at 

Chodistaas following the abandonment model. 

Rooms in the northern roomblock. are included in this 
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analysis in spite of a different occupational history. Even 

if some of these rOOMS were abandoned and then reoccupied, 

such activities should not affect the room-fill densities. 

Rooms belonging to group D (1, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17) in the 

northern roomblock were occupied at the time of final 

abandonment based on the large number of complete floor 

vessels; therefore, room fill density should be low. 

By looking at the formation of room fill, we can 

account for the anomalous rooms (group D) from both 

roomblocks. 

FORMATION OF THE ROOM FILL 

How did an average of 6000 sherds get into the fill of 

each room at Chodistaas? Most of the rooms, regardless of 

the number of pots, have a density of fill sherds greater 

than 200/m2 . Processes in archaeological context must first 

be considered in order to eliminate the possibility of 

distortions in the fill sherd counts. Post-abandonment 

processes in site context are reiterated (see Chapter 5) as 

a reminder that neither natural nor cultural processes were 

responsible for the deposition of fill sherds. Finally, 

cuI tural and . natural processes in behavioral context are 

addressed for their role in the formation of room fill. 

cultural processes involve abandonment behaviors. 
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Archaeological Context and Fill Sherds 

In some cases, the archaeologist may be responsible for 

high density counts when sherds from floor vessels are 

included as part of room fill (see Schiffer 1989), but, at 

Chodistaas, broken floor vessels were carefully separated 

from fill materials (see Chapter 7). 

Another source of distortion could be the size of 

sherds. Since the number of sherds is used to calculate 

density, are the density measures simply a reflection of 

sherd size? This can be e tested by comparing the number of 

sherds with their weight (Figure 8.3). This comparison 

includes fill sherds from all excavated rooms except Rooms 

2, 9, and 18. Rooms 2 and 18 are excluded because the fill 

was not excavated according to the divisions within the room 

spaces (see Chapter 4). Weights for the fill sherds in Room 

9 were unavailable. 

The number of sherds is highly correlated with the 

weight of sherds in the rooms at Chodistaas (~ = 0.91; r2 = 

0.83). Not only does the number reflect the weight, but the 

sherds are neither uniformly small nor large. The slope 

of the line (y = -635.48 + 0.18x) would be closer to the x

axis if the fill sherds were large. Conversely, if the 

sherds were small, the slope would be much greater, 

approaching a 90 degree angle. It appears that the number of 

fill sherds provides an accurate measure of density. 
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site Context and Fill Sherds 
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Slope wash, or erosion, was not responsible for the 

deposition of sherds in room fill, as discussed in Chapter 

5. In addi tion to the fact that the rooms are located 

upslope from the densest trash deposits, the masonry walls 

would have prevented large numbers of sherds from washing 

into the rooms. 

Another process partially attributable to natural 

causes, the collapse of walls and roofs, was not likely to 

produce thousands of fill sherds. The walls were constructed 
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with shaped limestone and sandstone slabs, stabilized with 

small flat pieces of limestone. For the most part, sherds 

were not used as chinking material. The size and orientation 

of the roof beams suggests that roofs were not used as 

activity areas (see Chapter 7). Although a few pots may have 

been stored on the roofs, these pots could not have produced 

an average of more than 6000 sherds in the fill. Clearly, 

large numbers of fill sherds were not deposited by natural 

processes in site context. Next we turn to cultural 

processes. 

Examples of intentional filling of rooms for 

reoccupation have been reported for some pueblo sites. At 

Point of Pines (Haury 1958), for example, a portion of the 

main pueblo was burned and then filled with trash to prepare 

the area for rebuilding and reoccupation. Although two rooms 

at Chodistaas have prehistoric features (a wall across Room 

10 and a hearth in the center of Room 14) in room fill 

halfway between the occupation floor and the modern surface, 

this temporary reoccupation hardly required the filling of 

other rooms (Montgomery and Reid 1990:94). Room 6, for 

example, with a density of more than 220 sherds/m2 and 16 

complete vessels on the floor contained no evidence of 

reoccupation. 

Behavioral Context and Fill Sherds 

Natural processes would not have contributed sherds to 
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room fill unless rooms had been abandoned. Since most, if 

not all, rooms were occupied until the pueblo burned, 

natural processes are not a factor in behavioral context. 

Temporal Variation 

The striking difference between Chodistaas (A.D. 1263-

1290s) and Grasshopper (A.D. 1300-1400) raises the 

possibility of temporal differences in abandonment behaviors 

within the Grasshopper Region. A look at patterns in the 

ceramic remains of Grasshopper Spring, a nine-room pueblo 

occupied and abandoned around the same time as Chodistaas, 

reveals that Chodistaas is indeed an anomalous case. 

Chodistaas and Grasshopper Spring are located less than 

two miles apart. Tree-rings date the beginning of 

construction to the A. D. 1270s, slightly later than 

Chodistaas. Grasshopper Spring also burned and was abandoned 

during the 1290s. Ceramic assemblages resting on the room 

floors appear to be complete sets of household vessels and 

contain the same types of pottery as at Chodistaas. 

As expected from the large numbers of floor vessels, 

rooms at Grasshopper Spring contain low densities of fill 

sherds and fit neatly into group A or B (Figure 8.4). 

In spite of the many characteristics shared by 

Chodistaas and Grasshopper Spring, patterns in the ceramic 

remains of room fill indicate that different activities were 
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Figure 8.4. Abandonment Groups at Grasshopper, Chodistaas, 
and Grasshopper spring 

associated with the abandonment of these pueblos. 

Differences in abandonment behaviors, therefore, are not the 

result of temporal variation in cultural practices. 

cultural Processes in Behavioral Context 

Schiffer's (1987:27-120) list of cultural processes 

(see Table 7.6) once again provides guidelines for 

investigating behaviors responsible for the deposi tion of 

room fill sherds at Chodistaas. 

Only three processes in Table 7.6 are relevant to room 

fill--discard, loss, and scavenging. Discard and loss do 

not explain high densities of fill sherds in rooms that were 

occupied until the entire pueblo was abandoned. The only 

cultural process relevant to Chodistaas is scavenging. 

Schiffer's (1987:111-114) definition of scavenging 
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includes "displaced refuse" (a term borrowed from South 

[1977:297]) whare the occupants of a settlement move trash 

deposits from one location to another. This activity appears 

to be the source of the fill sherds in rooms that were 

occupied until final abandonment. Trash deposits from around 

the pueblo were redeposited in the rooms after the burning 

of the pueblo. 

The stratigraphy of the room fill supports the argument 

for intentional filling. Many of the burned roof beams fell 

directly on the room floors. Above the roof beams are the 

dense deposits of artifacts. It appears that the rooms were 

filled with trash during a very short period of time, as one 

event, soon after the fire. 

Differences in the relative frequency of Roosevelt 

Redware between the three analytical units support the 

argument for intentional filling of these rooms with earlier 

trash deposits. 

beginning with 

Percentages of redware sherds increase 

the lowest frequency in the surface 

collection, moving to the fill collections, and then into 

the floor assemblages where the percentage of Roosevelt 

Redware increases dramatically (Table 8.2). 

The increase in the relative frequency of Roosevelt 

Redware sherds in the fill when compared with the surface 

suggests that the rooms were filled with trash that was 

originally on the surface. The top layers of surface trash, 
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Table 8.2. Percentages of Roosevelt Redware (Pinto Black-on
red and Pinto Polychrome) Compared with Other 
Decorated Bowls 

Cibola Roosevelt White Mt. Other 
Whiteware Redware Redware Decorated Total 

N % N % N % N % N 

Surf. 
Coll. 731 91.8 18 2.3 31 3.9 16 2.0 796 
Fill 
Coll. 3468 71.7 963 19.9 154 3.2 254 5.2 4839 
Floor 
Assem. 7 16.3 27 62.8 2 4.6 7 16.3 43 

those containing deposits dating later than those 

underneath, were deposited in the rooms. These top layers of 

surface trash would contain a higher percentage of Roosevelt 

because redware bowls were not introduced to Chodistaas 

until a few years before the pueblo was abandoned 

(Montgomery and Reid 1990; see Chapter 6). The lower levels 

of trash, those that remained in extramural areas, contain a 

higher percentage of whiteware from trash deposited during 

the initial years of occupation. 

stratigraphic and ceramic evidence together argue for 

intentional filling of rooms soon after the burning of the 

pueblo. This abandonment behavior is best interpreted as a 

ritual act associated with the "death" of the pueblo and 

subsequent burial of household belongings. In this 

discussion, "ritual" is defined as a ceremonial act 

associated with religious behavior. 
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The presence of trash deposits in abandoned pueblo 

rooms traditionally has been attributed to one of two 

acti vi ties--use of abandoned rooms as trash dumps or 

construction. Early abandoned rooms at Grasshopper Pueblo, 

those belonging to group C, were used for primary deposition 

of trash. Construction acti vi ties include the reoccupation 

of earlier structures, as at Point of Pines (Haury 1958), or 

the building of new structures, such as platform mounds 

associated with the late Sedentary and Classic Hohokam. In 

the case of construction, earlier trash is collected and 

redeposited, similar to the activities that occurred at 

Chodistaas. The outstanding difference at Chodistaas is the 

lack of evidence for reoccupation of the majority of rooms 

or for the building of new structures. The presence of large 

numbers of vessels on room floors together with high 

densities of fill sherds, and the absence of reoccupation, 

suggest a third explanation for intentional filling of 

pueblo rooms--the ritual burial of household space. 

Ritual Burial of Structures at Chodistaas 

Ritual intentions are difficult to document in the 

archaeological record. Recognized ritual behaviors often 

involve the burning of structures (e.g., Schiffer 1987:92; 

Seymour and Schiffer 1987) and/or the presence of human 

remains (e.g., Wilshusen 1986). The Duckfoot site (A.D. 

850s-880) in southwestern Colorado provides one example of 
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the burning of pueblo rooms and pit structures after several 

individuals died and were placed on the floors of the pit 

structures (Lightfoot 1992; Varien and Lightfoot 1989). 

Examples of ethnographic groups in the Southwest who burned 

one or more structures after the death of an individual 

include the Western Apache, Havasupai, Papa go , Pima, and the 

Mohave (see Chapter 2). The Navajo also burned and abandoned 

a structure in which someone had died (James and Lindsay 

1973; Jett and Spencer 1981:28). Although the burned rooms 

at Chodistaas are probably not associated with the death of 

individuals (no human remains were found on the floors), the 

Room Abandonment Measure indicates an uncommon abandonment 

si tuation that, at least provisionally, is best 

characterized as ritual behavior. 

That household belongings at Chodistaas were buried and 

those at Grasshopper Spring, which also burned, were not is 

probably related to ethnic differences between the two 

communities. Evidence for two ethnic groups includes major 

differences in projectile point morphology (Lorentzen 1991), 

architectural layout, and types of thermal features (Lowell 

1991). Thermal features at Chodistaas include both firepits 

and slab-lined hearths, while only firepits are found at 

Grasshopper spring. Differential treatment of homes at the 

time of their destruction can be added to the evidence 

supporting the presence of two ethnic groups living side-by-
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side on the Grasshopper Plateau during the late A.D. 1200s. 

These patterns in the ceramic remains from Chodistaas 

are not the product of natural or cultural formation 

processes that occurred during occupation or after 

abandonment. High densities of sherds are found in the room 

fill as a by-product of ritual behaviors associated with the 

burning and abandonment of the pueblo. Patterns in the 

ceramic record were produced in behavioral context by ritual 

acti vi ties. The partitioning of ceramics into meaningful 

analytical units, floor assemblages vs. collections of fill 

sherds, and a comparison of these units serves as a 

technique for discovering ritual behavior in the 

archaeological record of this particular site. 

Abandonment at Chodistaas illustrates the importance of 

analyzing prehistoric behavior on a case-by-case basis. 

Unexpected events, related to abandonment, were discovered 

at Chodistaas, which can only be accounted for by analyzing 

the formation of the archaeological record. The ritual 

burial of pueblo rooms and household assemblages may have 

been a relatively common acti vi ty that has gone unnoticed 

and its effects on site formation unappreciated. The 

question of how artifacts are deposi ted in the fill of 

pueblo rooms needs to be examined closely, using prehistoric 

as well as ethnographic and experimental data, and may lead 

to further discovery of past behaviors, rarely, if ever, 

observed in present-day societies. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
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The premise of this study is that archaeologists must 

have a thorough understanding of the formation of the 

archaeological record before making inferences about 

prehistoric behavior. More specifically, identifying sources 

of variability in the ceramic record leads to the discovery 

of past human behavior. Variability in the ceramic record 

must be traced to its origins. Patterns produced by natural 

or cultural processes must be separated from those produced 

by prehistoric behaviors of interest. It is the 

reconstruction and explanation of these behaviors that are 

the goals of archaeological research. 

The first step toward an understanding of ceramic 

record formation is the recovery of a representative sample 

of the remains from a si te. A representative sample is 

defined here as data that represent, as closely as possible, 

the full spectrum of variability within a site. Observations 

and artifacts must be collected from a variety of 

proveniences. These data sets should, in turn, provide a 

representative sample of the traces of natural and cultural 

processes and prehistoric behaviors that contributed to the 

formation of the ceramic record. 

with the onset of processual archaeology, sampling was 
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stressed as an important component of research design, data 

collection, and analysis (e.g., Binford 1964; Hill 1967; 

Mueller 1974, 1975; Redman 1974; Wilcox 1982). Most 

archaeologists today would claim that their excavations are 

still g'.lided by concerns with obtaining a representative 

sample. But, the key question is not whether different 

localities within a site have been sampled, but how 

representative of target populations are the data within 

each analytical unit or provenience (Reid, Schiffer, and 

Neff 1975). The target populations are the prehistoric 

behaviors that occurred in behavioral context, and not the 

spatial units that exist in archaeological context today. 

Different areas of a si te--rooms, plazas, and extramural 

areas, for example--should be tested, but emphasis should be 

placed on proveniences that contain more information. 

Extramural excavations at Chodistaas, for example, were 

secondary to room excavations because room floors contained 

vessel assemblages once directly associated with pueblo 

activities. These assemblages are more closely linked to 

prehistoric behaviors than collections of sherds discarded 

during pueblo occupation. 

The representativeness of a sample is best evaluated 

wi thin the framework of site formation processes. An 

understanding of the processes that contributed to the 

formation of the ceramic record provides the link between 

material remains and prehistoric behaviors. Analysis of site 
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formation is structured by dividing the ceramic record into 

different contexts according to when these processes 

occurred. The link between prehistoric behaviors and 

material remains is only clarified by identifying sources of 

variability within archaeological, site, and behavioral 

contexts. 

In archaeological context, actions of archaeologists, 

whether it be the collection of an inadequate sample or 

problems in the manipUlation of data, must be carefully 

eliminated as sources of variability that may be mistakenly 

interpreted as the product of prehistoric behaviors. For 

example, comparison of the surface collection with the 

assemblage of floor vessels requires dealing not only with 

problems of comparing sherds to whole vessels, but also 

addressing temporal relations between the two analytical 

units (see Chapter 6). By determining what the data 

represent in the analytical units, patterns indicative of 

prehistoric behaviors--i.e. the rapid replacement of Cibola 

Whiteware by Roosevelt Redware--are separated from patterns 

produced by formation processes, such as the larger number 

of sherds produced by jars as compared to bowls. 

Analytical units must be carefully scrutinized for 

patterns that originate in site context from natural or 

cultural processes that may disguise variability produced by 

prehistoric behaviors. Most disturbances to the 
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archaeological record occur in si te context, between the 

time of abandonment and the beginning of archaeological 

work. These disturbances break the direct links between 

prehistoric behaviors during occupation and material remains 

recovered by the archaeologist. Only in a situation similar 

to Pompeii do the links remain completely unbroken because 

of near-perfect preservation. 

Not only are formation processes in site context too 

frequently ignored, they can also be attributed a larger 

role in site formation than is actually the case. For 

example, the large numbers of fill sherds in many of the 

rooms at Chodistaas normally would have been attributed to 

the washing in of sherds from trash areas around the pueblo. 

But, with a careful look at the microtopography of the site, 

it was recognized that slope wash was not responsible for 

these sherd deposits (see Chapter 5). 

Most of the patterns produced in behavioral context 

are, of course, the product of prehistoric activities during 

the occupation of the settlement. Once the distortions of 

formation processes operating in site or archaeological 

contexts are eliminated, or compensated for, most of the 

remaining patterned variability can be attributed -to 

prehistoric behaviors. CuI tural and natural processes do 

occur in behavioral context, but they do not have as great 

an influence on the integrity of the ceramic record as they 

do in site or archaeological contexts. 
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The source of large numbers of fill sherds in rooms at 

Chodistaas provides an interesting example of the importance 

of identifying processes responsible for the deposition of 

artifacts. It could have been assumed that these fill sherds 

were the product of slope wash or the product of gradual 

abandonment of rooms over time that were subsequently used 

as trash dumps. The actual source of these sherds was 

identified by looking at all of the variables--they had been 

removed from trash oreas around the pueblo and deposited in 

the rooms, apparently as part of a ritual activity (see 

Chapter 8). The ri tual burial of rooms is an important 

discovery of an unexpected behavior that may not be unique 

to Chodistaas. 

By determining the processes or behaviors responsible 

for the presence of artifacts in different proveniences, the 

analyst can clarify the meaning and representativeness of 

each data set. At this point, analyses move toward higher

level inferences concerning prehistoric behaviors associated 

with pueblo occupation and abandonment. 

THE PROGRAM OF INVESTIGATION 

A methodological approach is presented in this study 

that enables the accurate interpretation of prehistoric 

behaviors. Several steps must be followed in this approach 

to variability in the archaeological record. 
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The first step involves fieldwork. Any type of 

analysis, 

approach, 

regardless of the theoretical or methodological 

will be worthless wi thout a solid data base. A 

representative sample of artifacts from different 

proveniences, especially those that are more directly linked 

to prehistoric behaviors, such as artifacts on pueblo room 

floors, must first be collected from the site. sites that 

are well dated, occupied over a short period, and contain 

high densities of artifacts are the ideal sites for almost 

any type of archaeological research. These sites are the 

strong eases of the archaeological record (see Chapter 1). 

Chodistaas provides a strong analytical case with which to 

demonstrate the value of the methodology presented in this 

study. 

The next step, after data collection, involves choosing 

the appropriate analytical units. ceramics were chosen as 

the principle data category because they are found in large 

numbers throughout Chodist~as, are chronologically 

sensitive, are susceptible to a wide range of natural 

processes (unlike metates, for example), and are a valuable 

source of information for reconstructing almost any aspect 

of village-farming life. 

The most representative provenience uni ts were chosen 

for the analysis. Considerations included the abundance of 

ceramic material wi thin each uni t (for example, the plaza 
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floor contained few vessels so it was not used in the 

analysis), the extent to which units had been obviously 

disturbed by natural processes (levels within the room fill 

were combined because of extensive disturbance by roots, 

insects, and rodents), and, most important, the 

representativeness of the ceramics in each unit in relation 

to traces of prehistoric behaviors or processes of site 

formation. Room floors, room fill, and the extramural 

surface of the site were chosen from the list of provenience 

units that also includes extramural subsurface, plaza 

surface, plaza fill, plaza floor, and room subfloor (see 

Chapter 4). Each of the three units chosen are commonly used 

in site analyses. Ceramic vessels on the room floors 

represent household items in use before the pueblo was 

abandoned. These vessels represent ceramic types in use 

immediately before abandonment. 

Sherds on the surface of a site or in the room fill are 

no longer associated with their original (behavioral) 

context of use. These collections of sherds represent pieces 

of broken pots that were discarded and subsequently moved 

around the site by natural and cultural processes. 

Nevertheless, they are valuable data sets for comparison 

with the floor materials because they represent remains 

deposited throughout occupation rather than only the final 

use assemblage. They are temporally distinct from the floor 

vessels and, therefore, can provide a diachronic perspective 
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on certain pueblo behaviors. Furthermore, surface and/or 

fill sherds are often the only ceramics available from a 

site. sets of whole vessels usually are not recovered from 

room floors. 

After choosing the appropriate analytical uni ts, the 

next step is to determine which processes are responsible 

for the deposition of ceramics in each location. Which 

processes created the ceramic record? Tracing the movement 

of ceramics wi thin a si te involves mainly the surface and 

room fill sherds. How did these sherds get onto the present

day surface and into the room fill? This is the point in the 

analysis when the effects of natural and cultural formation 

processes are evaluated. If sherds in the room fill, for 

example, are not the product of natural or cultural 

processes that occurred in site context, then what behaviors 

are responsible for their deposition? By eliminating 

processes in site context as the source, behaviors 

associated wi th pueblo occupation and aband.onment may be 

discovered. 

The elimination or control of natural and cultural 

processes that operated after abandonment leads to the final 

step in this approach, that is, accounting for variability 

in prehistoric behavior. The realization that fill sherds 

were not deposited by processes in site context led to the 

discovery of an unexpected behavior associated with 
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abandonment, namely the intentional burial of pueblo rooms. 

This behavior only became evident after the analysis of site 

formation and the comparison of the density of fill sherds 

with the number of vessels on the room floors (see Chapter 

8) • 

Al though sherds were deposited on the surface as a 

result of cultural processes of site formation--the discard 

of broken pots--the comparison of decorated wares in the 

surface collection with those found on the room floors also 

led to the discovery of behaviors that occurred during 

pueblo occupation. Cibola Whiteware bowls were replaced with 

Roosevelt Redware bowls during the last years of occupation. 

This change in the ceramic assemblages was only apparent by 

controlling for influences of formation processes in site 

and archaeological contexts. 

As another example, floor assemblages were carefully 

scrutinized for the effects of archaeological recovery and 

analysis on these sets of data. By controlling these 

variables, the floor assemblages from each room could be 

combined into sets of household assemblages (see Chapter 7). 

This program of investigation serves two purposes: (1) 

it provides analytical procedures for evaluating the 

representativeness of each data set, and (2) it provides a 

methodology for discovering behaviors associated with the 

occupation and abandonment of a settlement. Once the sources 

of variability and the representativeness of data sets are 
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clarified, comparisons can be made toward discovering 

prehistoric behaviors. Furthermore, different sites can be 

compared to gain insights into behavioral variability. 

Comparison of Grasshopper and Chodistaas led to the 

discovery of two very different abandonment behaviors at 

these pueblos. Rooms at Grasshopper were abandoned gradually 

with early-abandoned rooms functioning as trash dumps. 

Abandonment at Chodistaas involved the burning of the pueblo 

and subsequent intentional burial of rooms with trash from 

around the pueblo. These behaviors were not visible until 

processes of site formation had been carefully analyzed. 

Approaching the archaeological record from the 

perspective of site formation may provide the methodology 

necessary for recognizing symbolic and ritual behaviors at 

prehistoric settlements (see Schiffer [1987:92]). Ritual 

burial of rooms at Chodistaas is suggested by the high 

densities of sherds in the room fill, the large numbers of 

vessels on room floors, the absence of evidence for 

reoccupation, and the fact that slope wash, or any other 

natural process, could not have contributed almost 100,000 

sherds to the room fill. The elimination of post-abandonment 

cultural or natural processes as contributors to room fill 

and the elimination of other abandonment behaviors as 

plausible explanations for high fill-sherd density lead to 

the conclusion that ceremonial behaviors were associated 
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with the abandonment of Chodistaas (see Chapter 8). 

The recognition of ritual activities, or any type of 

activity, from archaeological remains requires detailed, 

time-consuming analyses. Archaeologists are not willing to 

accept ritual or symbolic explanations without solid 

arguments that first demonstrate that other behaviors or 

processes were not responsible for patterns in the data. 

This hesitancy stems from difficulties encountered in 

attempting to build strong inferences regarding ritual 

behavior based on archaeological data. Many forms of post

processual archaeology, the most obvious of which is 

symbolic archaeology (see Hodder [1982] and Leone [1986]), 

were developed with the hopes of providing ways to decipher 

ideological, symbol ic, and ritual behaviors from the 

archaeological record (Hodder 1982; Shanks and Tilley 1987; 

spriggs 1984; Wylie 1992). In contrast to the approaches of 

the post-processualists, the site formation methodology is 

more solidly grounded in archaeological data; the 

materialistic approach of processual archaeology is 

emphasized over the more subjective approaches of many post

processualists. This methodology could potentially provide 

an al ternati ve approach to the recogni tion and 

interpretation of ritual behavior that is framed within the 

paradigm of processual archaeology. 

The completion of this study of ceramic record 

formation at Chodistaas lays the foundation for interpreting 
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past behaviors at this particular settlement. We are now 

prepared to move ahead toward the reconstruction of 

behaviors that occurred during the occupation and 

abandonment of Chodistaas. In the process of studying 

ceramic record formation, two behaviors were discovered, the 

rapid change in ceramic wares and the ritual burial of 

rooms, but this is only the beginning. with this foundation, 

the ceramic record can be used 

interpretations of pueblo life 

as a tool for further 

at Chodistaas and of 

interactions between Chodistaas and other settlements in the 

region and beyond. 
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APPENDIX A 

THE CERAMIC FLOOR ASSEMBLAGES FROM CHODISTAAS 

Appendix A lists the vessels found in floor context in 

each of the rooms at Chodistaas. Household assemblages 

include only those vessels that are greater than 75 percent 

complete (see Chapter 7). Partial vessels « 75 percent) are 

divided into three categories: 50-75 percent (2), 25-50 

percent (3), and less than 25 percent (4). These percentages 

are noted on each table using the appropriate number (2, 3, 

or 4). Partial undecorated vessels have not been reanalyzed 

for completeness (see Chapter 7). 

Size categories--miniature, small, medium, large, and 

extra large--were defined by plotting the maximum diameter 

of bowls and jars (Figures A.l and A. 2). Breaks in the 

histograms provided guidelines for distinguishing the 

categories. Table A.l lists the size categories by vessel 

form. 

10 

No. 
Pots 5 

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 

BOWLS - Maximum Diameter (em) 

Figure A.1. Maximum Diameters and Size categories for Bowls 
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Figure A.2. Maximum Diameters and Size categories for Jars 

Table A.I. Size Categories for Bowls and Jars 

Maximum Maximum 
BOWLS: Diameter JARS: Diameter 

Miniatures < 12 em Miniatures < 12 em 
Small 12-22 em Small 13-27 em 
Medium 23-29 em Medium 28-35 em 
Large 30-40 em Large 36-53 em 
XLarge 41-51 em XLarge 54-75 em 



ROOM 1 WARE 

FN 97 Cibola Whiteware 
FN 338 Cibola Whiteware 
FN 193 Cibicue Poly 

FN 286 Orange/Gray 
Corrugated 

FN 330 Brown Obliterated 
Corrugated 

Total Decorated = 3 
Total Undecorated = 2 

FORM 

jar 
jar 
bowl 

jar 

jar 
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SIZE COMPLETENESS 

large (40.0cm) complete 
large (41.7) complete 
medium (29.0) complete 

? partial (3) 

small (17.1) complete 



ROOM 2 

FN 535 
FN 120 
FN 233 
FN 695 
FN 241 

WARE 

Cibola Whiteware 
Roosevelt Redware 
Roosevelt Redware 
Roosevelt Redware 

Cibicue Poly 

FORM 

bowl 
bowl 
bowl 
bowl 
bowl 
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SIZE COMPLETENESS 

small (13.9) 
medium (27.0) 
large (33.8) 
medium (28.0) 
large (35.7) 

complete 
complete 
complete 
partial (2) 
complete 

FN 55 Red Plain ellipsoidal large (41.0) complete 

FN 235 
FN 433 
FN 692 
FN 693 
FN 532 
FN 84 
FN 137 
FN 238 
FN 432 
FN 743 
FN 829 
FN 699 
FN 232 
FN 747 
FN 234 

Red Plain 
Red Plain 

Brown Plain 
Orange/Gray Plain 
Orange/Gray Plain 
Brown Oblit. Corr. 
Brown Oblit. Corr. 
Brown Oblit. Corr. 
Brown Oblit. Corr. 
Brown Oblit. Corr. 
Brown Oblit. Corr. 
Brown Oblit. Corr. 
Or/Gray Corr. 
Or/Gray Corr. 
Or/Gray Corr. 

Total Decorated = 5 
Total Undecorated = 16 

jar 
jar 
jar 
jar 
jar 
jar 
jar 
jar 
jar 
jar 
jar 
jar 
jar 

large (36.0) 
large (41.3) 

xlarge (58.0) 
large (50~0) 
small (22.0) 
large (40.0) 
large (36.0) 
large (40.0) 
medium (30.0) 
large (40.0) 
large (48.0) 

? 
bowl mini. (7.3) 
jar ? 
plate small (24.0) 

partial (2) 
complete 
complete 
partial (2) 
partial (3) 
partial (2) 
partial (2) 
partial (2) 
partial (2) 
partial (3) 
partial (3) 
partial (4) 
complete 
partial (4) 
complete 
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ROOM 3 WARE FORM SIZE COMPLETENESS 

FN 139 Cibola Whiteware bowl small (21.3) complete 
FN 260 Cibola Whiteware jar large (46.1) completE: 
FN 26 Cibola Whiteware jar large (48.4) complete 
FN 135 Cibola Whiteware jar medium (33.3) complete 
FN 236 Roosevelt Redware bowl medium (28.3) complete 
FN 95 McDonald Painted 

Corrugated bowl small (13.7) complete 
FN 144 McDonald Painted 

Corrugated bowl small (21.4) complete 

FN 59 Red Plain jar large (42.0) complete 
FN 164 Red Plain jar large (52.0) complete 
FN 134 Red Plain jar large (36.0) partial (2) 
FN 214 Brown Plain bowl mini (9.0) complete 
FN 74 Salado Red Corr. jar large (41. 7) complete 
FN 163 Salado Red Corr. jar large (50.2) complete 
FN 126 Brown Oblit. Corr. bowl mini (8.2) complete 
FN 167 Brown Oblit. Corr. jar xlarge (56.0) complete 
FN 168 Brown Oblit. Corr. jar large (50.0) complete 
FN 170 Brown Oblit. Corr. jar medium (31.3) complete 
FN 258 Brown Oblit. Corr. jar large (48.0) complete 
FN 259 Brown Oblit. Corr. jar large (42.0) partial (2) 
FN 265 Brown Oblit. Corr. jar large (48.0) partial (2) 
FN 174 Brown Oblit. Corr. jar large (48.0) partial (2) 
FN 266 Brown Oblit. Corr. jar large (42.0) partial (3) 
FN 262 Brown Oblit. Corr. jar large (48.0) partial (4) 
FN 162 Or/Gray Corr. jar xlarge (54.0) complete 
FN 232 Or/Gray Corr. jar large (40.0) partial (3) 
FN 282 Or/Gray Corr. jar small (22.0) partial (3) 

Total Decorated = 7 
Total Undecorated = 19 
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ROOM 4 WARE FORM SIZE COMPLETENESS 

FN 183 Cibola Whiteware jar xlarge (55.6) complete 
FN 74 Cibola Whiteware jar large (41. 2) complete 
FN 394 Roosevelt Redware bowl large (30.0) partial (3) 
FN 259 Roosevelt Redware bowl large (30.0) complete 
FN 72 Salado White/Red jar large (42.6) complete 
FN 73 Salado White/Red jar medium (34.2) complete 

FN 75 Or/Gray Corr. jar small (14.6) partial (3) 
FN 336 Or/Gray Corr. jar ? partial (3) 
FN 75 Or/Gray Corr. jar ? partial (3) 
FN 335 Or/Gray Corr. jar ? partial (4) 
FN 337 Browll Oblit. Corr. jar small (22.6) complete 
FN 338 Brown Oblit. Corr. jar mini (9.9) complete 
FN 389 Brown Oblit. Corr. jar small (20.0) partial (3) 
FN 319 Or/Gray Corr. jar mini (8.5) complete 

Total Decorated = 6 
Total Undecorated = 8 
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ROOM 5 WARE FORM SIZE COMPLETENESS 

FN 263 Cibola Whiteware jar large (44.1) complete 
FN 101 Cibola Whiteware pitcher small (11.1) complete 
FN 301 Cibola Whiteware pitcher small (13.7) complete 
FN 304 Cibola Whiteware pitcher small (16.0) complete 
FN 142 Roosevelt Redware bowl large (30.5) complete 
FN 260 Roosevelt Redware bowl large (36.0) complete 
FN 302 Roosevelt Redware bowl large (32.4) complete 
FN 269 Brown Painted 

Corrugated (dots) bowl mini (10.2) complete 

FN 297 Red Plain bowl large (35.0) complete 
FN 102 Red Plain jar large (38.0) partial (2) 
FN 231 Red Plain jar large (36.0) partial (2) 
FN 139 Brown Plain jar large (46.0) partial (2) 
FN 100 Or/Gray Plain jar xlarge (56.0) complete 
FN 140 Brown Oblit. Corr. jar large (48.0) complete 
FN 216 Brown Oblit. Corr. jar large (40.0) complete 
FN 226 Brown Oblit. Corr. jar large (49.0) complete 
FN 232 Brown Oblit. Corr. jar small (16.1) complete 
FN 303 Brown Oblit. Corr. jar small (13.6) complete 
FN 225 Brown Oblit. Corr. jar large (50.0) complete 
FN 149 Brown Oblit. Corr. jar medium (34.0) partial (3) 
FN 371 Brown Oblit. Corr. jar medium (34.0) partial (3) 
FN 103 Or/Gray Corr. jar large (38.0) complete 
FN 137 or/Gray Corr. jar large (50.0) partial (2) 
FN 227 Or/Gray Corr. jar large (52.0) partial (2) 
FN 264 or/Gray Corr. jar large (38.0) partial (3) 
FN 370 Or/Gray Corr. jar ? partial (3) 
FN 282 Or/Gray Corr. bowl mini (9.0) partial (2) 

Total Decorated = 8 
Total Undecorated = 19 
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ROOM 6 WARE FORM SIZE COMPLETENESS 

FN 392 Cibola Whiteware bowl small (15.0) complete 
FN 346 Cibola Whit eware jar small (16.0) complete 
FN 256 Cibola Whiteware pitcher small (13.0) complete 
FN 339 Cibola Whiteware pitcher small (12.4) complete 
FN 313 Cibola Whiteware pitcher small (16.5) complete 
FN 378 Roosevelt Redware bowl large (33.4) complete 
FN 365 Roosevelt Redware bowl large (34.4) complete 
FN 395 Roosevelt Redware bowl large (32.0) complete 
FN 343 McDonald Painted 

Corrugated bowl large (32.0) partial (4) 
FN 328 Salado W/R bowl medium (25.0) complete 

FN 315 Red Plain bowl large (31.0) partial (2) 
FN 317 Red Plain jar large (39.0) complete 
FN 323 Red Plain jar large (41.0) partial (3) 
FN 370 Red Plain jar large (38.0) partial (3) 
FN 315 Red Plain jar large (38.6) partial (3) 
FN 441 Brown Plain bowl mini (9.0) partial (3) 
FN 322 Salado Red Corr. bowl xlarge (46.0) complete 
FN 394 Salado Red Corr. bowl large (37.6) partial (2) 
FN 326 Brown Oblit. Corr. jar medium (30.0) complete 
FN 323 Brown Oblit. Corr. jar large (44.4) complete 
FN 369 Brown Oblit. Corr. jar large (41.0) partial (2) 
FN 341 Brown Oblit. Corr. jar small (21. 0) partial (2) 
FN 318 Brown Oblit. Corr. jar large (44.0) partial (2) 
FN 396 Brown Oblit. Corr. jar large (45.0) partial (2) 
FN 336 Brown Oblit. Corr. jar large (41. 4) partial (3) 
FN 391 Brown Oblit. Corr. bowl mini (10.5) partial (3) 
FN 351 Or/Gray Corr. jar small (21.0) complete 
FN 345 Or/Gray Corr. jar xlarge (54.6) partial (3) 
FN 314 Or/Gray Corr. bowl small (20.0) complete 
FN 330 Or/Gray Corr. jar small (21.9) complete 
FN 397 Or/Gray Corr. jar xlarge (64.0) partial (2) 
FN 345 Or/Gray Corr. jar large (46.0) partial (4) 

Total Decorated = 10 
Total Undecorated = 22 



ROOM 7 

FN 595 
FN 158 
FN 600 
FN 159 
FN 610 
FN 598 
FN 591 
FN 608 
FN 156 

FN 614 

WARE 

Cibola Whiteware 
Cibola Whiteware 
Cibola Whiteware 
Roosevelt Redware 
Roosevelt Redware 
Roosevelt Redware 
Roosevelt Redware 
Roosevelt Redware 

White Mountain 
Redware 

Salado W/R 

FORM SIZE 

bowl medium (26.0) 
jar medium (28.0) 
pitcher mini (8.2) 
bowl medium (26.4) 
bowl small (17.4) 
bowl large (29.6) 
bowl large (32.4) 
bowl large (33.0) 
bowl large (32.0) 

bowl medium (24.0) 
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COMPLETENESS 

complete 
complete 
complete 
complete 
complete 
complete 
complete 
complete 
complete 

partial (2) 

FN 594 Red Plain ellipsoidal large (37.0) complete 

FN 613 
FN 607 
FN 615 
FN 599 
FN 612 
FN 592 
FN 605 
FN 602 
FN 597 
FN 603 
FN 593 
FN 604 
FN 601 
FN 606 

Red Plain 
Red Plain 

Salado Red Corr. 
Salado Red Corr. 

Brown Oblit. Corr. 
Brown Oblit. Corr. 

Or/Gray Corr. 
Or/Gray Corr. 
Or/Gray Corr. 
Or/Gray Corr. 
Or/Gray Corr. 
Or/Gray Corr. 
Or/Gray Corr. 
Or/Gray Corr. 

Total Decorated = 10 
Total Undecorated = 15 

jar 
jar 
jar 
jar 
bowl 
jar 
jar 
jar 
jar 
jar 
jar 
jar 
jar 
jar 
jar 

medium (29.0) 
xlarge (54.6) 
large (35.8) 
large (42.0) 

xlarge (56.6) 
small (23.8) 
large (38.6) 
medium (32.0) 
small (18.2) 

? 
? 

small (24.2) 
large (45.4) 

? 

partial (2) 
partial (2) 
complete 
partial (3) 
partial (3) 
partial (3) 
complete 
partial (2) 
partial (3) 
partial (4) 
partial (4) 
complete 
partial (3) 
partial (4) 



ROOM 8 

FN 
FN 
FN 
FN 
FN 
FN 
FN 
FN 
FN 
FN 
FN 

310 
350 
131 
107 
130 
327 
345 
361 
133 
307 
372 

WARE 

Cibola Whiteware 
Cibola Whiteware 
cibola Whiteware 
Cibola Whiteware 
Roosevelt Redware 
Roosevelt Redware 
Roosevelt Redware 
Roosevelt Redware 
Roosevelt Redware 
Roosevelt Redware 

Salado W/R 

FORM 

jar 
jar 
jar 
bowl 
bowl 
bowl 
bowl 
bowl 
bowl 
bowl 
jar 

SIZE 

large (51. 9) 
large (40.8) 
large (46.9) 
large (36.7) 
medium (27.1) 
medium (24.0) 
large (31. 0) 
large (37.0) 
large (34.0) 
large (34.5) 
medium (32.0) 

jar small (18.0) 
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COMPLETENESS 

complete 
partial (2) 
partial (3) 
partial (2) 
complete 
complete 
complete 
complete 
complete 
complete 
partial (3) 

FN 129 
FN 314 

Red Plain 
Red Plain ellipsoidal medium (30.0) 

partial (2) 
partial (2) 

FN 384 
FN 377 
FN 132 
FN 326 
FN 76 
FN 197 
FN 100 
FN 340 
FN 178 
FN 266 
FN 356 
FN 50 
FN 185 
FN 329 
FN 370 
FN 186 
FN 298 

Red Plain 
Red Plain 
Red Plain 
Red Plain 

Salado Red Corr. 
Brown Oblit. Corr. 
Brown Oblit. Corr. 
Brown Oblit. Corr. 
Brown Oblit. Corr. 
Brown Oblit. Corr. 
Brown Oblit. Corr. 

Or/Gray Corr. 
Or/Gray Corr. 
Or/Gray Corr. 
Or/Gray Corr. 
Or/Gray Corr. 
Or/Gray Corr. 

Total Decorated = 11 
Total Undecorated = 19 

jar 
jar 
jar 
jar 
jar 
jar 
jar 
jar 
bowl 
jar 
jar 
jar 
jar 
jar 
jar 
jar 
jar 
jar 

large (48.0) 
large (46.0) 
large (38.0) 
large (46.0) 
large (38.0) 

xlarge (58.0) 
medium (34.0) 
medium (26.0) 

? 
xlarge (58.0) 

? 
large (48.0) 
small (24.0) 
large (40.0) 
small (22.0) 
small (26.0) 

? 

partial (2) 
partial (3) 
partial (4) 
partial (4) 
complete 
complete 
partial (2) 
partial (2) 
partial (2) 
partial (4) 
partial (4) 
complete 
partial (2) 
partial (2) 
partial (3) 
partial (3) 
partial (4) 
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ROOM 9 WARE FORM SIZE COMPLETENESS 

FN 80 Cibola Whiteware jar large (41.3) complete 
FN 136 Cibola Whiteware jar large (38.9) complete 
FN 173 Cibola Whiteware jar large (36.0) complete 
FN 175 Cibola Whiteware jar large (44.0) complete 
FN 308 Cibola Whiteware jar small (20.0) complete 
FN 310 Cibola Whiteware jar large (40.6) complete 

FN 137 Red Plain bowl large (36.0) complete 
FN 375 Red Plain bowl xlarge (49.1) complete 
FN 367 Red Plain bowl mini (9.4) complete 
FN 172 Red Plain jar large (40.0) complete 
FN 312 Red Plain jar large (40.0) complete 
FN 311 Red Plain jar large (36.0) partial (3) 
FN 300 Brown Oblit. Corr. jar large (40.0) partial (2) 
FN 35 Or/Gray Corr. bowl mini (10.6) complete 
FN 141 Or/Gray Corr. jar small (19.8) complete 
FN 388 Or/Gray Corr. jar large (40.0) complete 
FN 365 Or/Gray Corr. jar small (22.0) partial (2) 
FN 187 Or/Gray Corr. jar medium (28.0) partial (3) 
FN 176 Or/Gray Corr. plate small (25.8) complete 

Total Decorated = 6 
Total Undecorated = 13 



ROOM 10 

FN 278 
FN 302 
FN 254 
FN 288 

WARE 

Brown Oblit. Corr. 
Brown Oblit. Corr. 

Or/Gray Corr. 
Or/Gray Corr. 

Total Decorated = 0 
Total Undecorated = 4 

FORM 

jar 
jar 
jar 
jar 
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SIZE COMPLETENESS 

large (46.8) 
large (36.0) 
mini (10.8) 
medium (31. 0) 

partial (2) 
partial (4) 
complete 
partial (3) 
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ROOM 11 WARE FORM SIZE COMPLETENESS 

FN 253 Cibo1a Whiteware jar large (52.0) partial (3) 

FN 368 Salado Red Corr. jar medium (34.0) partial (2) 
FN 307 Brown Oblit. Corr. jar xlarge (54.0) complete 
FN 361 Brown Oblit. Corr. jar xlarge (60.0) partial (2) 
FN 367 Brown Oblit. Corr. jar large (36.0) partial (2) 
FN 376 Brown Oblit. Corr. jar medium (34.0) partial (3) 
FN 368 Brown Oblit. Corr. jar medium (34.0) partial (4) 
FN 396 Or/Gray Corr. jar large (39.0) complete 

Total Decorated = 1 
Total Undecorated = 7 



ROOM 13 WARE FORM 

FN 236 Cibola Whiteware jar 
FN 330 Cibola Whiteware jar 
FN 160 Roosevelt Redware bowl 
FN 229 Roosevelt Redware bowl 
FN 173 Roosevelt Redware bowl 
FN 315 McDonald Painted 

Corrugated bowl 

FN 235 Red Plain ellipsoidal 

FN 239 Brown Oblit. Corr. 
FN 190 Or/Gray Corr. 

Total Decorated = 6 
Total Undecorated = 3 

jar 
jar 
jar 
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SIZE COMPLETENESS 

medium (32.8) complete 
mini (12.3) complete 
medium (27.4) complete 
medium (27.4) complete 
medium (28.0) complete 

small (18.6) partial (3) 

large (45.4) complete 

medium (34.4) partial (2) 
medium (33.4) complete 
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ROOM 14 WARE FORM SIZE COMPLETENESS 

FN 390 Cibola Whiteware jar large (36.0) complete 
FN 667 Cibola Whiteware bowl small (16.0) complete 
FN 425 Cibola Whiteware jar large (40.1) complete 
FN 392 Cibola Whiteware jar large (42.3) complete 
FN 700 Roosevelt Redware bowl medium (26.5) complete 
FN 427 Salado W/R bowl xlarge (47.0) complete 
FN 423 Brown Painted 

Corrugated (dots) jar medium (34.0) complete 

FN 534 Red Plain jar medium (34.6) partial (3) 
FN 426 Brown Oblit. Carr. jar medium (34.0) partial (2) 
FN 424 Brown Oblit. Carr. jar xlarge (75.0) partial (2) 
FN 535 Brown Oblit. Carr. jar large (41.6) partial (2) 
FN 666 Brown Oblit. Carr. jar large (41.4) partial (3) 
FN 428 Brown Oblit. Carr. jar ? partial (4) 
FN 429 Brown Oblit. Carr. jar large (40.0) partial (4) 
FN 744 Or/Gray Corr. jar small (14.5) partial (4) 
FN 316 Or/Gray Carr. jar ? partial (4) 
FN 391 Or/Gray Carr. jar ? partial (4) 

Total Decorated = 7 
Total Undecorated = 10 
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ROOM 15 WARE FORM SIZE COMPLETENESS 

FN 134 Cibola Whiteware jar large (37.0) complete 
FN 265 Cibola Whiteware jar mini (11. 4) complete 
FN 136 Roosevelt Redware bowl medium (28.0) complete 
FN 221 Roosevelt Redware bowl medium (26.0) partial(3} 
FN 159 White Mountain bowl medium (23~2) complete 

Redware 

FN 266 Red Plain jar large (40.0) complete 
FN 133 Red Plain jar medium (32.0) partial (4) 
FN 240 Salado Red Corr. bowl small (18.0) partial (3) 
FN 243 Salado Red Corr. bowl xlarge (50.0) partial (3) 
FN 267 Brown Oblit. Corr. jar xlarge (58.0) partial (2) 
FN 135 Or/Gray Corr. jar medium (34.0) complete 
FN 149 Or/Gray Corr. jar medium (28.0) partial (2) 

Total Decorated = 5 
Total Undecorated = 7 



ROOM 16 WARE FORM 

FN 172 Cibola Whiteware jar 

FN 266 Red Plain ellipsoidal 

FN 268 Salado Red Corr. 
FN 264 Brown Oblit. Corr. 
FN 267 Brown Oblit. Corr. 
FN 263 Brown Oblit. Corr. 
FN 265 Brown Oblit. Corr. 
FN 152 Brown Oblit. Corr. 
FN 270 Or/Gray Corr. 

Total Decorated = 1 
Total Undecorated = 8 

jar 
jar 
jar 
jar 
jar 
jar 
jar 
jar 
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SIZE COMPLETENESS 

large (46.0) complete 

medium (32.0) complete 

xlarge (54.0) partial (2) 
medium (34.0) complete 
large (44.0) complete 
large (40.0) partial (2) 
large (50.0) partial (3) 
medium (28.0) partial (3) 
medium (32.0) partial (2) 
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ROOM 17 WARE FORM SIZE COMPLETENESS 

FN 254 Red Plain jar xlarge (60.0) partial (2) 
FN 255 Red Plain ~ar ? partial (4) 
FN 256 Salado Red Corr. Jar large (48.0) complete 
FN 170 Brown Oblit. Corr. jar large (47.0) complete 
FN 158 Brown Oblit. Corr. jar large (47.0) complete 
FN 171 Brown Oblit. Corr. jar xlarge (54.0) complete 
FN 157 Brown Oblit. Corr. jar large (49.4) partial (3) 
FN 163 Brown Oblit. Corr. jar ? partial (4) 
FN 413 Brown Oblit. Corr. jar ? partial (4) 
FN 164 Or/Gray Corr. jar ? partial (2) 
FN 159 Or/Gray Corr. jar ? partial (4) 

Total Decorated = 0 
Total Undecorated = 11 



ROOM lSa WARE FORM 

FN 303 Cibola Whiteware bowl 
FN 302(6a) Cibola Whiteware jar 
FN 239 Cibola Whiteware jar 
FN 302(6b) Cibola Whiteware jar 
FN 312 Roosevelt Redware bowl 

SIZE 

large (30.0) 
large 
mini (S.O) 

xlarge (56.0) 
large (34.0) 

FN 204 Brown Oblit. Corr. 
FN 33 Brown Oblit. Corr. 

bowl mini (12.0) 
jar mini (6.0) 

Total Decorated = 5 
Total Undecorated 2 

ROOM lSb 

304 

COMPLETENESS 

complete 
complete 
complete 
partial (2) 
complete 

complete 
complete 

FN 325 Cibola Whiteware bowl medium (24.5) complete 
FN 251 Cibola Whiteware jar mini (9.0) complete 

FN 340 Red Plain jar large (44.0) complete 
FN 341 Salado Red Plain jar medium partial (2) 
FN 365 Salado Red Plain bowl small (22.0) partial (2) 
FN 321 Or/Gray Plain with 

red slip jar medium complete 
FN 341 Br. Oblit. Corr. jar xlarge complete 
FN 329 Br. Oblit. Corr. jar large complete 
FN 327 Or/Gray Corr. jar large complete 
FN 349 Or/Gray Corr. jar xlarge complete 

Total Decorated = 2 
Total Undecorated = S 
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